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Abstract 

This study used a combination of historical and contemporary corpora to investigate 

semantic change within the contemporary American English slang words swag, flex, and 

swole. This study involved two parts. First, it analyzed each slang term’s earlier 

morphological form through collocate and contextual analysis within the Corpus of 

Historical American English (COHA). Second, it examined each slang term’s 

contemporary use in context within the News on the Web (NOW) corpus. After a 

comparison of the conclusions drawn from each analysis, it was found that the word swag 

underwent the process of semantic change known as amelioration and the words flex and 

swole experienced metaphorization.  
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1. Introduction 

The historical evolution of language has long fascinated linguists. One way to understand 

this evolution is through the study of semantic change, “the change of the meaning of 

languages’ lexical items through time” (Urban, 2015, p. 374). Since the early twentieth 

century, scholars have sought to categorize semantic change by type (Riemer, 2010; 

Traugott, 2017). Even today, introductory textbooks in semantics consider traditional 

classifications such as metaphorization, metonymization, amelioration, pejoration, 

specialization, and generalization to be foundational to its study (Hollmann, 2009; 

Traugott, 2017). Notwithstanding, the popularity and perceived importance of semantic 

change within linguistic research has ebbed and flowed over the past century, only 

recently becoming of significant interest again thanks to developments in cognitive and 

historical linguistics as well as computational methods (Robinson, 2012, p. 38). 

Specifically, the field has received a significant boost with the emergence of electronic 

corpora in the past forty to sixty years (Allan & Robinson, 2012; Traugott, 2017).  

Electronic corpora have enabled linguists to better understand the nature of incremental 

historical changes at the lexical level in an increasing number of settings beyond 

traditional texts, including media such as film, television, news, and the Internet. Access 

to these more popular mediums of discourse, including the spoken word, has allowed 

linguists to examine systematically areas of language largely left unexplored decades 

before. As Mair (2009) noted, “the greatest advantage for the student of recent [semantic] 

change is probably direct access to spoken data, which after all are the site of origin of 

almost all non-prestige innovations in language (p. 1110). This undoubtedly includes 

areas of language often considered to be of a lower register, such as slang expressions.  

Even though slang is a well-known vehicle for change and innovation within language, it 

has only recently become more fully available to linguistic analysis due to the growing 

number of historical and contemporary electronic corpora. Furthermore, while interest 

among linguists has grown over the years, it continues to be neglected by some language 

“purists” as a legitimate area of study due to prejudices related to its perceived “criminal 

and underclass associations” (Green, 2016, p. 9).  

Consequently, this study intends to analyze the possible diachronic semantic change of 

three contemporary American English slang terms: swag, flex, and swole. Each of these 

terms appear to have roots in much older English words, but it is not clear how—if it 

all—their meanings have shifted over the centuries. For example, the word swag has 

recently been added to English dictionaries around the world, defined something along 

the lines as “stylish confidence or flair.” However, the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) 

regards it as a shortening or clipping of the much older swagger, a word it defines as 

someone behaving “with an air of superiority, in a blustering, insolent, or defiant manner; 

now esp. to walk or carry oneself as if among inferiors, with an obtrusively superior or 

insolent air.” It also notes that its first known use goes back to Early Modern English, 

specifically Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, which debuted in the 1590s. 

But how exactly are these two words related, and what makes them different? Is their 

relationship evidence of lexical semantic change, and if so, what type? 
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This essay aims to determine the precise nature of the lexical semantic change of some of 

the newest words in American English, specifically three commonly used examples of 

contemporary slang—swag, flex, and swole—using both historical and contemporary 

corpora to compare their earliest known usages to their usages in more modern contexts. 

Thus, the following research questions will be investigated: 

• Have the contemporary American English slang terms swag, flex, and swole 

undergone semantic change? 

• If so, what types of semantic change have occurred in each of these words? 

 

2. Background 

2.1 Defining slang 

Before any examination of slang can commence, some acknowledgement must be given 

to the term’s slippery nature, as it has historically proven difficult to define. As Partridge 

(1933) famously stated, slang is “easy enough to use but very difficult to write about” (p. 

1). Indeed, after enumerating the past failures of others to define slang in a satisfactory 

manner, Dumas and Lighter (1978) felt a definition that possessed “a more precise set of 

features” was needed (p. 14). They concluded that “an expression should be regarded as 

true slang if it meets at least two of the following criteria”: it lowers the overall register 

of a given speech act, the speaker has a “special familiarity” with what is being discussed, 

it is generally considered taboo, and it functions as a euphemistic synonym for what is 

considered a difficult or uncomfortable subject (pp. 14-15). Lighter (2001) later built on 

his earlier work with Dumas to create the following definition for The Cambridge History 

of the English Language, one which linguists generally continue to find agreeable today: 

Slang denotes an informal, nonstandard, nontechnical vocabulary composed chiefly of novel-

sounding synonyms (and near synonyms) for standard words and phrases; it is often associated 

with youthful, raffish, or undignified persons and groups; and it conveys often striking 

connotations of impertinence or irreverence, especially for established attitudes and values 

within the prevailing culture (p. 220).  

To take just one contemporary example for comparison, one can see that Widawski’s 

(2014) definition generally follows suit: 

[Slang is] a highly informal and unconventional type of vocabulary; it is perceived as 

expressive, catchy, and undignified; it consists of standard expressions modified in some way 

or appended with new, often figurative, meanings, and sometimes of entirely novel expressions; 

slang is coined chiefly by members of social, occupational or ethnic groups which are typically 

separate from mainstream society, yet it is often adopted by larger social segments; it is 

employed in place of standard expressions to convey some extra information of a psychological, 

social or rhetorical nature; it thus provides alternative, highly informal synonyms for referents 

already named in the language, but sometimes gives names for referents for which there are no 

standard expressions, or which have yet to be named (p. 120). 
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Both Lighter and Widawski agree that slang is a type of word or expression that falls 

outside the current socio-linguistic norm and is something used by those seeking to 

emphasize their insider status. Moreover, Lighter characterizes slang as something that is 

“novel-sounding” (p. 220), while Widawski describes it as something “new” or “entirely 

novel” (p. 120). This raises the question—are slang terms in fact new, or are they a 

reimagining or refashioning of older expressions? In other words, are they “novel-

sounding” or truly novel?  

2.2 Classifying semantic change 

Perhaps the answer lies in the process known as semantic change. According to Traugott 

(2017), recent linguistic research into language change has focused on two areas: “the 

development of lexical, contentful meaning, and that of grammatical, procedural 

meaning” (para. 3). As this study is concerned with the former rather than the latter, it is 

important to first describe in some detail how linguists have traditionally sorted these 

types of changes. The six classifications most often discussed in the literature are 

metaphorization, metonymization, specialization, generalization, amelioration, and 

pejoration. These categories are often paired into three distinct subsets and deserve to be 

briefly defined before moving on. The first subset, which includes metaphorization and 

metonymization, is borrowed from the field of rhetoric (Riemer, 2010, p. 376) and 

involves a process where speakers see “some sort of connection between concepts” 

(Hollmann, 2009, p. 529). Metaphorization can be defined as type of change in a word’s 

meaning that is based on conceptual similarity or analogy, while metonymization is a 

change based on proximity or contiguity in location or time (Riemer, 2010; Traugott, 

2017). The second subset, which is made up of specialization and generalization, or 

sometimes narrowing and widening, refers to the restriction and extension of the range of 

a word’s meaning, respectively (Riemer, 2010; Traugott, 2017). The final subset, 

comprised of amelioration and pejoration, describes the change in a word’s “evaluative 

force” (Riemer, 2010, p. 374), in other words, its shift to a more positive or negative 

meaning.  

It is important to note that amelioration and pejoration are two examples of the process 

known as subjectification, which Traugott argued is the “dominant tendency” when it 

comes to language change (Riemer, 2010, p. 380) and has become a significant area of 

focus in the field of semantics. Traugott (2017) defined subjectification as “a shift toward 

meanings that are based more in the speaker’s perspective than earlier ones” (para. 39). 

While these traditional classifications are unable to answer many important questions 

posed by those in the field of historical linguistics, such as what motivates semantic 

change in certain words over others, linguists generally tend to agree they do an effective 

job at describing the mechanisms of change.  

That said, a fourth category is sometimes added to discussions of semantic change. This 

category seeks to divide lexical change based on what motivates it. Specifically, this 

classification divides semantic change into two different varieties: those that have 

occurred due to “language-internal” versus “language-external” factors. To put it simply, 

historical changes in a word’s meaning can often be understood to be determined either 

by strictly linguistic factors or by what Hollmann (2009) described as “broadly cultural-

social” forces (p. 531). Traugott (2017) presented two common classes of language-
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external factors: “linguistic legislation (e.g., changes in the meaning of rape, harass) [and] 

cooptation by a group (e.g., queer, Yankee)” (para. 21). The first of these describes how 

governmental action can influence semantic change and second how individual social 

groups choose to identify themselves can also have a significant impact on a word’s sense.   

2.3 Electronic corpora and corpus analysis 

Since each of the categories of semantic change mentioned above are understood to occur 

over time, in some cases over centuries, linguists have found the implementation of both 

historical and contemporary corpora to be indispensable. As Geeraerts, Gevaert, and 

Speelman (2012) put it, “By nature and necessity, diachronic semantics is a corpus-based 

endeavour” (p. 109). Contemporary electronic corpora allow researchers to see how 

language is used in context, both in spoken and written forms, in both prestige and popular 

contexts. Historical corpora, on the other the hand, are more limited since the language 

data they provide is often, though not always, restricted to more traditional texts like 

books (Curzan, 2009, p. 1091). In either case, electronic corpora allow linguists to comb 

over incredibly large amounts of data very quickly. One method that has aided in this is 

collocational analysis. According to Traugott (2017), “Particularly valuable in work on 

semantic change is the notion of ‘collocation,’ the relationship among words or groups of 

words that go together.” By revealing a pattern or connection between groups of words, 

a more nuanced understanding of a word’s meaning can be uncovered. Statistical 

techniques, like collocational analysis, complemented by more qualitative methods allow 

researchers to make sense of the data “systematically and reliably” (p. 1091). 

However, corpus studies rarely involve only quantitative analysis. According to Lindquist 

and Levin (2018), “most good corpus studies do not stop with frequency tables and 

statistical analyses. To make the best use of the figures, it is vital to go back to individual 

examples from the corpus to look at the reality behind the figures” (p. 26). Strictly 

qualitative corpus analysis is still considered “a relatively new research enterprise with 

unique methods; yet at the same time, it draws on a variety of previously established 

methods of linguistic enquiry” (Hasko, 2012, Methodolgocial Foundations section). In 

fact, contextual analysis is often an important part of understanding the nature of the data 

found in an electronic corpus. While historical semantics and corpus linguistics have 

begun to make good use of empirical and statistical techniques in better understanding 

language change, linguists continue to affirm the need for human analysis, judgment, and 

intuition (Allan & Robinson, 2012, p. 6). According to Hasko (2020), “the field of lexical 

studies” is one of the fields within linguistics that has particularly benefited from 

qualitative corpus analysis.  

 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Collecting data from the corpora 

To determine if diachronic change took place in each of the selected words, data was 

drawn from a historical corpus and compared to data taken from a contemporary corpus. 

The Corpus of Historical American English (COHA) was consulted for some of the earlier 

known uses of the terms since it “contains more than 475 million words of text from the 
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1820s-2010s which makes it 50-100 times as large as other comparable historical corpora 

of English” (Davies, 2010). News on the Web (NOW), a contemporary corpus 

“containing 17.2 billion words of data from web-based newspapers and magazines from 

2010 to the present time,” was selected since it offers the some of the most contemporary 

data available of any corpus (Davies, 2016). Since the slang terms under investigation 

came into popular usage recently, NOW made for the best choice. 

When searching the corpora, special attention was paid to the respective morphological 

differences between each slang term and its earlier formations. The fact that slang terms 

have undergone certain types of word building based on already existing words and 

sounds is a well understood phenomenon. According to Eble (1996), “Slang exploits 

existing forms and their current meanings in various ways, drawing on and often mixing 

resources from the sound system, the word building processes, paradigms, and the 

speakers’ knowledge of the culture” (p. 27). In other words, slang often draws from and 

alters established words in a language. Therefore, when conducting searches in COHA, 

the earlier morphological formation of each word was used, and when searching the NOW 

corpus, the later morphological formation was used (see Table 1). For example, since the 

Merriam-Webster online dictionary (2023) described the newer word swag as a 

shortening of the much older word swagger, the latter was searched in COHA and former 

was searched in NOW. Shortening, sometimes referred to as clipping or truncation, is a 

common word formation process with slang where a segment is dropped from a pre-

existing word (Gallová, 2021, p. 19). This was also the case for the slang term swole, 

which according to Merriam-Webster (2023) “comes from the earlier sense "swollen," [a] 

regional and African American variant of swollen, [the] past participle of swell.” This is 

an example of a word that has undergone two types of morphological word formation 

processes, shortening as define above, and conversion, which can be described as a 

“functional shift;” in this case, swole was originally used as a variant of the past participle 

swollen but was later repurposed into the slang adjective swole (Gallová, 2021, p. 19). 

Flex can also be seen as an example of conversion, since its original use as a verb later 

became extended to include the slang sense used as a noun. For the sake of clarity and 

brevity, I have labelled the earlier formations “Set 1” and the later formations “Set 2” and 

will refer to them as such for the remainder of this study. 

Table 1. Earlier versus later morphological word formations. 

Set 1 Words: 

Earlier word formation 

(searched in COHA) 

Set 2 Words: 

Later word formation 

(searched in NOW) 

Word Formation  

Process 

swagger swag  shortening 

swollen swole conversion & shortening 

flex flex conversion 

 

I began my search for matching strings for each word using the “list” feature within the 

corpus interface. In the case of the Set 1 words, I collected every instance available in 

COHA. That meant I drew 685 samples of swagger, 436 samples of flex, and 4,295 

samples of swollen. I chose to collect every sample available from the corpus to maximize 

the reliability of my conclusions. However, since swollen resulted in eight times the 

number of results than the other two, I restricted my search to 500 random tokens, a sum 
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approximating the size of the other two. I then catalogued the tokens in an Excel sheet, 

creating columns for sample number, publication year, category/connotation, and context.  

In the case of Set 2 words, I searched using the “chart” feature where it is possible to “see 

frequency by section”. This allowed me to sort the results using the “[s]ee frequency by 

country” tool and thus limit the scope of the search to publications within the United 

States. Since NOW is a corpus that collects data from news media publications from 

around the world, it made sense to restrict my search to publications within the United 

States as the slang terms in Set 2 all appear to originate from there. Additionally, this 

made the data more comparable to the data drawn from COHA, a strictly American 

English corpus. Limiting the search to the US still resulted in a sizeable number of hits: 

Swag appeared 6,855 times, flex 26,185 times, and swole 707 times. Since it would be too 

time intensive to review tens of thousands of tokens like in the case of flex, I used the 

corpus interface to select 200 random tokens from each. I then catalogued the results in a 

separate Excel sheet with columns that matched the Set 1 data. I justified using a smaller 

sample size for the more recent Set 2 words since the focus of this investigation is to 

better understand the historical roots of the slang terms.  

 

3.2 Sorting and analyzing the data 

3.2.1 Approach to Set 1 data 

For Set 1, I used COHA’s interface to search for collocates, setting the collocate window 

to a symmetrical -2/+2. However, I did not search for both left and right collocates 

simultaneously but instead performed separate searches for each. While setting such a 

narrow collocate window could be seen as restrictive, it also increased the statistical 

significance of my findings (Lindquist & Levin, 2018). Any collocates with a mutual 

information (MI) score lower than four were discarded. MI score “measures the 

collocational strength, i.e. the ties between the node word and each collocate” (Lindquist 

& Levin, 2018, p. 77). It is therefore important that any collocates with especially low MI 

scores be disregarded. Furthermore, any collocates that referred to a proper noun, such as 

a company brand or product like “Flex Fit”, were discarded as were any compound words 

that were not relevant to this investigation, such as “swagger stick” and “swagger coat”. 

The top ten collocates for both the left and right were then compared to the various 

definitions provided by Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary.   

Comparing the collocates to each word’s respective definition in the dictionary steered 

the contextual investigation for each word in Set 1. This inductive approach to corpus 

analysis is quite common. According to Hasko (2012), “[r]esearchers using qualitative 

corpus analysis as the methodological basis for their investigations adopt an exploratory, 

inductive approach to the empirically based study of how the meanings and functions of 

linguistic forms found in a specific corpus interact” ( Definition and Philosophy section). 

For swagger, the initial quantitative data (i.e., the collocate search) revealed the word’s 

relatively pejorative connotation. To confirm this, I performed a contextual analysis in 

which I sorted the 685 tokens into one of three categories based on connotation: positive, 

pejorative, or neutral/indiscernible. For the verb flex, the initial evidence pointed in a 

distinctly different direction. It indicated that its use was restricted to physical motion, 

such as the bending of an object or the tensing of a muscle. However, since the dictionary 
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indicated that a more metaphorical use existed, each token was sorted into the categories 

literal and metaphorical during the context analysis. Similarly, the initial collocate search 

as well as the assigned dictionary definitions indicated that swollen was used to denote 

the literal expansion of physical entities, such as “a swollen eye” or “a swollen river.” 

However, once again, the dictionary definitions also pointed to more metaphorical senses 

of the word, such as a “swollen ego”. Therefore, during a closer contextual analysis of 

each token, each use of swollen was sorted into one of two categories—literal or 

metaphorical.   

3.2.2 Approach to Set 2 data 

After retrieving 200 randomly sampled tokens for each word in Set 2 from NOW, each 

token was individually analyzed in context to determine if it was used in the relevant 

sense provided by Merriam-Webster. This meant, for example, that any tokens referring 

to proper nouns were ignored. Once each smaller, more relevant subset had been 

compiled, I began analyzing each token based on the findings revealed in my analysis of 

its related word in Set 1. For example, since swagger was found to be largely used in a 

pejorative way, the focus of my analysis of swag shifted to determine if this was also true 

for it.  

 

4. Results 

4.1 Set 1 words 

4.1.1 Analysis of swagger 

The collocate search appeared to support Merriam-Webster’s definitions of swagger. 

Merriam-Webster (2023) assigned eight senses to swagger, almost all of which can be 

associated with a host of negative qualities and behaviors, since these definitions use 

words such as arrogance, conceitedness, showiness, cockiness, boastfulness, ostentation, 

boldness, brashness, and bullying (see Appendix A). Of the top ten collocates by 

frequency on the left, five related to these negative associations—jaunty, strut, brag, 

exaggerated, and bold (see Table 2). Of the top ten collocates by frequency on the right, 

four related directly—bluster, importance, braggadocio, and boast.  

Table 2. Collocates of swagger in COHA (1820-2010s). 

Collocate -2 Freq. MI Collocate +2 Freq. MI 

  JAUNTY 6 11.19 BLUSTER 4 11 

  TOUCH 6 5.51 IMPORTANCE 4 5.38 

  CERTAIN 6  4.17 BRAGGADOIO 3 12.81 

  STRUT 5 11.34 JAGGER 2 11.50 

  USUAL 5 5.39 TAILORED 2 9.03 

  BRAG 4 10.41 MATCHED 2 7.50 

  EXAGGERATED 4 8.2 BOAST 2 7.30 
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  CUSTOMARY 4 8.01 DASH 2 6.86 

  BOLD 4 6.65 UTTER 2 5.94 

  SLIGHT 4 5.89 SUIT 2 4.38 

 

That said, it was through a close contextual analysis of the tokens that swagger’s largely 

negative connotation became apparent. Of the 685 tokens, 292 uses of swagger were 

found to be of a clearly pejorative nature, 92 were used in a positive light, and 297 were 

either used neutrally or indiscernibly (see Table 3). In many cases, swagger was used 

alongside strongly pejorative words and phrases akin to those hinted at in the collocate 

search, such as brazen, bluster, bold, fatuous, bluff, vulgar, bravado, assumed importance, 

taunting, truculence, boyish, haughty, insolent, careless, posturing smugly, supercilious, 

chauvinistic, bullying, foppishly, arrogance and raucous, to name a few. A number of 

tokens painted a picture of swagger as being something like a false display. It was also 

frequently associated with naivety and childishness. At other times, it was associated with 

an over eagerness to be seen as confident, fashionable, masculine, or dominant. The 

implication of these uses was that such attempts were unsuccessful—unconvincing 

gestures or superficial displays of greatness. For instance, swagger is just one part of a 

disparaging character description in sample 373 (See Appendix B): 

dependent on the supercilious young boyar beside him-Baron Alexi D-Medved, six feet of 

boastful swagger in a satin surcoat and mail shirt, his head as empty as his helm (FantasyScFi, 

2000). 

Sample 636 provides another demonstrative example where swagger is paired with “self-

satisfied” and used as an obvious insult: 

This issue is the antidote to all that. No bullshit, no self-satisfied swagger or fatuous self-

aggrandizement (Esquire, 2011). 

Table 3. Tokens of swagger sorted by connotation. 

Positive Negative Neutral/Uncertain 

123 341 221 

 

However, not all the sample data cast a negative light. Several tokens, though certainly 

not a majority, associated swagger with grace, wit, spirit, genuine courage, and 

confidence. These associations were mostly found in the context of the military, sports, 

and the performing arts, settings that could be understood to benefit from a type of 

confident display or show of power. For example, this can be seen in sample 112: 

There was none of the graceful swagger of the genteel comedian -- none of the solemn emphasis 

of him who wears the… (BorderBeaglesA, 1840). 

Overall, the data indicated that swagger tended to be used pejoratively, but not 

exclusively so. 
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4.1.2 Analysis of the verb flex 

Flex’s collocates clearly pointed to a body part’s ability to bend or a muscle’s ability to 

tense. This was due to collocates such as muscle/s, knee/s, arm/s, fingers, abs, and yoga 

(see Table 4). What was less apparent were the collocates used to describe an inanimate 

object’s ability to bend, such as a golf ball’s “face flex.” Overall, almost all the collocates 

reinforced the definitions of flex provided by Merriam-Webster—a verb or noun referring 

to literal act of bending or tense. What was not clear from the collocate data was whether 

flex was used in the more metaphorical sense—to use or demonstrate one’s skill or power, 

as in “flexing her singing muscles.” Hence, a closer contextual analysis of the individual 

tokens was necessary.  

 

Table 4. Collocates of flex in COHA (1820-2010s). 

Collocate -2 Freq. MI Collocate +2 Freq. MI 

  FACE 14 4.64 MUSCLES 30 10.37 

  MUSCLES 9 8.63 MUSCLE 9 9.17 

  NATURAL 4  4.86 KNEES 9 7.50 

  ABLE 4 4.27 FINGERS 6 6.14 

  FORGIVING 4 10.19 ARM 6 5.35 

  KNEE 4 6.86 ARMS 4 4.44 

  ADDITIONAL 3 6.25 EXTEND 3 7.33 

  BEGINNING 3 4.67 THRUST 3 6.75 

  ADDED 3 4.36 SWEATPANTS 2 12.41 

  YOGA 2 9.62 ABS 2 11.02 

 

A contextual analysis of the 436 individual sample tokens showed that flex was largely 

used in the physical sense of bending or tensing one’s muscles. In fact, 186 tokens used 

it in the sense of bending and 119 used it in the sense of tensing one’s muscles. In other 

words, the vast majority, almost 70%, used it in one of these two ways (see Table 3). 

Sample 130 demonstrated how it can be used to indicate a bending motion specifically of 

a body part (see Appendix C): 

Also, when climbing in the saddle keep your upper body low, flex your elbows, bend at the hips, 

and keep your back fairly straight (Bicycling, 1996).  

On the other hand, sample 76 showed how it can be used to describing a tensing of the 

muscle: 

…his ropy muscles flex and stretch across his shirtless arms and back (Himalayan Dhaba, 2003). 

Another 13 tokens used flex as a noun meaning an electrical cable or cord, a chiefly British 

usage according to Merriam-Webster. This left 49 tokens, or about 11 percent, that were 

used in a metaphorical manner, one meaning to demonstrate or show off one’s strength, 
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skill, or ability. These metaphorical uses could be broken into three distinct types. The 

first used a version of the phrase “flex his/her/its/their muscle(s)”. Sample 153 provided 

an illustrative example of this:  

…one of the most powerful and well-funded such groups in America, is able to flex its considerable 

muscle. (Bazaar, 2000). 

The second type, blended the phrase “flex one’s muscles” into the structure and meaning 

of the sentence, pointing to a specific type of demonstration, usually adding a modifier in 

front of the word muscles, like in sample 256:  

…by organizing themselves into a cartel, the LDCs began to flex their own political muscles 

(NewPoliticsScience, 1984). 

The third type omitted the word muscle altogether, instead relying entirely on the word 

flex to express demonstration, like in sample 230:  

Overseas, a woman finds more opportunities to flex whatever qualities of leadership she may have 

(Harpers, 1968). 

This last type shows flex has evolved to be used without the word muscles altogether.  

4.1.3 Analysis of swollen 

Almost every collocate on both the left and the right of the verb swollen was associated 

with the symptoms of a medical condition or ailment (see Table 5). In fact, only river and 

stream(s) appeared to refer to a different category. This matched Merriam-Webster’s 

(2023) first two senses of the word—"to expand (as in size, volume, or numbers) 

gradually beyond a normal or original limit” and “to become distended or puffed up”—

but it did not address the other six senses:  

• to become filled with pride and arrogance 

• to behave or speak in a pompous, blustering, or self-important manner 

• to play the swell 

• to become distended with emotion 

• to affect with a powerful or expansive emotion 

• to increase the size, number, or intensity of   

Thus, a further analysis of the individual tokens was required. 

Table 5. Collocates of swollen in COHA (1820-2010s). 

Collocate -2 Freq. MI Collocate +2 Freq. MI 

  FACE 124 4.71 EYES 92 4.16 

  RED 121 6.07 FACE 77 4.02 

  EYES 117  4.51 LIPS 68 6.14 

  EYE 38 4.77 RIVER 60 5.37 

  SLIGHTLY 34 6.07 SHUT 54 6.17 

  TONGUE 33 6.35 FEET 48 4.31 

  LIPS 31 5.01 STREAMS 40 8.10 
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  BADLY 26 6.64 STREAM 40 6.53 

  LEGS 22 5.12 BELLY 39 8.22 

  BRUISED 19 8.48 ANKLES 2 9.23 

 

Except for sense number eight, all of the latter senses mentioned above differ from the 

first two in that they use swollen to describe an emotional state, rather than a physical 

one. These senses rarely appeared in the 500 randomly sampled tokens. In fact, only 13 

of the 500 used swollen anything close to these more metaphorical senses (see Appendix 

D). The other 487 tokens either used swollen to denote an enlarged body part, animal 

carcass, or body of water or to describe how a nation’s population or budget has increased 

in number or size. The most common uses had to do with human body parts like in 

samples 408 and 329: 

• …his head swathed in bandages, the lower part of his face swollen and bruised to an extent that 

prevented speech (CaliforniaCaballero, 1936). 

• Her face was red and her eyes swollen (Visionaries, 1905). 

It was also common for swollen to refer to a flooding river or lake, like in samples 338 

and 368: 

• The swollen river rolled and roared between (FeastVirginsOther, 1891). 

• …make ends meet fishing have also suddenly found themselves unable to make money as 

the swollen lakes are still firmly closed (FoxNews, 2019). 

These uses of the word could be interpreted to be literal and concrete as they describe the 

physical properties of a physical entity. However, the same could not be said for the 

remaining 13 tokens. They refer to non-physical notions like the style of writing within a 

manuscript or the state of pride within a particular person. This use of the word had a 

clear pejorative connotation, one which described something or someone in a state of 

excess. This can be seen in samples 381 and 45: 

• She had crawled out of the tipi wondering where to go, her swollen awkwardness not something 

she cared to display in a different lodge (HantaYo, 1979) 

• It treated people as they deserved, like frogs swollen with pride who imagined that they had 

created the swamp with their croaking (FantasySciFi, 1998). 

It can be concluded from this analysis that swollen was by and large used in a literal 

fashion to describe physical objects. 

4.2 Set 2 words 

4.2.1 Analysis of the slang term swag 

Of the 200 random tokens, 50, or 25%, used swag in the relevant sense of “bold or brash 

self-confidence: swagger, cockiness,” a rather large share considering Merriam-Webster 

has assigned it fourteen different senses and has described it as one of “the most gloriously 

polysemous entries in the catalogue of English words.” 27 of the 50 were used in the 

context of sports, specifically praising a player’s in-game performance. The other 23 were 

almost all used in the context of music, politics, and fashion.  

Interestingly, none of the 50 uses could be interpreted to be pejorative. In contrast, every 

instance of swag was used to pay another person a compliment. This certainly went 

against the implication in Merriam-Webster’s dictionary that associates it with bold or 

brash confidence, both adjectives that indicate unseemly excess. Furthermore, these 
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instances did not support the idea that swagger and cockiness can be used 

interchangeably. Swag was instead depicted as a desirable quality, something of which to 

be envious, like in sample 42:  

you were just jealous of Cardi... She's got more swag than you,’ she continued’ (Complex, 2020). 

This is not to say that swag did not refer to self-confidence, just that from the context 

analysis of these 50 tokens, it was clearly a pleasing or healthy amount. In fact, sample 

178 showed how the speaker sees cockiness as something different than swag:  

Just ask his coach. # " He's got that little bit of swag about him, " Kraft said. " He's not trying to be 

cocky (Pilotonline.com, 2019) 

4.2.2 Analysis of the slang term flex 

Only 15, or 7.5%, of the 200 randomly sampled tokens used flex in the slang sense 

ascribed by Merriam-Webster (2023), either as a verb that means “to talk in a boastful or 

aggressive way” or “to make an ostentatious display of something” or as a noun meaning 

“an act of bragging or showing off”. Samples 108 and 156 demonstrate each use 

respectively:  

• …this limited-edition release from Nike's elite Tier Zero line is one way to flex your 

knowledge of sneaker history, and good taste (GQ Magazine, 2013). 

• It's the ultimate flex, one very few people who ever reached his level seem capable of pulling 

off… (KATC Lafayette News, 2019). 

Interestingly, 32 separate tokens used the metaphorical sense meaning “to demonstrate” 

as discussed above. Sample 193 provides a typical example of this: 

his City Hall troops, though some question whether his Grassroots political club can still flex its 

traditional muscle on the East Side. # Over the past few days (Buffalo News, 2021). 

The metaphorical use of flex as a verb seems to be on a sort of spectrum. That is to say, it 

is not always clear when a speaker means to say an entity is merely demonstrating their 

skills or boasting about them. One thing is certain, all of these uses of flex function very 

differently than the older uses of the word, which meant to bend or move muscles.  

4.2.3 Analysis of the slang term swole 

Merriam-Webster (2023) defined swole as an adjective meaning “extremely 

muscular: having a physique enhanced by bodybuilding exercises.” Of the 200 randomly 

sampled tokens in NOW, 54, or approximately 27%, used swole in this way. The other 

146 tokens largely referred to proper nouns, such as the American professional wrestler 

Swole. These uses were disregarded. The vast majority of the relevant uses were 

associated with the fitness and impressive muscle size of actors in action films, 

bodybuilders, athletes, and fictional characters like Batman. These tokens matched 

Merriam-Webster’s definition.  

Interestingly, Merriam-Webster connects swole to swollen, which makes sense 

morphologically, but which is less obvious semantically, since neither shares a meaning. 

Instead, it seems that swole is an example of metaphorical semantic change. In other 

words, it seems these two words share a conceptual similarity. Since swollen has long 

been used to describe objects that have grown in either size or quantity, it seems that 
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swole was used in this sense to apply to a person’s overall muscularity. While this might 

seem an obvious extension, this study’s investigation of swollen in context shows that it 

has been largely used to describe enlarged body parts, but not because of happy or healthy 

predicaments, but due to consequences like inflammation, infection, grief and even death. 

In this way, the semantic change from swollen to swole could be seen to be both 

metaphoric and possibly ameliorative.  

 

5. Discussion 

The results of this study suggest that a type of semantic change occurred in each pair of 

related words. However, not all three pairs of words underwent the same type of change. 

Swagger and swag appear to have undergone the process known as amelioration, while 

the different versions of flex as well as swollen/swole experienced metaphorization. 

Amelioration can be understood to be the process where the sense of a word becomes 

more positively valued by the speaker. Metaphorization, on the other hand, refers to the 

process where a word’s sense is extended to include meanings considered conceptually 

similar or analogous. 

Swagger was found to have been largely used as an insult, a word meant to dress down 

someone the speaker felt was violating a certain sense of decorum relating to modesty, 

humility, maturity, or authenticity. In contrast, swag was seen to be used rather 

exclusively as a compliment or a point of pride. While Merriam-Webster ascribes similar 

denotative senses to these two words, this investigation found that these words have very 

divergent connotative meanings. In other words, swag not only underwent a 

morphological change, but also a semantic change, specifically an amelioration of its 

connotation. 

The verb flex was shown to be largely used when denoting the action of bending or the 

tensing of a muscle. However, it should be noted that a small minority of uses were shown 

to use it in a more metaphorical manner, one which meant to demonstrate or show off 

one’s power, ability, or skills. This latter usage was around 11 percent of all the instances 

available in COHA, the first example of which did not appear until 1949. These rarer 

metaphorical uses pointed the way to the slang term flex, which was found to be used as 

a noun as well as a verb. Flex seemed to have undergone a series of stages of semantic 

change. In the first stage, it was solely used as a verb to express bending or tensing. In 

the second stage, its function or word class remained the same, but its meaning expanded 

to include the metaphorical sense where flexing one’s muscle meant to demonstrate one’s 

power, skill, or ability in a certain area. In the third stage, one sense of flex underwent a 

functional shift where it started being used as a noun meaning to brag or boast. This last 

stage also saw that flex could be used alone. Specifically, it was no longer necessary to 

pair it with the word muscles, and it could be used as a synonym of a brag or boast. 

Swollen, the past participle of the verb swell, was found to be mostly used to describe an 

infected or inflamed condition of a body part—or at times, the process of bloating 

associated with rigor mortis. It was also commonly used to describe bodies of water that 

had exceeded their original size or the populations of cities or countries that had grown 
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quickly and unanticipatedly. A few tokens indicated that swollen was sometimes used 

metaphorically and pejoratively to describe an unseemly increase in a particular human 

quality, such as pride or sense of self-worth. In contrast, the slang term swole was found 

to be used as an adjective meaning “extremely muscular.” This sense of the word 

appeared to undergo metaphorization, since the idea of being extremely muscular could 

be seen to be conceptually similar “to expanding beyond a normal or original limit”, in 

this case a person’s original muscularity or body size.  

 

6. Conclusion 

This investigation sought to determine if semantic change occurred in three contemporary 

American English slang words, swag, flex, and swole, and if so, what type. After a careful 

collocate and contextual analysis of each word’s original sense with the help of the 

historical corpus COHA, followed by a contextual analysis aided by the contemporary 

corpus NOW, it was concluded that all three did in fact undergo a type of semantic 

change. Swag shifted from a more pejorative connotation to a more positive one, a process 

known as amelioration, while both flex and swole experienced an extension of their 

original meanings through the process of metaphorization. This study solely analyzed the 

mechanisms of semantic change in the three selected words, but the motivations for these 

changes—that is, the reasons that caused their change—would be equally interesting to 

understand. Additionally, this study was limited to analyzing three examples of 

contemporary slang. It might be fruitful for future investigations to analyze a larger 

number of slang terms to better understand the mechanics of semantic change of slang in 

general.  
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Appendix A 

Senses of the word swagger according to Merriam-Webster (2023). 
 

Word

Class 

First 

known 

use 

Definition 

1 verb 1596 to conduct oneself in an arrogant or superciliously pompous manner, 

especially to walk with an air of overbearing self-confidence 

2 verb 

 

boast; brag 

3 verb 

 

to force by argument or threat; bully 

4 noun  1725 an arrogantly self-confident way of walking : an act or instance of 

swaggering 

5 noun  

 

arrogant or conceitedly self-assured behavior 

6 noun  

 

ostentatious display or bravado 

7 noun  

 

bold or brash self-confidence 

8 adj. 1879 marked by elegance or showiness 

9 noun 1887 swagger stick -a short light stick usually covered with leather and 

tipped with metal at each end and intended for carrying in the hand 

(as by military officers) 

•  

Senses of the word swag (slang sense in yellow) according to 

Merriam-Webster (2023). 

  Word 

Class 

First 

known 

use 

Definition 

1 noun  goods acquired by unlawful means  

2 noun  valuable articles or goods 

3 noun  promotional goods or items 

4 noun  goods given to people who attend or participate in an event 

5 noun  money, lucre 

6 noun  a decorative strip or chain hanging in a curve between two points 

7 noun  a suspended cluster of something (such as evergreen branches) 

8 noun 1660  a slow movement back and forth 

9 noun  a pack of personal belongings (chiefly Australian) 

10 noun 2003 bold or brash self-confidence 

11 verb 1530 sway, lurch 

12 verb  sag, droop 

13 verb  to adorn with swags 

14 verb  to arrange (something, such as drapery) in swags 

15 noun  references to proper nouns (e.g. SWAG awards) 

16 other  foreign language 
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Senses of the word swollen according to Merriam-Webster (2023). 
 

Word 

Class 

First 

Known  

Use 

Definition 

1 verb 12th 

Cent. 

to expand (as in size, volume, or numbers) gradually beyond 

a normal or original limit 

2 verb 
 

to become distended or puffed up 

3 verb 
 

to form a bulge or rounded elevation 

4 verb 
 

to become filled with pride and arrogance 

5 verb 
 

to behave or speak in a pompous, blustering, or self-important 

manner 

6 verb 
 

to become distended with emotion 

7 verb 
 

to affect with a powerful or expansive emotion 

8 verb 
 

to increase the size, number, or intensity of 

 

Senses of swole according to Merriam-Webster (2023). 
 

Word  

Class 

First 

Known 

Use 

Definition 

1 

 

1988 extremely muscular: having a physique enhanced by 

bodybuilding exercises 

 

Senses of flex according to Merriam-Webster (2023). 
 

Word 

Class 

First  

Known 

Use 

Definition 

1 verb 1521 to bend, especially repeatedly 

2a verb  

 

to move muscles so as to cause flexion of (a joint) 

2b verb 

 

to move or tense (a muscle) by contraction 

3 verb 

 

use, demonstrate 

4 verb 

 

bend 

5a verb 

 

to talk in a boastful or aggressive way 

5b verb 

 

to make an ostentatious display of something; show off 

6 noun 1934 the act or instance of flexing or bending 

7 noun  

 

flexibility; pliancy 

8 noun  

 

an act of bragging or showing off 

 

Senses of modern slang flex according to Merriam-Webster (2023). 

Sense Word 

Class 

First  

Known Use 

Definition 



 

20 

 

1 noun 1993 an act of bragging or showing off 
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Appendix B 

All available tokens of the word swagger in COHA, categorized by connotation, positive (+), pejorative (-), or 

neutral/indiscernible (0). 
 

Year Connotation Context 

1 1846 -   Sandwich Islands. But let no one be deceived by these accounts. The chiefs swagger about in gold lace and broadcloth, 

while the great mass of the common people 

2 1849 +   large sums to adorn his house or buy another estate; and with a valiant swagger and grasping of his cudgel longs 

exceedingly to have another bout at quarter-staff. Though 

3 1851 0   smiling innocence of the villages through which he floats; his swart visage and bold swagger are not unshunned in cities. 

Once a vagabond on his own canal, I 

4 1856 +   . There was something like a defying desperation in his tones, in the dare-devil swagger of his movement, and the almost 

iron pressure of his grasp upon my fingers 

5 1856 +   despotism is that! Can't a friend get drunk, or game, or swagger? may he not depart from the highway, and sidle into an 

alley, 

6 1856 -   gentlemanly appearance of these young men, and that they had nothing of that Cuffy swagger by which those freed from 

a servile state try to cover a painful consciousness of 

7 1860 +   splendid mansion he had occupied for years, was remarkable. He lost the impressive swagger that always said, " I am the 

first man in S -- --; 

8 1873 +   double-shuffle, and then advancing to the foot-lights with that inimitable look, that audacious swagger and utter abandon 

which had so thrilled and fascinated them a moment before, uttered 

9 1874 0   swinging pace, whistling cheerily. He was very tall; he walked with a swagger. You could make out no more in the 

darkness. The great house loomed 

10 1882 -   village. The resolutions he described as being the work of presuming boys, who swagger of time immemorial; of 

strangers who had lived but a brief time in the 
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11 1882 -   enjoyment; and that their society had for its characteristic distinction the fussy pretension and swagger that usually mark 

the presence of lucky speculators in stocks. He had attributed to 

12 1886 -   fellow. One after another they glide in, with an always conscious air, swagger off to the bar, strike attitudes in groups, 

one with his legs spread 

13 1888 +   , and became his graceful figure well, as he marched along with a jaunty swagger, one hand on his aide, and the other 

toying with a beautiful little 

14 1888 -   your figure; throw back your head; walk with a little springy sway and swagger, as if you didn't care a damson for 

anybody, and -- there 

15 1888 -   windy, you know; throw back your head and fling yourself along with a swagger, as if you didn't care, ahem! for 

anybody, and- - 

16 1888 -   you not to come back again! " Clara threw up her head with a swagger, and went on. " Very well, you may scorn my 

words, 

17 1890 -   at a salary of four dollars a week, and is no longer able to swagger and boast as he has done hitherto. Mr. Tomkins, 

Linton's father, 

18 1894 -   a pass of my own fortunes when keeping hansoms at doors seemed to me pure swagger. As a trick of this bold and 

sensitive girl, however, it became 

19 1894 -   home in them, " said the Englishman, with just the hint of a swagger in his tone. " But your balloons are poor, primitive 

things at best 

20 1894 ?   Peter. So when Peter shook hands, the next evening, with the very swagger young lady who stood beside her mother, 

receiving, he was told: " 

21 1894 +   , " said Thomas Payne, and was out of the yard with the gay swagger which he had learned along with his Greek and 

Latin at college. The next 

22 1894 0   loud, and knitted fiercely. But poor Thomas Payne, striding with his harmless swagger up the hill, whistling as loud as 

might be one of his college airs 

23 1895 +   would sometimes spend our evenings in Nina's rooms. She lived in a tremendously swagger house in the Avenue de 

l'Observatoire, - - on the sixth floor, to 
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24 1895 0   unimaginative young people in the Latin Quarter used to be. I have seen Bibi swagger; I have seen him sullen, insolent, 

sarcastic; I have seen him 

25 1896 -   equipage attracting every eye as he drove forth, nor a gentleman's gentleman whose swagger and pomp outdid that of all 

others in his world. Soon after the breaking 

26 1897 -   " She is vulgar from her red pompon to her boots. She has the swagger of a soubrette and she has left a trail of perfume 

behind her -- pah 

27 1897 +   the music in the Kellers, and there go the same Bavarian officers with their swagger and saucy blue eyes. They are the 

handsomest men in Europe! And here 

28 1897 -   But they deceived nobody; they all had that nimble brain, and that unconscious swagger of importance and success which 

stamps the American in every country. Prince Hugo, 

29 1897 ?   , and behind them more blue-jackets with bare, bronzed throats, and with the swagger and roll of the sea in their legs and 

shoulders. An American flag floated 

30 1897 0   curly hair, curly chin beard, and mustache. He walked with a little swagger, and his legs were slightly bowed. Morris 

called him " a little feller 

31 1899 0   the entrance of a tall, dark-complexioned man, who carried himself with a peculiar swagger, and seemed to be famous 

for something or other, diverted the attention of 

32 1899 -   win or lose. He approached Madame at the table with a semblance of that swagger affected by the weakling in presence 

of women, yet permitting the wandering eye and 

33 1900 +   functionary, and admires the " English " cut of his clothes and his Eastern swagger. A large hotel is her dream of luxury, 

and a couple of simultaneous 

34 1900 -   Stetsons, whar some of' em' 11 be afore night! With a swagger he lifted the bottle to his lips, and, stopping short, let it 

35 1900 0   is no danger? You advise me to brazen the dina giacca out, to swagger it off? " " I don't understand, Signorino, " said 

Marietta 

36 1900 -   on her handsomest salver. She presented it with a flourish that was almost a swagger. Twice the size of an ordinary 

visiting-card, the fashion of it was roughly 

37 1900 -   The Lord Prince Cardinal Udeschini was here, " said Marietta. There was a swagger in her accent. There was also 

something in her accent that seemed to rebuke 
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38 1900 -   grin, as much as to say I was a proven coward after all my swagger. But the captain merely replied: " Oh, let the matter 

rest as 

39 1900 +   Canewood. He came in one morning, hungry and footsore, but with a swagger of importance that he had well earned. He 

had left his Young Captain Basil 

40 1901 -   turned, shaped, by a woman! He may deny it. He may swagger and lie about it. Heredity, ambition, lust, noble 

aspirations, weak 

41 1901 -   now they, saw; it was his eyes that had dispelled the boast and swagger of the Gaul, the superciliousness of the Capuan, 

and whatever of brawling boldness 

42 1901 -   away after the rest, seeking to conceal the humiliation of his retreat by the swagger of his gait and the fierceness of his 

expression -- which there was no one 

43 1904 -   I wouldn't sell you nothing, anyway, " said Parky, with a swagger. " He couldn't git grub here now for no money -- 

savvy? 

44 1905 -   all right, you can trust Jake Shaggam, " replied Gouch, with a swagger. Liquor had deprived him of all his natural 

shrewdness. He insisted upon talking 

45 1906 -   not in the way that causes awkwardness, but in the way that causes a swagger. One had only to glance at him to know 

that he was offensive to 

46 1907 -   's and the whole vulgar lot of them would come over and take possession and swagger about the place as if they had been 

born on it. As to divorce 

47 1907 -   have begun to cry before this. That is what stimulates me. You will swagger to the end. You put the devil into me. Half 

an hour ago 

48 1907 0   his manner of bearing himself erect, and even with a certain touch of cool swagger, was, it was evident, achieved only by 

determined effort. He looked 

49 1907 -   ye? " " Elivin, " replied Jimmy, with a bit of unconscious swagger. " I am havin' poor luck to-day. " " How mony wad 

50 1907 +   hour like this is to live! Not a thing is missing; all this swagger furniture, the rich atmosphere of smartness about the 

whole place; best of all 

51 1907 -   the ferry-boat. No; he did not have the perfidious smirk or the brazen swagger of the lady-killer. Sincerity and modesty 

shone through his boreal tan. It seemed 
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52 1908 -   " turnouts " were " nobby " and " natty "; they were " swagger " and " smart " and " swell. " However, the horse was 

53 1909 -   ending his sentence, he swaggered out of the shop. But to Maida his swagger seemed like something put on to conceal 

another feeling. Maida suddenly felt very tired 

54 1910 +   read about him in the papers too, and she thought it'd be the swagger thing to go to New York and hear him play -- so we 

went... 

55 1910 -   in America once and forever. His confidence and assumption and what Senator Dawes called swagger were not to their 

liking. Anyway, Custer was attracting altogether too much attention 

56 1911 -   firmly and resolutely, with his head well up, yet without any trace of swagger or bravado. As he reached for the 

doorknob, Mr. Leslie bent forward and 

57 1911 -   room to be taken care of and petted and comforted. He left all his swagger and bluster and bravado outside, and I babied 

him to his heart's content 

58 1911 -   a significant expression. " And the hero will not be an Easterner -- to swagger through the pages of the book, scaring 

people into submission through the force of 

59 1912 -   having been carefully thought out and decided upon beforehand, I approached with a bold swagger the shop of a 

reputable-looking banian, and, in the usual manner of business 

60 1913 -   try to put on airs with them. The French boys liked a bit of swagger, and they were always delighted to hear about 

anything new: new clothes, 

61 1913 -   , boisterously. He moved toward Dick Gilder, walking with a faint suggestion of swagger to cover the nervous tremor 

that had seized him. " So long, young 

62 1913 -   and resentful, or boastfully delighted and given to a common youth's excitedly common swagger at finding himself 

suddenly a " swell. " This special kind of youth would 

63 1913 -   know about decent living? And ten to one he'd be American enough to swagger and bluster and pretend he knew 

everything better than any one else, and lose 

64 1913 -   sort of, " he said, but in a manner curiously free from fatuous swagger. " I've had luck that way. I guess it's been because 

65 1913 -   cried. " I believe it's all a bluff. " His crude-sounding young swagger had a touch of final desperation in it as he turned on 

Palliser. " 
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66 1913 0   She's my secretary, " Hutchinson began to explain, with a touch of swagger. " I've got to have a secretary, and I'd rather 

trust 

67 1914 -   's walk was affected; he adopted a gait which was a kind of taunting swagger; and, when he passed other children on the 

street, he practised the 

68 1914 +   not to mention her own. From time to time she had dreamed of a swagger tailored suit, but the paradox of a swagger 

tailored suit in San Pasqual had 

69 1914 +   time she had dreamed of a swagger tailored suit, but the paradox of a swagger tailored suit in San Pasqual had been so 

apparent always that Donna could not bring 

70 1914 -   the air of a man accustomed to be obeyed, and yet there was no swagger or truculence in his bearing. His glance was 

singularly fearless and direct, and 

71 1915 -   . And I know that, " he added, attempting a bit of a swagger, " for I secured the commission for him myself. " He came 

out 

72 1916 -   was no backing out; he had got to go on. He tried to swagger and look very bold and brave. " I told you I'm not afraid 

73 1917 -   In those soaring days, let us hope that you played the villain with a swagger, or being cast in a softer role, that you won a 

pink and 

74 1918 -   my hat as I please, indoors and out. " Sometimes this is mere swagger. Sometimes it is superb. So much for the type. Let 

us turn 

75 1919 -   this other thing. I don't know, but I MIGHT. " The swagger with which he said this, the confidence in himself which he 

showed and the 

76 1919 -   as he seemed. He had too much genuine sense. It was just boyish swagger and show, and still it was time that he was 

getting over that and 

77 1920 -   in from far countries with their precious cargoes of furs. And they no longer swagger and tell loud-voiced adventure, or 

sing their wild river songs in the same old 

78 1920 -   , but they cringed into second place before the Turks, who, without any swagger at all, lorded it over every one. For the 

Turk is a conqueror 

79 1920 -   flame, from watching Maga. " To see whether thou hast manhood behind that swagger! " answered Kagig, and led the 

way. No man ever yet explained 
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80 1920 0   tar and feather that telegraph operator. I guess Dad was right. " The swagger went out of Hugh's walk and he stopped to 

let the men pass out 

81 1920 -   us a job on the pitheid? " and Walker noted with amusement the manly swagger in the boy's voice and bearing. " We 

dinna' usually start lasses 

82 1920 -   steady ones of the Arizonan. " Slim " Jim, with a touch of swagger to save his face, stepped into the cab and sat down. 

Clay followed 

83 1920 -   wouldn't go through it again in the same cause. " There was no swagger in his statement, just simple earnestness. The 

room was very still for a 

84 1920 0   know everybody? " Her clear eyes met his without self-consciousness. He attempted a swagger. " I don't want to know 

everybody. How do they happen to 

85 1920 0   Barbee came, his wide hat far back upon his tight little curls, his swagger pronounced, his sweet blue eyes shining softly 

-- his lips battered and bruised and 

86 1921 0   sharpened nerves, she set it down to cowardice, and put on an extra swagger now as her eyes met his. Rothgar surveyed 

the sprig of defiance with no 

87 1921 0   -- and a cloak instead of his Norfolk coat. He walked with a little swagger, and stood with his hand on his hip, as if his 

palm pressed 

88 1921 0   glorious hair shone like copper, her hand was on her hip, her little swagger matched the swagger that we remembered in 

the old Jimmie. I wondered if Elise 

89 1921 0   like copper, her hand was on her hip, her little swagger matched the swagger that we remembered in the old Jimmie. I 

wondered if Elise remembered. * 

90 1921 -   in general. The only thing that disturbed his mind was the fact that, swagger as he would, his shoulders, usually so square 

and trim, refused to 

91 1922 -   of the architect, useless in itself -- what was it but the touch of swagger, of bravado, of defiance -- going out into the vast, 

meaningless, 

92 1922 -   a splendid dark ruffian lounging along. He wanted to show off, and his swagger was perfect. Long black onyx eyes and a 

tumble of black curls, and 

93 1922 -   . Dat was where I loined to take punishment. With a grin and a swagger. I'm a chip offen de old block, get me? LONG -- 
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94 1922 0   enough. in their wide sombreros, woolly chaps, gay shirts, and a swagger that matched their trick of shooting. The miners 

were swarthy, bearded foreigners, 

95 1922 +   it. I am delighted at some of my own antics. I love to swagger and I adore an audience, but to be laughed at by others 

would kill 

96 1922 +   swashbuckling character; it goes with the ruffles, the jack boots, and the swagger. It is a luxury of which I am extremely 

jealous. " Bringing his 

97 1924 -   the freshman his charm, and he did not succeed very well in acquiring the swagger, the cocky, patronizing manner, the 

raucous self-assurance that characterize the true sophomore 

98 1924 -   to a brighter and broader vision of life. Merciful heavens preserve us! You swagger around utterly contemptuous of the 

man who hasn't gone to college. You talk 

99 1966 +   fifteen minutes, and seemed as bright as usual, with a kind of added swagger at being the central figure in a dramatic 

situation. " I wonder you hed 

100 1975 -   put him -- in irons. " Singleton stood up, with a sort of swagger. He wes less intoxicated than Turner, but ugly enough. 

He faced the 

101 1826 -   ,' T is in a lisp or oath. His gait's between A swagger and a dance. His grin's from France, His leer from Cyprus. 

102 1832 +   expression that agrees with his character. The same trait is heightened by the half swagger with which he strikes his boot 

with his riding-whip, or keeps at bay a 

103 1833 -   him to render him an object of notoriety. Mark the easy dignity of that swagger as he rolls along, staring impudently at 

all the women and frowning valiantly at 

104 1835 -   and he is a cautious fellow too, although there is a good deal of swagger and bullying about him, which might deceive 

one at first sight. " " 

105 1835 -   inspection; then breaking into a laugh, he replied with a free and impudent swagger -- " You are mistaken, Master Jack 

Pudding. What says the proverb? 

106 1836 0   , marched into the green-room with a dignified air, approaching a little, to swagger -- passed unnoticed by the students 

who were conning their parts, at the last 

107 1836 -   instead of the easy careless air that formerly characterized him, he had a bullying swagger, as if he thought every one 

near had heard something against him which he 
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108 1836 -   approaching Balcombe. Whitehead alone came in with something like the careless movement between a swagger and a 

lounge, which I had seen him assume when requested by Shaler to 

109 1839 -   momentary stop to their conversation. He saluted them civilly but foppishly, with a swagger of importance, which added 

to the distaste already expressed for him by Vasco Nunez 

110 1840 -   flushed, and his lips stained with wine. There was a certain air of swagger very different from his usual elegant quietness 

of manners; and his eyes were fixed 

111 1840 -   Horsey with merriment, and would have filled a wiser man with sadness. The swagger, the solemn strut with which it 

was accompanied, and the air of superiority 

112 1840 +   the devil-may-care deportment of the sect was lacking. There was none of the graceful swagger of the genteel comedian -

- none of the solemn emphasis of him who wears the 

113 1840 +   you acquainted with Mrs. Tom Horsey, dad; " said he, with a swagger admirably theatrical, as he strutted full up to the 

old man, with the 

114 1840 -   , but when, or where, he could not possibly divine. With characteristic swagger and indifference to those around him, 

Gordon gave in his testimony. He related 

115 1843 0   " demanded Dr. Mason, coming to the support of his friend, with a swagger. " Because if supposes a doubt, " rejoined 

Mr. Rivington. " Respecting 

116 1843 0   I understand you to say, sir, " interrupted Dr. Mason, with a swagger, " that you decline meeting Mr. Barnett? " " Of 

course I do 

117 1843 -   an enemy. " " Then, sir, " cried Barnett, with a swagger of importance and triumph, " I shall post you for a coward. " 

118 1843 0   But the captain, " stammered Barnett, in vain endeavouring to keep up his swagger. " Oh, pray don't mind me, " 

remarked the captain. 

119 1843 0   garments of the volunteer fireman; but was condemned as failing most lamentably in his swagger, and missing to speak 

out of a corner of his mouth, as if 

120 1845 -   The other proceeded. " I am not a bully. It is not by swagger that I hope to put you down, or to punish you. On the 

121 -1845 -   his hopes, the poor fellow had borne what he seemed to consider the taunting swagger of the crow all around him, 

without so much as lifting weapon, or 
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122 1848 -   however, that outlaws of this description were proverbially timid, beneath all their outside swagger, and his hope lay 

chiefly in the fears which he had evidently excited in 

123 1849 -   deeming this a good opportunity to begin hostilities, advanced to the bar with a swagger, and said to the Irishman, --' 

You're too hard upon that 

124 1850 0   are reckoned quite upon the outskirts of society. Others again, with abundance of swagger, yet from a want of either 

money or music, are in an almost 

125 1853 0   , " with his broadsword of the twelfth century, and his foreign gait and swagger. " The blood rushed furiously into the 

weather-beaten cheeks of the proud foreigner, 

126 1855 0   " " I tell you he does! " said the boy, with a swagger; " and we're goin' now to --. " " Oh, 

127 1855 -   of Tarnishes will proceed upon their way, I suppose, and boast, and swagger, utter falsehoods and menaces, and play 

their parts and be rewarded duly. 

128 1855 0   I repeat that my business is private. " Captain Tarnish assumed his most imposing swagger, and measured him who 

uttered these calm words, with a look which he 

129 1855 -   captain is unchanged, however, and is more conspicuous than ever -- his boastful swagger and supercilious look. As he 

enters with his half-smoked cigar between his lips, 

130 1855 +   calculated to endanger his person in the visit, Captain Tarnish assumed his most noble swagger, and with haughty mien 

strode down the street toward the residence of Mr. Sansoucy 

131 1855 +   a knock came at the door -- a knock full of dignity and authority and swagger -- if the things are compatible. " Enter! " 

said Mr. Sansouey, 

132 1855 +   part of a great mission, not without some danger, which he intended to swagger through the performance of, as 

impressively as possible. " Good morning, Captain 

133 1855 0   it, sir, " said Captain Tarnish, advancing two steps with a martial swagger; " I'll wait for an answer, and a reference to 

your friend 

134 1855 0   it seems, sir! " said Captain Tarnish, preparing to launch a parting swagger at his opponent. " Not of this description, " 

Mr. Incledon said, 

135 1855 -   said coolly: " What a miserable feeling it must be, to boast and swagger, bluster and utter threats, and then to sneak away, 

and hide the 
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136 1855 -   degrade myself by meeting in friendly contest a man who brings a bullying and insolent swagger to insult my friends 

with -- and finding that his miserable errand is abortive, 

137 1863 -   slight man, gentlemanly in appearance and action, but with an occasional dash of swagger that somehow did not indicate 

courage, and the undefinable impression of the " old 

138 1866 +   effect in the country church, and anticipated a very handsome triumph by the easy swagger with which he would greet 

old Deacon Tourtelot and ask after the health of Miss 

139 1866 0   " Damme, if I know! " Barton exclaimed, returning to his customary swagger. It was quite enough that the matter was 

generally talked about, and he 

140 1866 -   so you shall, Dad! " the son exclaimed, relapsing into his customary swagger, as the readiest means of flattering the old 

man's more amiable mood. 

141 1866 0   bondage, and longed to draw a free, unworried breath. With all his swagger, his life had not always been easy or 

agreeable. A year or two 

142 1866 0   the great danger he had escaped; but it gave him an admirable opportunity to swagger. He could do no less than promise 

to summon the volunteers in the morning 

143 1868 0   whole room was hushed dead as night for a minute. Even Nolan lost his swagger in a moment. Then Morgan added, -- " 

Mr. Marshal, take the 

144 1873 -   , that such crimes are ever punished. The desperado stalked the streets with a swagger, graded according to the number of 

his homicides, and a nod of recognition 

145 1875 0   bone of left forearm gone -- lost in a fight -- has a kind of swagger in her gait and a gallus' way of going with her arms 

akimbo and 

146 1879 -   though just from work, rather boyish in manner, with a suggestion of street swagger. He wears a long peaked flashy cap, 

etc., and presents a rakish 

147 1883 -   taunt he turned back, thrust his hands into his pockets, put on a swagger, and stammered: " No, I'm not afraid of a girl, 

148 1892 -   saw that, as they entered; saw Notely enter with his easy, unobservant swagger, lest the unexpected visit of this 

fashionable company should embarrass her. He walked 

149 1892 0   the best hands -- every mortgage is paid off. I don't want to swagger, but I've got half a dozen places. I don't want to 

150 1896 -   The girl had a certain hold of him, but with a great deal of swagger he hadn't the spirit of a sheep: he was in fear of his 
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151 1898 

 

  , boys, and forage, For a man can't fight on porridge And swagger with a soldierly effrontery. There' s no butcher to be 

paid, And 

152 1900 -   name and credentials. " Entering beneath the three golden balls, with, the swagger and general air of ownership I thought 

most likely to impose upon the self-satisfied female 

153 1906 0   interest in the gold embroidery, ardent curiosity in the gleaming boots, an almost swagger in the empty sword-belt. Truly, 

his Highness had calculated well. By the 

154 1906 -   And, as he left the palace and entered the square, his officer's swagger was just a trifle overdone. For he had shot up, as it 

were 

155 1908 -   He was flushed with drink and inclined, as always at such times, to swagger with a sort of savage playfulness. " Scalf, 

you ain't got yo 

156 1908 -   Holding this little figure by the hand, Jake Sawyer walked along with a tremendous swagger, the proudest man in the 

county of Simcoe. Another man was strolling toward 

157 1908 0   girl guessed at Sawed-Off's perfidy. Tim jumped up in excitement and began to swagger up and down, his hands in his 

pockets. It was as good as 

158 1909 0   if some of the little Corsican's dominance was allied with a touch of Bearnais swagger in the stalwart youth whom she 

had met for the first time in Rudin's 

159 1909 0   and careless natures. He had never had any real business instinct, and to swagger a little over the land he held and to treat 

offers of purchase with contempt 

160 1909 -   a girl than to a man. Now, Ormsby smiled sardonically at the unconscious swagger of the young man, and he wondered, 

too. Indeed, he had 

161 1909 -   disdainful, -- the stranger should see that all their clanking iron, their dominating swagger, and their trained animals 

could not make him move an eyelash of wonder. 

162 1909 0   send, you are the best, " he decided -- " and by that swagger I'll be safe to swear your grandsire was of the conquistadores 

-- I thought 

163 1909 +   wandered over the ill garbed figure and tried to fit it to the bit of swagger and confidence. -- " I guessed at your 

grandfather -- now I'll have 
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164 1909 +   of strange dark eyes peeping from the terraces. But Chico had quite lost the swagger of the adventurous youth since he 

tumbled down the arroyo bank almost on top of 

165 1912 +   character in the Southern town, and a fierce appearing individual, with a military swagger, which Phil believed to be 

wholly assumed, immediately addressed himself to the two 

166 1912 0   her suit-case, she eagerly scanned the figures about the station. Three or four swagger young drummers had scrambled 

off the smoker, and these ambassadors of fashion as many 

167 1914 0   Nerve to hoist the Lorgnette. Elam went out and had himself draped by a swagger Tailor who was said to do a lot of 

Work for the Vanderbilt Boys. 

168 1914 -   passing in and out through the great open door: plumed cavaliers, their arrogant swagger for the nonce put off; gray 

pilgrims, weary and dusty, with blistered 

169 1915 -   The visitor was dressed in very pronounced clothes, and carried himself with a self-assertive swagger. Maxwell had seen 

him in Bascom's office, and knew who was waiting 

170 1916 0   - - Jap Kemp gave me one to carry -- " Bud tried not to swagger as he told this, but it was almost too much for him. " 

171 1918 -   a dangerous feat, " Daddy Longlegs told them. Then he would strut and swagger about, trying to appear as if there wasn't 

a braver person than he 

172 1918 -   punt in the tickle waters; but no big adventure -- no right t' swagger -- none t' cock my cap -- an' no great tale o' 

173 1920 -   occasional air of masculine loose-jointedness about her movements, a half-defiant sort of slouch and swagger which 

would probably carry much farther in her Old World than in our easier-moving New 

174 1921 +   eyes. Nonchalantly he sunned himself in the limelight, with that little touch of swagger that captures the imagination of 

girls. No man in the cow-country dressed like Rutherford 

175 1921 -   the rogues did not run up the skull and crossbones; because they did not swagger up and down the deck, knives and 

pistols in their sashes, she could 

176 1921 -   , though mostly an Englishman, didn't play polo and ride to hounds or swagger around a club and order people about, 

because he was too poor and was 

177 1922 -   , for he bears a jaunty dignity. His is a careless grace -- the swagger of a pleasant vagabond -- a bravado that snaps its 

fingers at danger. His 
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178 1922 0   and he knew instinctively that real riders would resent any attempt on his part to swagger as they did. A remark dropped 

by Blister came to mind. " The 

179 1922 0   length as I flung myself from the saddle and with an attempt at a bold swagger advanced to find the maid. I am sure my 

bearing suggested confidence, but 

180 1922 0   role of protector, for as he stepped from the doorway he walked with a swagger. Well, God give that he was right and 

that the menace had passed 

181 1922 0   drop from the end cabin; then Dale came into view, walking with a swagger toward the concealed savages. In one hand 

he held up a string of white 

182 1922 0   , some coarser trousers, a pair of boots, don a gun and a swagger, say little, make few impromptu friends, win and lose 

without a smile 

183 1922 0   cut fiery way down my unwonted throat; the one draught infused me with a swagger and a sudden rosy view of life 

through a temporary mist of watering eyes. 

184 1922 -   with self-consciousness most annoying to me. But his manner, his manner -- by swagger and covert sneer and 

ostentatious triumph of alleged possession emanating an unwearied challenge to my 

185 1922 0   . During the introduction Mormon slipped away. Roaring Russell was endeavoring to readjust his swagger when the stout 

cowboy met him. " I was with the lady, " 

186 1922 -   but Sandy's talk gave them a hint and his poise was correct, without swagger, without intent to start general ruction. It 

was up to Plimsoll. " 

187 1922 -   " Isn't it? " The drink had given Plimsoll some of his old swagger, and the prospect of hatching the revenge over which 

he had brooded so long 

188 1957 0   the baton. I stared at it curiously. It looked rather like a British swagger stick: slim, dainty, well balanced. But the 

ornamental gadget at its 

189 1959 0   the rugged, ragged hills. From any one spot they seemed at once to swagger and to slink, swaying as they moved on and 

vanished into obscurity. The 

190 1961 0   . He was brash and sure -- maybe too sure. He had a slight swagger, balanced by a certain benignancy. He was 

automatically the leader of the Bunch 
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191 1968 

 

  done up in the uniform of Vacuum Tube Transport, complete to kilts and the swagger stick of the officer of Rank 

Colonel or above, stood glaring at them. 

192 1968 0   short of uproarious. Which seemed to placate the kilted officer. He tapped his swagger stick against the side of his leg 

while he ran his eyes up and down 

193 1968 0   came to the salute as they approached. The Upper preceding Joe Mauser flicked his swagger stick in an easy 

nonchalance. Joe felt envious amusement. How long did it 

194 1968 0   bother to knock. He pushed his way through, waved in greeting with his swagger stick to the single occupant who looked 

up from the paper- and tape-strewn desk at 

195 1968 0   his eyes go up and down Balt Haer's immaculate uniform, taking in the swagger stick of the Rank Colonel or above. Joe 

said evenly, " Yes, 

196 1968 0   Balt Haer, natty as ever, and, as ever, arrogantly tapping his swagger stick against his leg. " Zen! Captain, " he 

complained. " 

197 1968 0   him in rank. " Of course, captain, " Balt Haer flicked his swagger stick against his leg. " But to the point. Your squadron 

is to 

198 1968 0   somebody snapped. " We'd have him. " The younger Haer slapped his swagger stick against his bare leg and kilt. " 

Possibly it's a feint, 

199 1968 0   at a far window, a drink in his hand, rather than his customary swagger stick. Nadine Haer sat in an easy-chair. The girl 

Joe Mauser loved had 

200 1989 0   Rachel, strode into the room. He walked with what appeared to be a swagger because he was slightly bowlegged. He was 

talking rapidly in his language, advancing 

201 1854 -   , puffing his penny cigar, and ogling the crowd. He has acquired a swagger, and displays a pinchbeck fob-chain of showy 

proportions. Yet admire him at a 

202 1863 0   come along, if you please? " There was a good deal of easy swagger about Perry, as there is always in boys and men 

whose business is to 

203 1866 -   ' T isn't such an easy job, eh? " This sort of swagger was Alfred Barton's only refuge, when he was driven into a corner. 

204 1866 -   and disappointment. How often had he been disgusted with Alfred Barton's meanness and swagger! How much superior, 

in many of the qualities of manhood, was even 
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205 1866 -   head with a resolute brazen air, and mounted the platform with something like a swagger. He kissed the Book, after a 

brief exhortation from the judge; and 

206 1873 -   them; they said as much by their looks and actions, by their insolent swagger. " " Was the' tzin there? " " From the 

azoteas of 

207 1930 +   apparent to everyone present that he was in an abject state of funk. His swagger and self-esteem were gone, and with 

their departure the man became a lamentably deflated 

208 1931 -   a soldier, eh? " " I hate you when you assume that old-time swagger. " He laughed boisterously as he caught her in his 

arms and tried to 

209 1932 0   . " " What on earth, Sanders? " exclaimed a young and rather swagger looking maiden whose eyes gave the impression of 

having seen about all there was to 

210 1933 0   He was nervously shaken by the events of the last forty-eight hours. All his swagger was gone. He stood blinking in the 

sun in a sweaty, silk suit 

211 1934 -   leather book stuck out, and as he spoke he assumed a sort of lazy swagger. " Eh? " he said. "' Then I judge I'm 

212 1935 -   Then he thought he recognised the voice and then he did recognise the raked filthy swagger of the cap and moved, 

pressing, filtering, on and into the crowd 

213 1935 +   this here shack, alone. " She went up to him with a pretty swagger, her hands clasped behind her. " No, I never said I was 

214 1935 0   humiliated before Janet! That had rankled. He'd carried it off with a swagger but it had burned him up just the same. He'd 

been wondering what 

215 1935 0   I hoped to overpower him with my beneficence. It is hard to deny oneselfa swagger in the face of misfortune. A waiter 

came bustlingup. I handed the old 

216 1935 0   Lingering in the doorway of the snug little kitchen, Sonia carefully lifted off her swagger spring hat and surveyed the 

impromptu cook with affectionate admiration.' I believe I 

217 1935 -   And in every few minutes5758 WE ARE BETRAYEDhe sipped from his bottle and tried to swagger, and he assured 

himself that he didn't give a good God-damn where he 

218 1935 -   They love to give orders and make men jump through loops. They love to swagger and put on the dog. Note the 

outlandish monkey-uniforms of kings; the plush 
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219 1937 0   Frost's bucolic humor, Lindsay's cosmic evangelicism, Sandburg's blend of American swagger and Scandinavian 

mysticism. It was a poetry rich, tragic, sumptuous, aristocratic 

220 1939 -   To be shone on lividly by the lights of death, to walk with jaunty swagger and a knowing wink past all the gaudy 

desolations of the hot-dog, fruit-drink stands 

221 1939 -   feeble, half-hid nastiness of the moving picture shows, and then to thrust and swagger it upon the streets again. To know 

nothing, yet to look with knowing 

222 1939 0   guessed the girl's sympathies to lie that way, or because he wanted to swagger a little before her and drop dark hints. 

Then Mr. Munn had decided that 

223 1940 -   soldier. The soldiers who like to wear uniforms, who like to strut and swagger and wear red-and-black scarves. Who like 

everything about war except to fight. Valencia 

224 1940 0   and now dapper young officers strolled out in front of their troops, waving their swagger sticks, and the German 

sharpshootersknocked them over like partridges off tree limbs. It 

225 1940 0   and a strange officer from their car, and leading them with something of a swagger to the cabin where he had been so 

uncomfortable two hours ago. " Did 

226 1940 0   , and he was his own man again. There was a hint of a swagger in his walk as he went up to the counter. " I've decided 

227 1941 0   the house to the kitchen r. He walked into the kitchen with a jaunty swagger and, " Hiya, Mom. Whatcha having that's 

good for supper? 

228 1941 -   had made. Kenny felt good. H walked slowly with a slouch and a swagger. The sun was warm and full-bodied. The 

streets were full of people drifting 

229 1942 0   Shelbyp298himself had seen fit to praise them. So these days they rode with a swagger, hats cocked low and a little to 

one side, backs straight, eyes 

230 1942 -   .' You can tell your story at the fort.' With an exaggerated swagger, he marched stiffly up the street without turning to see 

whether his captive was 

231 1943 -   it? " " I might. " The man spat lustily, more from swagger than from need. " How if I was to get you a good price 

232 1945 0   on Tom's prowess. I know I walked after that with a sort of swagger, and I caught myself once in the saloon jostling a 

man whom there was 
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233 1945 -   him. Now his assurance suddenly faded. He walked away, with his usual swagger. But he had sobered. The fumes of rage 

and triumph be-; an 

234 1945 -   that must explain it! His volatile spirits rose again, and with a dashing swagger he closed the door behind him and stood 

again at Janie's side. She 

235 1946 0   " Aunt Studney! What's in your sack? " Aunt Studney watched him swagger out, both hands squeezing on her sack; she 

saw them out of the 

236 1946 -   But none came, and gradually our captors began to sneer at American impotence and swagger at their own strength. The 

bashaw even talked of fitting out three frigates with 

237 1947 -   the field and Duck was walking a little ahead of Laskell. The lurch and swagger of his walk were to be seen and disliked. 

But Laskell knew that he 

238 1947 -   There was a kind of a brutality about Horton. He had a kind of swagger and a headlong quality so many ex-soldiers had. 

The doctors said they would get 

239 1947 0   and capless and his dome shone whitely in the moonlight. He was waving a swagger stick insanely in the air. He must be 

at least a colonel, Christian 

240 1948 0   gwine fer to go " -- and with that Jed actually stepped out with a swagger, although his hands clutched convulsively in 

his sleeves, as he walked down the 

241 1948 0   looking at him as he walked back, but he managed a bit of a swagger, as he climbed onto the wagon. Probably she had 

heard what he had 

242 1948 +   him. " Moving with his distinctive, long-limbed swing, a casual, easy swagger, Captain Wiley came smiling down the 

office. He said: " Say, 

243 1948 -   . There had been about Cristobal Gerado from his earliest youth an arrogance and a swagger that bespoke proud Spanish 

blood. Bernardo, Kit was certain, knew in part 

244 1950 0   , all those who licked the boss's shoes and put on the boss's swagger when only the janitor was around. God curse every 

smart alec working for ten 

245 1951 -   ring me or come up if necessary. " " Nuts. This is just swagger. " It is not. A schedule broken at will becomes a mere 

procession 
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246 1952 +   view of what finally happened, for to Valerio the world was nothing but a swagger world tingling with lights, music, 

drinks, money, and people who had 

247 1952 0   They had ridden the Ferris wheel and had bought chameleons and Victor had won a swagger stick in the shooting gallery 

which he gave to Andrew to take to Cousin Katharine 

248 1953 0   His hard inner core lay close under the veneer. He did not have to swagger about his manhood or hint that he could be a 

dangerous enemy. The masculine 

249 1954 0   but I was wrong, for in her samurai there was now a freedom and swagger that no maiko girl, as Hana-ogi termed the 

virgin dancers, could have created 

250 1955 -   streets and back streets, is motley. Goatskin-caped Masai with spears and ocher-clay make-up swagger arrogantly along 

the sidewalks. Kikuyu men wearing castoff khaki and old Army-issue clothes, 

251 1955 0   Indians scuttle briskly along, many of the men wearing khaki pith helmets and carrying swagger sticks in an effort to 

appear English. They stubbornly hold their own, even 

252 1956 -   sinister about them: their togetherness, their size, their not working, their swagger, their watchfulness. It was hoped that 

Robinson was not putting any ideas in 

253 1956 0   had had the nerve to wear one. He was twirling a native-made officer's swagger stick of the type which had recently gone 

on sale at ship's service. 

254 1956 0   Striding up, the exec halted, removed his Frank Buck hat and rapped his swagger stick smartly on the bar. " Rum sour, 

Leatherneck! " The exec 

255 1956 0   . " I do seem to remember, " Nash said, and tapped his swagger stick ominously on the bar, " that you had a chance to be 

LieutenantJoe 

256 1956 0   name be reproached. The exec rapped Griffin playfully and painfully on the shoulderwith his swagger stick. " Yes, siree, 

" he continued. " I'm against 

257 1956 0   ! " and, sticking his Frank Buck hat on his head and twirling his swagger stick, he was gone. Ross turned viciously on 

Griffin. " Why do 

258 1957 0   tender thing, then, is a man. Flow, for all his crotchhitchingand swagger, a whisper can turn his soul into a cinder. The 

taste of alum 
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259 1957 0   and this time he had no feather in his hair, no paint, no swagger. The captains asked him if he would abide by their terms 

all the way 

260 1958 +   of Harry. His handsome blond head that would have grazed the ceiling, his swagger and grace, his knowing hands and 

lips for which her body yearned each night 

261 1958 0   boots had been made by Reynolds, the Boxford cordwainer, and were cut with swagger. Winthrop had not begrudgedthe 

money for this finery, so long as it was 

262 1958 -   . She thought of Harry, and saw his golden laughing face, his reckless swagger. She saw his finger lift as though he 

beckoned, and she cried to 

263 1958 -   arrogantly shov/ing the board across the table like a dirty cafeteria plate and rising to swagger about the room on hard 

heels. Lichenko's larger game was surely something more 

264 1958 0   out here. " " Oh hell, " Annie said. She managed to swagger her shoulders. " You give me just one good reason you got 

for walking 

265 1959 0   have dreamed of going on a mission without carrying his good-luck charm -- a British swagger stick. " Spill it, " Marrow 

said. " You won't like 

266 1959 0   fol/low Haverstraw aboard. He paused at the mouth of the hatch, grasped his swagger stick as if it were a wand, touched 

lightly once with its tip each 

267 1959 0   some other promotions had been posted, Marrow went around with more than his usual swagger and bounce, but I sensed 

that he was feeling badly slighted, and indeed 

268 1959 -   Skeets McGowan, Uncle Willy Christian's soda jerker -- a young man with a swagger and dash to him, who probably 

smelled more like toilet water than just water 

269 1959 0   she caught his mannerisms: the way he looked out to sea, and his swagger; but what she steered was not the canoe's tiller 

but the makebelievemale genitals 

270 1960 +   work (and it was going to be such a wonderful play, full of swagger and wit; no, she hadn't read it but he'd told her 

271 1960 -   the songs were funnier as duos. He drove his Ferrari with diabolical speed and swagger, causingHarriet to marvel, 

between suppressed gasps and starts of terror, that this 

272 1961 0   been deathhauntedall through her childhood. |p98She's afraid, Joan thought, but she can swagger her way out of it. Doris 

changed. The bright hard grin came back 
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273 1962 0   his hand. He slapped his thigh with it, as if it was a swagger stick or a riding crop. He looked ready to strike me with it, 

274 1965 +   the effect was definitely Slay. Though very upright he had about him a certain swagger, a looseness of the hips and 

shoulders, which suggested a familiarity with the 

275 1966 -   me of some of my qualms. Why had Blix and I been full of swagger there? What if Blix had been with me now? Would 

trial become ad-venture 

276 1967 0   one. " That bed, " she said, indicating the four-poster with a swagger stick, " has held just about every stud in town who 

wants to be 

277 1967 -   Everyone was staring at the Austrian leader. " Why are these people allowed to swagger around here like this? " Mary 

asked. Lowe reminded her that Austria was 

278 1971 0   Darwin. Before they could rise, Kraker interrupted. He came up with the swagger of a man who alone carried a gun. 

From behind him his heelers were 

279 1971 0   as that Yelverton had forced him to walk out of the hall with all the swagger he could manage. He has enjoyed a triumph 

over men and their schemes. 

280 1971 +   by his beard. He hides stiffness of one leg by a slow, rolling swagger and, when he stands still, with a wide-footed solid 

stance. Come closer 

281 1971 -   much sweetness. Outwardly he changed not at all. Or better, since his swagger and appearance outraged so many, say 

that though he changed his vestments, he 

282 1971 0   , short, elegantly embroidered doublet fitting naturally; a cloak worn loose with a swagger, held by hidden laces; the 

collar gone, replaced by starched white folds 

283 1972 0   over for a while, then decided to remain a civilian. Gloves and a swagger stick look all right on Abernathy, but I like to 

work in shirt sleeves 

284 1972 0   of Dublin, London, Berlin, etc. General Pretzel tapped it with his swagger stick. Here, gentlemen,' he said, is Umm el 

Raha, 

285 1972 0   and I wondered whether it was for my protection or his own; Dagobert's swagger was a little less convincing. There 

certainly was an eeriness about the place, 

286 1972 0   sailormen in, cloth of gold with diamonds like apricots, and off they'd swagger like the King of All the Isles.... But it was 

tricks 
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287 1972 -   He was casually unconcerned with his state of undress and bore the pistolswith a careless swagger which did not ease the 

two thieves' nervousness. Heather felt the heat rising 

288 1972 -   will vote against the best interests of their country -- for money -- and smugly swagger over it, and look for more. They 

are hired whores, Mr. Armagh 

289 1973 0   her book; at first she represented the young lawyer Balthasar with a slight playful swagger, but she grew in authority 

speech after speech. George was caught up into 

290 1974 -   safely into her accustomed mire of regret. Some of the boys she goes with swagger and boast a good deal more than the 

others, but the worldly self-assurance they 

291 1974 -   not exist. The toughest old hand, the rawest youth who was trying to swagger, would at some unexpectedmoment catch 

the eye of a frantic cow, and as 

292 1974 0   he had he would not have known how to walk in them with that jaunty swagger or how to hook his thumbs through the 

belt loops of his Levi's. 

293 1975 0   " Sheriff Bledsoe says, then give a half-turn, a hitch, and a swagger and says offhand, " Go on, git, and be glad of it 

294 1976 0   Nordhoff is a thick-set man with what I believe is known as a " nautical swagger "; at least, he walks with a peculiar 

lurching gait, memorial to 

295 1977 -   . Aye, the hour of the Dragon has come at last. " Nemedians swagger like lords through the streets. Women 

arep80outraged and merchants plundered daily, and Valerius 

296 1977 0   battlefields of the world. Unconsciously he reverted to the old ways; a new swagger becameevident in his bearing, in the 

way he sat his horse; half-forgottenoaths rose 

297 1977 +   She was industriously skimming the fat from its surface when he came in, his swagger restored to him. He went over and 

gave her a domestic kiss and sniffed 

298 1978 0   do without hesitation. My father has absentmindedly given me a huge allowance and I swagger under it like a Texas oil 

man. I take taxis and mild old men 

299 1978 0   the best, but all the starch had gone out of Tufnell. No more swagger, no more colored waistcoats. Even his voice had 

stopped soundinglike a hunting call 

300 1978 0   the guys at Paisley were paralyzed by the female kind and so talked with brutal swagger of subduing it with " a yard of 

this. " " They'd rather 
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301 1913 0   careful please -- mebbe some day you get' urted! ARMSTRONG With a slight swagger. Oh, no, I won't! CAVALLINI 

Looking over the door. 

302 1917 0   think? ALFRED taking her in.Well -- er -- er -- LUCREZIA with a slight swagger steps towards him. VIOLENTE Well! 

ALFRED smiling at her.Did the French Consul send 

303 1922 0   Dat was where I loined to take punishment. (With a grin and a swagger.) I'm a chip offen de old block, get me? LONG 

304 1924 0   to the window at the left, -- with ever so slight a touch of swagger p. 105 AMY Oh, I wouldn't care if they only fined 

you, 

305 1924 0   I called theirs first. He strolls towards the left, with a bit of swagger JOE Well, I certainly have to give you credit, 

Aubrey; that's 

306 1924 +   brothers passing the door together, peer in curiously. With a friendly air they swagger into the room. Carl Fisher says, " 

Got a cigarette about you? 

307 1925 0   into the outer door -- a tall, good-looking young fellow, with rather a swagger in his town clothes -- but a very likeable 

way with him.) p. 28 

308 1932 +   , a door that gives on the legal arena. Cardigan walks with a confident swagger. He wears a topcoat and a black fedora 

pulled low over his eyes. 

309 1932 0   the flat-woods. Instinctively he changed his gait from a shuffling drag to his customary swagger. He rapped loudly on the 

smooth cypress front door. It had a half-moon 

310 1932 0   sanity in a world profoundly immersed in chaos and madness. Gradually the old police swagger dominated Teriona's gait 

and carriage. Who could walk with Mr. Brownlaw's brother 

311 1933 0   more whisky than you could shake a stick at. Nat got hold of a swagger stick somewhere and went round shaking it at 

every case he could find. But 

312 1935 -   snap under some constant strain. He covers it, though, with a cocky swagger. He walks leaning forward, hips thrown 

back, almost as if out of 

313 1937 +   Sikh's. Yes he was really magnificent, with all the masculine dandyism and swagger of an accomplished horseman. The 

daughter was well dressed too in some thin dark 

314 1937 0   by sun and wind and, although he was somewhat under six feet, his swagger in walking effected height. Pauline was 

small and slim, with childlike freckles on 
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315 1942 0   or alive. A man named SHORTY comes in with a lot of hard-boiled bowlegged swagger, draws his pistol, which is very 

big, and fires six times. 

316 1949 0   the contempt of Quincannon for the plunging aspirant to a commission being clear in every swagger of Quincannon's 

height. Section Details 31 EXT. - STREET IN FORT STARKE The 

317 1961 0   about fifty-five. " Sharp now, lad. Sharp! " He waved a swagger stick and seated himself with a flourish that swirled the 

bathrobe around himself tightly, 

318 1961 0   closing in. " He drew himself up to his full height and lifted the swagger stick, signaling me to him. Even in that drab and 

shapeless robe, 

319 1964 -   by something off screen. DUFF ANDERSONHell! JOSIEWhat is it? Frankie and Jocko swagger toward them, beer in 

hand. FRANKIEWell, if it ain't Duff! 

320 1966 -   not, it's still a long way up. JOHNNY (walking with exaggerated swagger) And a shorter way down, if you're caught on 

the run. 

321 1966 0   to NUALA) He's a young man... they... swagger. NUALA (Slightly shrill) They have no heart, young men! BECLECH 

322 1967 -   of consequence. His horse is well-groomed, his carriage trim. BOLDWOOD, without swagger but with considerable 

dignity, approaches the crowds of MEN looking for work. BOLDWOODWhat 

323 1967 -   CLYDE approaches, thrusts the gun at him. 19. CLYDE (with a swagger) This is a stickup. Just take it easy and nothin' 

will happen 

324 1970 0   a coarsely amiable face, wearing a rather rumpled trouser uniform, who tucks his swagger stick beneath one arm and 

salutes clumsily. CAPTAIN (north-country) Captain Smith, 

325 1971 0   , quietly arrogant soldier in his forties takes the chair. He carries a handsome swagger stick.) Sergeant Major, do you 

understand the informal nature of these proceedings 

326 1971 0   took over this Division, he gave me and the two other Sergeant Majors a swagger stick. This one here. He said he wasn't 

the smartest man in 

327 1974 -   the year He says that he's loving his country I say it's all swagger and brag So fold up the blue and white bunting And tell 

them to take 

328 1974 -   their heads. Their main concern is getting laid. They use rough language and swagger their manhood around. CODY 

That could be anywhere. BEAUJO It's a gambling 
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329 1976 0   as they walk toward Red Sweater, walking now with even a hint of a swagger. One of the Clods bends experimentally 

down and touches Buck's head, and 

330 1979 -   his career, chief of the safety patrol. Lieberman, rolling with a cockier swagger whenever he wore his metal badge, set 

records for reporting students for jaywalkinguntil Fishy 

331 1980 -   so very different in the event, he supposed -- with a mental shrug or swagger ineffectual even to himself. The thought 

was nothing more than a way of wounding 

332 1980 -   his Confidence and Daring, and he minces and curtseys with more Aplomb than he swagger'd as a Beau before. For my 

part, I am content to be 

333 1981 0   sea palace, Mardonius took my arm. He did not limp so much as swagger, the body swinging from side to side as he tried 

not to put too 

334 1982 +   bet against me. " I never heard any woman talk with this kind of swagger. " Are you still indestructible? " " Don't you 

ever read the 

335 1982 0   it out of the yard. At these moments Luke wasp221conscious of adding a certain swagger to his walk, a certain swing to 

his shoulders. He imagined he was 

336 1982 0   sod. Those of us who were fortunate enough to be alive had reason to swagger a little. And you more than most. So I 

proceeded to tell the 

337 1982 -   Why they should spend their money for the privilege of seeing this company strut and swagger, rant and rave, pretending 

to be Greeks and Trojans. You are wondering 

338 1982 0   squarely, and you can manage to walk with shoulders back and a certain loose swagger at the hips. As you follow the 

player and the shadow and dancing of 

339 1984 0   , with so many aspects of the voyage under his supervision. He started to swagger a bit when he walked. " That Sakkar 

thinks he's a Gaelician now 

340 1985 0   their coats and braying a list of their misfortunes. The Goats -- permitted some swagger and some allowances because of 

their adventure -- or else, perhaps, because of 

341 1985 0   of his shoulders as he walked off the bridge. Somewhere he had got a swagger in his step. The ache in her own bones felt 

less, for that 
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342 1986 0   Slade. If my grandfather -- BUDDY Dies first, he'll leave her his swagger stick, right? How much is this Lieutenant 

Colonel in the damn Army worth 

343 1987 0   This one was costumed as an Elvis look-alike, with a ducktail haircut and a swagger, about twenty-five. I observed it 

from the cover of the ticket booth -- 

344 1988 0   time they reached the terminal, Duignan was almost himself again, and beginning to swagger a bit, to hint at secret 

errands. Nolan sought out Coogan, and 

345 1988 -   your father and myself flanking the " bould " major. He walked with a swagger for all his heft, the belly flung forward 

like a fortification, and a 

346 1988 0   Tengri, and Tengri learned how to comb her hair, and learned how to swagger so He demonstrates.not by mimicking the 

wild creatures of the steppes, the wildernesses, 

347 1989 -   My mother kicked me out, " she finally said. She talked with a swagger, seeming to be proud of this fact. And then she 

snickereda little and 

348 1989 -   explosivepower riding along the hip. But it was something else. Some indefinable psychic swagger that made it possible 

for them to intimidate -- because that wasp113what they did: 

349 1992 -   strode along the steel, but I fumbled towards McArthur with the lurching, rolling swagger of a drunk. # " Come on, 

Anne, hurry up. Stand 

350 1993 -   with a short man with skin the color of mahogany, walking with a sore-footed swagger as if his shoes were too tight. His 

face was seamed and crooked; 

351 1993 -   " He smiled and shook his shoulders like a fighter. Fred watched the men swagger out of the garage the same way the 

cars came in, up the ramp 

352 1993 -   their leader wore a fedora atop his jug, and marched along in the tight-assed swagger of an eighteenthcentury fop, 

carrying an attache case, an umbrella, and a 

353 1993 0   after just a few seconds that Summer was alone, and as he relaxed a swagger entered his gait. So confident was he that he 

had her trapped, he 

354 1993 0   on the fanciest style, and we're already halfway in business. Away we swagger to another section of the store, for the 

other item of splurge to go 
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355 1993 0   had stopped walking and had to force himself to start again, trying for a swagger. She continued as though she hadn't 

noticed. " Did you ever hear 

356 1993 0   deputy wrote the names on a pad, then disappeared. Schulz started his characteristic swagger down the hallway, poking 

his head through each doorway. When he found a 

357 1993 -   where the all-night roar of motorcycles cut into his sleep, he'd begun to swagger and curse, and bought a six-pack for a 

last two-hour dash down the interstate 

358 1993 -   He had a strong right arm. Mr. McAlpin had one eye and a piratical swagger and swore great rolling oaths in French 

while he thrust and lunged. " Sacre 

359 1994 0   still see himself walking along Houston Street toward the Village. He walked with a swagger, his sax in its case. He had 

a place way over on Broome 

360 1994 +   blending in, with his American-style pecs, triceps and a heel-to-toe stride that added swagger to his grace. So when he 

strolled through the outdoor cafe on Pedro Moreno 

361 1994 0   him, " he says. # A police colonel, all gold braid and swagger stick, comes up to Leo. There is a deputy mayor with him. 

362 1995 -   semi-circle of black folks, TWO MORE SQUAD CARS pull up. The cops inside swagger over. One of them a BABY 

FACED COP, has his NIGHT STICK drawn 

363 1995 -   . Clearly there was something important -- a clumsy, importunate, entitled, colossal swagger -- which she could not, 

would not, must not mar. She needed 

364 1995 -   day clerk had replied, hitching up his uniform blue-serge slacks with a pompous little swagger. " I'm talking seals, man. 

Otters. Big slimy lady walruses 

365 1996 -   you want to tell me about my ma, go ahead. " There was swagger in the boy's words now. " I've heard it before. One 

366 1996 -   # Hercules gave a happy snort, having lost none of his usual strut and swagger. He told the goddess, " I'll trouble you for 

those mares and 

367 1998 +   , the luckiest having inherited their fathers' boats, walking now with the casual swagger of money, wearing designer blue 

jeans and monogrammed dress shirts. Some of these 

368 1998 0   in months and weeks. Rokey thought about that while he watched the ancient cowboy swagger out with slow-motion 

pride. Rokey thought about dinosaurs and radio waves and video signals 
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369 1999 0   what it was. Even Patronelli looked uncomfortable, and he rarely ever lost his swagger. " Shall we take a short tour of the 

building? " said Eddie 

370 1999 0   tomorrow, right? " " Right, " they all said and watched Randy swagger from the drugstore as if he was leaving the 

swinging doors of a saloon. 

371 1999 0   # The hollow-faced man had left the train and was walking with a touch of swagger toward the piazza in front of the 

stazione. At the edge of the Grand 

372 2000 -   an errant baseball. The young man carried his defiance of the world with a swagger which became a lifetime posture. 

Wallace Stegner pieced him together from a collection of 

373 2000 -   dependent on the supercilious young boyar beside him-Baron Alexi D'Medved, six feet of boastful swagger in a satin 

surcoat and mail shirt, his head as empty as his helmet 

374 2000 -   few states left with unmapped terrain. There was something a little forced about his swagger, and yet something 

authentic, too. He was in the dark the way 

375 2001 -   of the world. Our typical burglar-alarm repairman didn't display one erg of chauvinistic swagger, however. He had been 

numbed by the aforementioned " intellectuals, " who 

376 2001 0   a first baseman or an outfielder. They came up to the plate with that swagger in their step. I'd ask them how they're doing 

as they're 

377 2001 -   next. He had an eagle tattooed on his chest, a tight-assed, narrow-hipped swagger, and a reputation for having fast hands 

and clever fingers. My best friend 

378 2001 -   ; making ridiculous faces in front of the mirror. Practices walking with a devil-may-care swagger. A strut. The silly chit 

is determined to put on a self-assured air 

379 2002 +   affectionately referred to by some as John Wayne. Clark had the size, the swagger, and most notable, the gift of making 

people feel important when they were 

380 2002 0   AFTER A FEW WEEKS of physio, Dazzle regained most of his old poise and swagger; and once the sutures began to 

heal, he booked himself and Grunt into 

381 2002 +   elephant. Two women stood next to him tightly, possessively. He had the swagger of a rock star. His left arm wrapped a 

brunette with pouty, apple-red 
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382 2004 +   . Now Messina football was played by mortals, and the town had lost its swagger. Coach Rake had once cursed loudly at 

a well-dressed gentleman who committed the sin 

383 2004 -   next. He had an eagle tattooed on his chest, a tight-assed, narrow-hipped swagger, and a reputation for having fast hands 

and clever fingers. My best friend 

384 2004 -   young bucks who thought he was an easy touch. Jeremiah put a little extra swagger in his walk as he continued up the 

street another block and turned into the 

385 2004 0   the most part - but said nothing, only watching as he gradually recovered his swagger, if not his mustache. It was 

fascinating to observe, rather like seeing 

386 2005 -   whispered, blinking back her tears. Part of her still expected to see him swagger through the doorway with that devilish 

grin on his face and a bag of beignets 

387 2005 0   up at C-SPAN. On-screen, Congressman Enemark approaches the podium with his usual old-cowboy swagger. But if you 

look real close-when the light hits him just right-the Lorax shines 

388 2005 -   and blade of the dashing D'Artagnan of Three Musketeers fame. Yet there was a swagger in his walk that might have 

sprung from either the ale or the costume, 

389 2005 -   in and sat down like he belonged. He had this, oh, this swagger about him, right from the start. Of course it was 

defensive. He 

390 2006 -   for decades, but in his heart, he was all Corellian, embodying the swagger, the cockiness, the carefree attitude that the 

citizens of that system considered essential 

391 2006 +   would sag after their son's birth. Mr. Sharma would walk the streets with swagger. He would be proud of this incredible 

turn his life had taken. # 

392 2007 -   with hair that was just a little too long for Caroline's liking and a swagger that said he ate nice girls like Macie for dessert 

and spit them out before 

393 2007 -   heavy flight bags and pub briefcases bumped against their legs, giving them an exaggerated swagger. As she watched the 

departing men, I caught a change in Penny's 

394 2007 0   instead.... # WHEN THE LOST BOYS returned with their piercings, tattoos, and swagger, we rejoiced and greeted them 

with balloons, bubble gum, chocolate chip cookies 
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395 2008 0   but it didn't sound Mexican or Filipina. It had more of a Mediterranean swagger to it. Maybe Italian or Greek. # " That's 

Lucina Gallo, 

396 2009 0   Jack watched his partner hitch up his trousers, approach the Caddy with the cop swagger that originated when you 

learned to walk with all that heavy gear on your belt 

397 2009 0   had evolved and were now called " cults "; eighteen-year-olds who had mastered the swagger of American rap videos 

were undergoing secret and strange initiations that sometimes left one or 

398 2009 -   n't miss my bus. " # Inspector Akhtar stepped toward the American with a swagger that indicated his girth was an 

advantage -- not an impediment. " This is 

399 2009 0   a neat queue, she put on her hat and set off with a quiet swagger and a jaunty air. # # Continues... 

400 2009 -   . # Libby gave Sammy a last wave, then paused, watching his funny swagger and thought again, the older he got, the 

more he looked like Sam 

401 1900 -   has penetrated his vitals' Mind, it is not the doctrine, but the swagger and infernal rudeness that offend me. The style, - 

too, - becomes 

402 1902 -   slavery with its residue of unsettled problems; and we are betraying a tendency to swagger under the " white man's 

burden, " sometimes in the garb of commercialism 

403 1904 -   and coffee. But it was his whim (among intimates) to assume the swagger of a boon companion, and to profess inordinate 

delight in eating and drinking. 

404 1904 0   " And Gladstone, in the great debate in 1850, boldly met Palmerston's swagger about 01,112S Romanus sum, by asking: 

" What then, sir, was 

405 1906 -   .' Again, how is one to regard fake, splurge, sand, swagger, blooming (idiot), to go it blind, to catch on, 

406 1906 0   There is rather too much protesting. It is perhaps hardly en impression of " swagger, " but one does feel very strongly 

that this man was deeply impressed with 

407 1906 0   from his last to show how easily a uniform may be donned, a? swagger assumed, and the hero of braid and brass reduced 

to terms of flesh and 

408 1907 0   ceiling, to a candle-shade. Frocks? Why not? What could be more swagger than a suite of hand-woven natural linen, 

made perfectly plain, with a stenciled 
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409 1907 -   in his case Unless a nation wishes to sink to a level of self-conceit and swagger which doom it to decay, it will learn that 

he is the true patriot 

410 1908 0   gondola blacked. Choice was beyond him. He carried off his defeat with a swagger that was borrowed from Giuseppe's 

own. " You can come too, if 

411 1908 0   white leader rides beside them, drawn sword in hand, but with no military swagger, courageous, yet with a hint of 

melancholy, ready not only to lay 

412 1909 0   He lingered there for some weeks. His name was MacTush, he had the swagger of a border chieftain, and his hair was the 

hair of a Norseman. and 

413 1909 -   proper pride in his master makes him gild his folly. He has the real swagger and braggadocio of the soldier, and he 

delights in boasting to his Roman friends 

414 1910 0   name, an Anglicized German, with mustaches like the Kaiser's, and the swagger of a drum-major. He treated our house 

as if it was the dining-room under 

415 1910 -   the independence of the boys, and often emphasizes it with an affected and ludicrous swagger (which the boys, at any 

rate, see through, and do not 

416 1915 -   that his dress does not violate local conventions; let him beware of any " swagger, " or a hint of superiority. If he has no 

real errand or 

417 1917 -   and grim, and inhuman, and Witney determined to carry it off with a swagger, thoroughly selfconscious, and posturing in 

his agony. I imagine that it must 

418 1922 0   fully armed with spears and bow and arrows and, comical indeed, dashing little swagger sticks such as the British army 

officer carries. As their loads grew heavier, 

419 1922 0   the spears and bows were flung aside, but nothing could separate them from their swagger sticks. Watching them, during 

the first stages of our journey, when we 

420 1923 0   as Rupert and Bert Lytell, who plays the Britisher and the King too, swagger most effectively. # When the producers 

were digging for a subtitle writer they inadvertently 

421 1923 0   hats and under their chins. They loved the clocks and carried them with a swagger, swinging them from their hands like 

dinner-pails. I had bought lots of cross-stitch 
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422 1924 -   of the Theatre Guild. At least two others are now in preparation. The swagger and tinsel of war in the theatre of eight 

years ago has been discarded. 

423 1924 0   Some came dressed in the fashion of 1913. Some came in the latest cutaway swagger. Some came in no fashion at all. 

But nearly every one of the 

424 1924 +   silk petticoats, had stumbled into the theatre while on their way to a very swagger garden-party, and, having done so, 

decided to lark it a bit with 

425 1926 0   them that as a matter of course they became first presidents of the new and swagger country clubs. Perhaps they had 

forgotten that in the republic of equal opportunities but 

426 1928 +   Maurras of perhaps half their Roman Catholic supporters. For example, the smart, swagger group of young Royalist 

bravos who used to be known as Les Camelots du Roi 

427 1929 0   Caribbean. Flat on his back against a gunwale, Carrier Rowan heard a Spaniard swagger alongside shouting queries; 

heard his pilot's lazy answer, the Spaniard's satisfied 

428 1930 +   the late great Thomas Fortune Ryan from enterprise to enterprise. Nor has he the swagger of a Magellan, such as is found 

in Motormaker Chrysler. # Most important 

429 1930 +   after my arrival I was invited to a Chinese party in one of the new swagger hotels in Shanghai. As I entered I stood 

rooted, brought up by the 

430 1931 -   that he understands and go round puffing out his cheeks and telling us with a swagger that the new methods of writing 

are merely " direct and vivid, " and 

431 1932 0   that the Olde English Half-timbered Suburb must go on forever, and the Corinthian Order swagger down the years to the 

end of time. Architecture will not stand still always 

432 1932 -   can hope to meet in northern | Africa; meharists of the camel corps who swagger about in their vast white pantalons; 

flight commanders who cross the Atlas, dropping 

433 1932 0   and horses, camels and motor cars; of subservient Jews and proud clansmen who swagger about in the distinctive robe of 

the Glaoui, with a cinnamon or scarlet sun 

434 1932 +   emergency. Once upon a time we were having a dinner party, not a swagger affair, but a dinner; and, a few hours before, 

our butler 
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435 1933 0   to buy millinery and notions and corsets and wash goods and dresses and piqu? swagger coats and a thousand other 

things for the big stores of Omaha, Little Rock 

436 1936 -   . With his handful of faithful generals, the exiled emperor arrives with a grim swagger, never doubting that he will soon 

be leaving as he left Elba. At 

437 1936 -   more than is good form in modern England. He approached near to brag and swagger. He caused frictions, aroused and 

fanned jealousies, and won the breathless admiration 

438 1937 -   character? an incorrigible show-off, a tremendous braggart, with all the sententiousness and swagger of the old-style 

torero. My father was very fond of him, and I 

439 1938 +   man behind Glyndebourne is Capt. John Christie, wealthy ex-science teacher at England's swagger Eton College, and 

present owner of Glyndebourne Manor. A lifetime lover and patron 

440 1942 +    167724 Wehrmacht officers learned months ago that their swagger Merceds-Benz staff cars were death traps in occupied 

Russian territory: guerrilla snipers gave special 

441 1942 -   tricolored arm insignia, a tank emblazoned with a bolt of lightning, with conspicuous swagger and pride of outfit. That 

insignia, by the way -- combining infantry blue 

442 1944 0   of the British, their bullheaded insistence o British ways, their affected accents and swagger sticks, add up to perhaps less 

than half of the total explaination of why 

443 1946 0   repair units were set up in forward areas. # His maroon collar tabs and swagger stick exchanged for the traditional black 

morning coat, Sir Stewart is back in the 

444 1950 -   the H-bomb to go ahead. Harry Truman's announcement had in it no sabre-rattling swagger, only the reluctant awareness 

of a duty that had to be done. He 

445 1950 0   the Army, in addition to a de-luxe retail business in Sam Browne belts, swagger sticks, overseas caps and puttees. In the 

acrimonious postwar debate over " Who 

446 1952 0   as " antidemocratic and antiliberal, " and the Portuguese Legion lost much of its swagger and taste for fancy uniforms. 

There were even vague promises of free elections. 

447 1955 -   Samuel Goldwyn; M-G-M), as a Broadway musical, had all the vulgar swagger of a fink * with his mink at 4 a.m. on the 

crosstown, and 
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448 1955 -   keep house day after day and what do you do? Once a week you swagger in with a paycheck ") to the college (president 

to professor: " 

449 1959 0   an acquittal when he explained: " I'm an ex-sailor. That's my swagger left over from naval days. " # Rattled. In 

Albuquerque, one Navajo 

450 1961 0   It was Wachuku's debut as Nigeria's new Foreign Minister, and the verbal swagger reflected his country's pride in being 

Africa's most populous nation (40 million 

451 1961 -   The young men, crudely or finely formed, have in common the hopefulness and swagger of their new manhood. The 

middle years seem nondescript, in both sexes. 

452 1962 0   of television debates. Disturbed by the rising liberal tidewithin the Democratic party and the swagger of the Republicans 

since Tower's victory, a coalition of Johnson and Shivers forces 

453 1964 0   troops escorting what was soon dubbed " the papalcade " eventually resorted to muscle, swagger sticks and gun butts to 

keep order in the unholy mess. Cesidio Lolli, 

454 1970 -   in the sand traps of the nearby golf course while a group of us would swagger our way through a gangbang; but while 

these events helped me to adjust to 

455 1970 +   to the profoundest conditions of life. needed its ambience in which to breathe, swagger and hope. It was not that I wanted 

to do anything with it, 

456 1972 0   Sam Waterston is Benedick to the last corpuscle. He brandishes his cigar like a swagger stick. He discovers his love half 

knowingly, but with astonishment nonetheless, like 

457 1972 0   , Simon has since last December sold 200 steel-knobbed umbrellas and canes, 300 metal swagger sticks and 400 walking 

sticks weighted with buckshot. # Zap. Perhaps the most 

458 1975 0    290343 Sometimes in groups, more often alone, they swagger through Bel Air, Brentwood, Malibu and other smart-set 

residential areas around Los Angeles 

459 1975 0   all over are scrutinizing closely the kind of tough policing that has tended to equate swagger with effectiveness, or 

number of arrests with performance. Last year, for example 

460 1976 0   explained it. # Near another church, a hard-faced Palestinian officer pointed his leather swagger stick at a blood-spattered 

wall near an abandoned sandbagged bunker. " From now on 
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461 1976 -   in Norse tales and sits there stroking its molting nose and waiting for hotshots to swagger over the span. Krassner had to 

wait for about two minutes for the applause 

462 1977 +   De Larrocha's supremacy, but topples it. Block's playing has an earthy swagger and poetic sweep that the lady from 

Barcelona can not match. # Brahms: 

463 1979 0   a one-seventh part of an expensive call girl and recovers some of the old Giants swagger. Inevitably his deal with the city 

dies, and Richie faces a similar fate 

464 1979 0   that Ted -- dy Roosevelt didn't say, " Talk tough and carry a swagger stick. " He says that the " true toughness " is " 

mental toughness 

465 1984 0   # boutique in its San Francisco store. With its huge open spaces and frontier swagger, Australia may have a special 

appeal for all those Americans weaned on Westerns. 

466 1985 -   (blue jeans, leather jackets,' 50s-style sunglasses) and mannerisms (sullen swagger, hip stance, " cool "). The conflicts be 

-- tween youth 

467 1987 0   She has built a boutique gallery of daft characters: nymphets and star children who swagger like cowgirls. And now she 

stars in the most coveted role in the year 

468 1988 0    337250 Congressman Charles Wilson, a tall Texas Democrat with a signature swagger, carried a grudge against the 

Defense Intelligence Agency. In Pakistan in 1986, 

469 1988 -   not, and silver hair he never lets down, he is Texas without the swagger, the kind of gentleman that stuffy men's clubs 

were made for. # 

470 1991 0   , plays a more familiar kind of heavy with the knuckle-sandwich slam and Stagger Lee swagger of New Jack Hustler.' 

But the real chart attraction here is the wealth 

471 1992 0   encounter " with America, this country of 39 million is celebrating -- with justifiable swagger -- its breakneck pace of 

change since General Francisco Franco's death in 1975. 

472 1992 0   , four times a year, out to the Pacific ports and back, the swagger and sharpness rooted down deep in things better not 

talked about, such as discipline 

473 1994 -   fame as an any-thing-goes kind of place where miners could stumble in as paupers and swagger out as millionaires. 

Local legend tells of-a turn-of-the-century evangelist who was dismayed at the 
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474 1995 -   quickly found himself afflicted with inactivity, and, after two weeks contemplating the unwarranted swagger of the 

American high command and the clement challenge of their minimalist campaign, he 

475 1996 -   are unmistakable -- the sneer, a semaphore of eyebrows, the " lock-and-load " swagger. # Buchanan's appeal on 

economic issues is rational, if simplistic. It 

476 1996 -   description loves loud music, women, cars and guns. His racing and gun-toting swagger seem in odd juxtaposition -- or 

maybe not -- to having missed out on military 

477 1997 0    took a few steps toward me, hands still on her hips, a certain swagger in her walk. " Oh, is it now? " # I stepped 

478 1997 0   - year- old in him that is the default persona in most men making him swagger a little but the rest of him walking on 

eggs, mindful of the screen 

479 1997 -   female aristocrats. # A captain of the royal guard approached me. His arrogant swagger and ambitious squint made him a 

sure candidate for the Question tonight. # He 

480 1998 0   If he would just stop smiling so much. " # But last week, swagger gave way to grim sobriety. Clinton's message to the 

moderates is straightforward: 

481 1998 -   variety who entered the local rodeos once a year, trying to impress people with swagger and spit. They probably couldn't 

rope a calf in a telephone booth. 

482 1999 -   with Moonlighting-style banter between Gina Gershon and Paula Marshall. Gershon's sneering, sex-as-a-

weapon swagger is an asset, but the product so far is predictable, sometimes amusing eye 

483 1999 0   at least at higher levels, a turkey-free zone, giving the brass a certain swagger in their dealings with their protected 

cousins in the civil service. # Most important 

484 2000 +   Stars should slip past the Edmonton Oilers. // One concern for Dallas is that its swagger seems to be missing, which 

could prove to be its undoing. Rarely do 

485 2000 0   look with seeds, pods, husks, and cones Photograph Meet a swag with swagger: This doorway decoration combines a 

wide variety of naturals, including African knobs, 

486 2001 +   . We are the bin Ladenites' worst nightmare. We are rich. We swagger. We enjoy ourselves. From Wall Street to the 

media conglomerates of Midtown to 

487 2001 -   earth, and from walking up and down in it. " A sneering theological swagger. Evil usually feels comfortable with itself. If 

it had doubts, it would 
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488 2001 -   to await an airlift home.) # Back on the front lines, soldiers swagger down a mountain with huge sacks, booty from the 

Taliban. Habibullah, a 

489 2001 0   those who don't die there first. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, whose swagger sometimes outdoes even 

Ashcroft's, made clear that the Pentagon wants the Northern Alliance 

490 2002 0   to extensive security protocols but on top of barstools, in an atmosphere of nighttime swagger. " At about 6:30, he'd stick 

his head over my cubicle and 

491 2003 -   he changed it during the communist-hunting McCarthy era), he brought his low-key macho swagger to such' 50s films as 

Machine-Gun Kelly before becoming a sensation in Europe as 

492 2003 0   first tracks on Thompson Brook -- the longest of the bunch -- is worth some swagger, although unmapped gems Tent 

City and Elevator Shaft shouldn't be overlooked. THREE 

493 2005 0   the result of those changes is to make KKR a little less dependent on the swagger and guts of its two principals. The 

shakeup started with the two bosses giving 

494 2005 +   Top 10 You Can Play in 2004. The back nine gives Bully its true swagger. A mammoth wall of soft, brown rock -- a 

gateway to the Badlands 

495 2006 -   Only he's for real. He's actually killed people. " Semko's swagger leads Steadman into an increasingly unethical and 

dangerous ascent on the corporate ladder. It 

496 2006 -   I had expected to see a smaller version of the chimpanzee, with the same swagger and strut in the males and timorous 

fealty in the females. Bonobos are smaller 

497 2006 -   over to the middy blouse. The blue sailor scarf crossed gender dressing and added swagger to my youthful step. I felt 

very connected with the sailor and the sea 

498 2007 +    389745 Headnote maintain your swagger through diet and exercise BY LYNETTE R. HOLLOWAY In today's busy 

world, it 

499 2007 +   them after practice. Diehl is big enough, seems intelligent, and has the swagger of a confident athlete. Maybe, just 

maybe. Whimper is all-country and a 

500 2009 +   stars CAGE THE ELEPHANT Cage the Elephant Boasting both a rootsy grit and a hip-hop swagger, these bluesy 

rockers find the missing link between Kings of Leon and Kid Rock 
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501 1840 -   threescore. " The style was rough and jaunty, with an infusion of the swagger; but it satisfied the reader as little as it 

became the author; and 

502 1847 -   vein, " or after the manner of Ancient Pistol; then our Presidents will swagger in their inaugural orations, and our state pa 

* pers will be written with 

503 1847 -   be for our youth, if they would barter away a good portion of pompous swagger and braggart imbecility, for the quiet 

dignity of that firmness which will not yield 

504 1850 -   it, tell them you will take it when you think fit. If they swagger, call names, -- as rogue, cheat, and the like, -- 

505 1851 -   opinion here iii America. He complains of our national propensity to " brag and swagger, " and that we misuse the king's 

English shamefully. He asserts that 

506 1851 -   either unfounded arrogance or selfesteem in a people, or the tendency to brag and swagger which one does occasionally 

see among individuals in the United States. " Vol. i 

507 1852 -   frisky tendency to break every breakable article on board. But there was a saucy swagger in them, as they bowled along 

the hollow of a western sea, which 

508 1855 -   is not hard to detect. So we must not let the Popinjays give us swagger for ease, and superciliousness for elegance. 

Simplicity is the crown of excellence, 

509 1855 -   the mean ambition of his class; but he was wholly free from the disgusting swagger and noisy bravado of his fraternity. 

There was an easy air of independence about 

510 1855 -   in him all the love of domination, the pride of mastery, and the swagger of authority, but his rule lacked the vital element 

of consistency. He could 

511 1856 -   ; these new regiments to Canada, and all the bellicose bluster, and bobadil swagger of the Times, and Chronicle, and 

Pos4 and Telegraph? What is it 

512 1856 -   adventurers from California and the Far West, with massive rings in their ears, swagger about in a manner which shows 

their country and calling, and females richly dressed 

513 1872 -   try to keep near the fashions, like students at home. Some like to swagger about in their little skull-caps, and now and 

then one is attended by a 

514 1872 -   at the shop windows, officers in resplendent uniforms, clanking their swords as they swagger past. Now and then, an 

elegant equipage dashes by, -- perhaps the 
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515 1876 -  man about town among his kind, he is worthy his white prototype: the swagger, the impertinent look, the coarse remark, 

the loud laugh, are all 

516 1881 -   if we can imagine a Falstaff without vices. As a narrator he has the swagger of a Captain Dalghetty, but his actions are 

marked by honesty and sincerity. 

517 1881 +  the cream which makes tea palatable, and systematically sacrifice substantial comforts that we may swagger successfully 

in the face of a critical and carping society. But with the most 

518 1882 0   you a pitcher of water, or harnesses your horse, puts on a familiar swagger, as if to show that he is only doing such 

menial work temporarily, 

519 1884 +   sing merrily and live happily. But we have particular joy when we see them swagger knight-fashion, brandish their bills, 

and run down all opposition, that victory and 

520 1886 -   whose introduction to politics consists in making the acquaintance of the gaudily attired rowdies who swagger about the 

bars of political " headquarter " saloons will soon learn to look with 

521 1888 -   of his civilization; and self-assertion is his natural defence. This longitudinal incredulity and swagger is a curious 

phenomenon. London thinks New York puts on airs, New York 

522 1888 +   in " Kidnapped, " is a wonderful picture of the union of courage and swagger; the little Jacobite adventurer, a figure 

worthy of Scott at his best, 

523 1889 0   I sat there holding the letter. The executioner did not hunt any more nor swagger about in a plumed hat, but his son might 

employ his elegant leisure in 

524 1889 -   of himself. He went about as a backwoodsman naturally does, without posturing or swagger. With the sweetness and 

quaintness of Sam Lawson, he had the comfortable aspect 

525 1891 0   themselves, for the air was frosty. One of them wore with a jaunty swagger a light-blue United States army overcoat. 

Noting our appearance, these cheerful sentinels bawled 

526 1891 -   less so. Vulgar, brassy, and intolerable the " I'm-better-than-you " strut and swagger of plutocracy surely is; but in the 

smug, pert provincialism of those former 

527 1891 0   but all noteworthy gatherings must be that, and the " smart " and " swagger " sets of every great European city are 

nowadays but a small, even a 
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528 1892 0   prluoinals are related by marriage. The interchange of courtesies about which all the " swagger " set were talking 

occurred just before the recess for luncheon and while the few 

529 1893 +   know not (unless you have been a trooper) " how good " that swagger makes them feeL Through the streets of St. Louis, 

Animus led, profoundly indifferent 

530 1896 -   of blaming the administration. It is a question of the bluster and brag and swagger of which we have seen and heard so 

much from a certain class of our 

531 1896 -   the tough. " They have somehow got the idea into their heads that cowboy swagger and the criminal's lingo are the main 

features of a manly man, and 

532 1896 -   the greatest, power, dignity, and even beauty, elsewhere condescends to mere swagger, -- as in his Pipo Spano or Niccolo 

di Tolentino -- or to mere 

533 1897 -   and made some money, return to their native land with a great deal of swagger, and pretend to be American citizens, 

though they can barely speak English, 

534 1897 +   Here, for example, with shoulders thrown back and with a slight and becoming swagger, comes a young man such as a 

reuruiting officer or a romancer would pick 

535 1913 0   , that he encouraged exoticism, redundancy, and an inexpressive, florid kind of swagger, at a time when the one thing we 

needed was discipline. 390 Leaders 

536 1917 0   the record of this youthful movement of ours, we have a right rather to swagger than to apologize. The influence of the 

children's libraries upon the ideals, 

537 1920 -   disturbing elements have suffered a decisive defeat. Helfferich's conceit, Ludendorff's, swagger, Hindenburg's stupidity, 

Reventlow's bluster -- all these things have been made 

538 1920 0   some of his books. She seemed to think that this was a piece of swagger on my part and, after disagreeing with a lofty 

shake of her head, 

539 1921 -   , and probably there was Something which might have struck Mr. Hershay, even as swagger or insolence, of a snapping 

of fingers at us. But the writer listened 

540 1921 -   carrying " our conquests to California and the Isthmus of Darien. " With much swagger and braggadocio, Wilkinson 

advanced to the center of the stage. He would drive 
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541 1922 -   Cosmopolitan. " " I don't know why you Americana put up with the swagger of the English titled nobility, " it begins, " 

when you have the 

542 1930 -   , calling for masculinity, and masculinity, as they comprehend it, calls for swagger, swearing, whisky and incessant talk 

of sex couched in bald and vigorous terms 

543 1930 -   they come around again... " The rookies hate the corporal with his strutting and swagger. They hate the army. They hate 

drilling in the infernal heat on a 

544 1931 -   sweep of melody and orchestral rush, at times not altogether free from a blustering swagger. In spite of the improved 

wind instruments that he found pliant to his advancing 

545 1935 0   took off his service cap and coat, and laid them, together with his swagger stick, in a neat pile on the rumpled bed, he 

watched her movements 

546 1935 0   big things in the world, I assure you! " He picked up his swagger stick, tapping it against the sheet to emphasize his 

words. " Morgan, 

547 1935 0   my complexion! " Captain Peirce got up, fumbling in the covers for his swagger stick. " But I thought -- I had hoped we " 

he stammered. 

548 1935 -   work of the Vandals: again we have seen these parties attempting to terrorize by swagger and promise of unlimited 

brutality the somewhat more civil polities in Western Europe that surround 

549 1935 -   when these offenses are repeated consistently and when the offenders achieve an unrepentant, hard-boiled swagger, that 

police see the danger signal. 

550 1942 -   dragging bottom, soldiers of the Armored Force moved about with the defiant, chip-on-the-shoulder swagger which 

marks tank fighters the world over. What equipment they had has served the 

551 1942 -   , there arc six major shapes of bags: envclopc, Ixuch, vanity, swagger, mull, and passport. These six styles roml-risc 

approxinrttcly all bags sold. 

552 1943 +   to watch enemy prisoners being marched to detention camps declare the Germans still preserve the swagger of confident 

troops and that, aside from natural battle weariness of any troops, 

553 1945 0   to ruination. " In contrast, one often sees prisoners who still have some swagger about them and say they believe 

Germany remains invincible. They ucually are officers. 
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554 1945 0   province of Magdeburg, was sitting in his office with his kit packed and his swagger stick on his desk awaiting the 

arrival of the Russians. His orders were to 

555 1947 0   also a consumer demand for coats made to wear over them; the boxy or swagger coat, for example, is preferred to the 

fitted or bloused coat. When 

556 1947 0   straight coat is made with additional back or front fullness, it is called a swagger coat. If made with a collar that buttons 

at the throat, this coat 

557 1947 0   a wrap-around; in recent years, the long Tuxedo collar line on a loose swagger coat has given such a coat the name 

Tuxedo coat. The fitted coat is 

558 1949 0   , peplums, flounces, frilly collars and bows, capes, two-piece effects, swagger coats, contrasting colors used horizontally, 

wide belts; horizontal off-theshoulder lines, yokes 

559 1949 0   such styles are conservative, you may wear them more seasons. Double-breasted coats, swagger coats, very circular, very 

bias, very draped, and very pleated skirts 

560 1950 +   awake; it gave a stiff lining to wit, to love, to fashionable swagger; and it concentrated the whole gamut of human 

passion and fancy within each hour 

561 1952 0   a soft sinister glowing. I headed back for Ras's meeting with a bold swagger. This was the real test, if it worked I would 

go on to 

562 1954 0   him. " She went back to her seat, too sure of herself to swagger. On this afternoon of the northeaster, Philippa kept Rob 

in. Clare Percy 

563 1966 0   response. " Shut up, " Mr. Meredith said with a wave of his swagger stick at Mr. Orange. " You mean you can say' Black 

power, 

564 1970 0   , the flags are just prophies. " The general gestured with his silver tipped swagger stick at a group of Cambodian peasants 

standing outside their farm-house looking somewhat bewildered as 

565 1970 0   is passing over the country is scarcely vital enough to last. We can not swagger and thrill to the same national self-

feeling. We must give new edges to our 

566 1971 -   defense force, waiting to be drafted, are thrilled to carry carbines.. They swagger like grown' men, eager to fight, to prove 

themselves. But there 
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567 1972 -   was casually unconcerned with his state of undress and bore the pistols with a careless swagger which did not ease the 

two thieves' nervousness. Heather felt the heat rising 

568 1972 -   , now sporting longish hair and often in faded jeans. Occasionally a youth would swagger nonchalantly down the beach 

with a screaming tape recorder slung across his shoulder. As 

569 1975 -   the world to see, at $5 a copy. Today's secret swashbuckler can swagger proudly down the avenue, invisible sword at his 

side, and a three-masted galleon 

570 1976 0   a grenade on one hip, a Colt pistol on the other and a rhinoceros-tail swagger stick under one armpit. Two World War II 

Panhard armored cars and a British 

571 1977 0   recoiled at my words Oliver Hardy style, then recovered and advanced in the massive swagger I was to see a thousand 

times in the next month. " Now wait 

572 1982 0   a little. Once it would have been ten demerits and thr butt of a swagger stick in his belly, sending his breath out in a | hot 

and agonized 

573 1984 -   panels' silver gave me back, waving, only the thickset little male whose swagger is just a bit too much for any real 

elegance -- but with the wreckage 

574 1984 -   acquired in mining camps, saloons, and newspaper offices a bumptiousness, a special swagger. He was everlastingly the 

verbal winner, the fastest mouth in Virginia City, 

575 1985 0   the English wait coats did not go unnoticed. | There was a long definite swagger and cavalier deshabille about th 

combining as they did the comfort of a robe, 

576 1988 -   different from that of Mr. Merola, who dominated the office with his bluster and swagger and who never had any trouble 

getting the people of the Bronx to re-elect him. 

577 1989 +   ward off madness or death (which is the supreme madness). " The swagger of that passage, the grand manner, calls up 

Nabokov in all his pride 

578 1989 0   by South Africa, his main supplier, but he has lost none of his swagger. In his first public appearance since South Africa, 

Cuba and Angola signed a 

579 1995 -   have been an " act of common sense. " # For all his Russia-first swagger, Lebed states that he is categorically opposed to 

the use of force in reassembling 

580 1996 0   hips. # Clay had seen his type before - the steely eyes, the swagger, the attitude. # He sized him up in one word: Tourist. 
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581 1996 0   multi-jurisdictional hydra encompassing 37 states from Maine to Texas for the purpose of bringing the swagger stick of 

government down on the heads of motorists and the automobile industry ") 

582 1998 0   complement his one-stop-shopping concept. # Mr. Larson brushes off the skeptics with his usual swagger. " We don't 

lack for a direction, " he said. " 

583 1999 0   of the world pulse with a rhythm unique to their culture and time. Some swagger and shout; others buzz and hum. In 

certain places, a fre-netic energy 

584 2000 +   # Traditionally, attitude is considered crucial to goal scoring. Scorers usually have a swagger that seems to fuel their 

performance. Satan does not wear his outwardly, although 

585 2002 0   Clearly, the first homework assignment went swimmingly. The women beam. The men swagger. The group is much 

more open. # Which is good, because today 

586 2002 -   victim. " # ' Thanks for going Greyhound' # Except for the exaggerated swagger of a prison gangster, there is nothing 

scary looking about Angel Coronado. # 

587 2002 0   left out of it? God will not allow it to happen. " That swagger was his strength and weakness. He could inspire men to 

heroic feats, he 

588 2002 0   . His uniform and decorations, ribbons and medals, jodhpurs and riding boots and swagger stick fall just a hair short of 

what Groucho Marx might have worn. Scott 

589 2002 0   couple of minutes after the first (he got out of his car with a swagger and a question: " What is it? A boyfriend or 

something? " 

590 2004 0   veteran in the NFL, Peete is married to actress Holly Robinson, and his swagger in the Panthers' locker room and the 

esteem in which he's held would 

591 2006 +   the listener to dwell on Freeman's offbeat timing, unconventional tonality and subtle melodic swagger. # Here and there, 

veteran pianist Richard Wyands seems out of sync, 

592 2007 +   modern Southeastern Conference has seen: fast, physical and deep, playing with a swagger born of fourth-quarter-

comeback victories against Arkansas and then-No. 9-ranked Louisville. # Senior receiver Keenan 

593 2007 -   that the commitment of U.S. forces to this fight was done with a casualness and swagger that are the special province of 

those who have never had to execute these missions 
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594 2007 -   . In foreign policy as well, the world could use more sway and less swagger. # A critical mass of female leaders will 

change norms; that may be 

595 2007 -   who know Barack Obama well, this might sound close to impossible, but the swagger in his step appeared even cockier 

than usual on the afternoon of July 27, 

596 2008 -   Mackey front and center, the face of reckless amorality - his tough talk and swagger evoking Western gunslingers - and 

left it up to viewers to decide what to make 

597 2008 0   hugs. A new group of recently minted technology executives, filled with an unusual swagger, introduced themselves to 

people who had never heard of them a year before. 

598 2008 0   cars, I made it to the bottleneck point, where, filled with newfound swagger, I took my rightful turn in the small 

alternating " zipper " merge that 

599 2009 0   were frivolous, whimsical, and inaccurate, he said. By playing to the swagger in his young aides, reporters elicited stories 

of froth that gave fodder to his 

600 2009 -   . //: - (// I was actually prepared for the scammers and the swagger. What I didn't expect was many men's tragic 

vulnerability when faced with 

601 1877 -   he shall see carried out. If speech were redeemable in coin, and if swagger were achievement, all enterprises would be 

yellow with his gold, and every path 

602 1936 0   's business. Bessie Burgess doesn't pull up to no notch never having a swagger in mind. But there are some she knows 

decorating her finger with a well-polished 

603 1941 0   , and felt better for an hour. He addressed the envelope with an inward swagger " The Honorable Mrs. David Rockford, " 

ahem? " New Hartford, Pennsylvania 

604 1943 0   way; he would have liked to go -- to wear a derby hat and swagger down the street, and lean against a bar and drink a 

glass of whisky 

605 1943 0   's wife. But he knew this was a lie: Neill Wyatt wouldn't swagger, wouldn't care enough about it, would be a lot too busy 

doing 

606 1943 -   gone a few miles and felt beyond danger of attack, he was inclined to swagger and bluster. He threatened the birds that 

flew above him. When he heard 

607 1945 0   strong again. I'll let him go. Vache! That gascon with his swagger. Oh, he's not a gascon. He doesn't swagger. You 
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608 1945 0   with his swagger. Oh, he's not a gascon. He doesn't swagger. You know what i think? I think we seen the last of him-that 

609 1947 0   have a nice time at Aunt Sarah's, dear?' She saw him swagger.' I guess so.'' Did you miss Aunt Martha? did 

610 1947 0   the future of the country looked good, Jake had carried himself with a great swagger, had had the reputation on the road 

for being a considerable sport, had 

611 1949 0   the blue-smoke fog of the front room. The proprietor came hurrying up, his swagger changing to obsequiousness. Bills 

passed. Then Castro was escorted up the stairs to 

612 1953 -   seemed, even in the small living room of his own home, a faint swagger and arrogance. The condescending smile, the 

mocking look, the assured stance with 

613 1956 +   moved as lithely and easily as an oiled machine. There was even a faint swagger to his narrow hips and small athletic 

buttocks. Did he imagine that the right 

614 1968 0   Colonel? What kind of a gift, Colonel Crittendon? Oh, just my swagger cane. I'd... I'd like him to have it for old time 

615 1970 0   you. Pride of Gloucester Sentinel of the sea I deem you come alive And swagger down to me Still think he's for the 

birds? Avast, ye hearties 

616 1973 -   n't bother you, Caleb. He likes to talk, and he likes to swagger but he don't like to lose. Where did you get that water, 

617 1979 0   I like those uniforms. Alex, you're not going into the service to swagger around in a uniform. No, sir. Your orders? Okay, 

follow 

618 1980 +   lost its sharpness in the dim light of the corridor. His stance retained its swagger, his toughness still proclaimed itself in 

the set of his shoulders, but the 

619 1983 -   by the sword or by the dagger But a pirate must indulge a little pardonable swagger And a word or two of compliment 

my vanity would flatter But I've got 

620 1984 -   , for he had seen a long succession of mechanical toys arrive to boast and swagger, and by and by break their 

mainsprings and pass away, -- that are 

621 1987 0   and began walking back to the spectators' benches. He had the same pumping swagger that practically every young 

defendant in the Bronx affected, the Pimp Roll. Such 

622 2004 -   're brave, King, I'll give you that. But underneath all your swagger -- She leans closer, caressing his face. # DANICA # -- 

I know 
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623 2004 0   The bow indicates it, and then withdraws. Dorr uses the bow as a swagger stick to punctuate as he begins to pace. 

DORR... Gentlemen, I believe 

624 2008 +   my ninja. I'm Azari. - Why you? - Azari's got swagger, flair, panache. But I'm the assassin. Style over substance. 

625 2010 0   give a cheer for the brave chulos. Here come the banderilleros! How they swagger! Another cuadrilla! Here come the 

picadors! They'll goad the bull with 

626 2010 -   with no hat, and with a shock of curly black hair. The two swagger toward the water fountain- their backs swollen like 

cobras, their lats shoving their arms 

627 2010 -   school of journalism worth its salt has one. They come out of media and swagger across our campuses with insufferable 

style. They can be useful in bringing some real-life 

628 2010 0   's bells. She walked in my direction with just the hint of a cowboy swagger. " That's premature, " I said. " I haven't 

agreed 

629 2010 -   So Putin's new friendliness is driven by Russia's own needs. The oil-fired swagger that propelled Putin's most aggressive 

moods back in 2008-when the price of oil hit 

630 2010 0   ; 310-860-4000; culinarestaurant.com EPIC CHICAGO Chicago is a town that likes big restaurants with swagger, 

moderate prices, and plenty of TVs in the lounge. Epic delivers all 

631 2010 -   that Mr. Brooks so hopes for signs that President Obama will take on the bellicose swagger of a George W. Bush when it 

comes to the teaching profession that he has 

632 2010 +   like soccer and football, East Side teams go to the suburbs with a competitive swagger. But after winning 15 games as a 

second-year junior varsity, the varsity startup 

633 2011 0   It has a beautiful swing. Yes, he has. He will show his swagger. Move it! Take it all! Move, you jerk! Take it 

634 2011 0   before that tricked-out scoundrel, with his loose-limbed charm and his careless strength and his swagger. She 

disapproved of him utterly. He would not beguile her. # " 

635 2011 +   , so true. " Odouwo smiled, loving the sense of confidence, the swagger, and the unrehearsed conversation. " Have you 

ever heard of Taji Tita? 

636 2011 -   . This issue is the antidote to all that. No bullshit, no self-satisfied swagger or fatuous self-aggrandizement. Just Cal 

Fussman (and a few of our other writers 
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637 2011 0   Gaddafi, haggard and hysterical at the start of the uprising, has recovered his swagger. If the White House ever counted 

on him doing a runner, that became 

638 2011 0   styles. From the beautifully vulnerable " Walk it Back " to the almost comedie swagger of " **35;4332;TOOLONG, " 

the band employs a rich array of instruments amidst Mike 

639 2011 0   " and Jennifer loved Lauren's attitude. Randy told Ryan that Lauren had her swagger on high. Up, up and away, Lauren. 

Don't listen to 

640 2011 0   he'd been predicting all week. # Stewart certified a month's worth of swagger, outdueling Carl Edwards for a victory to 

win the closest title race in NASCAR 

641 2012 +   . Uh, get a mouthful of this. I feel like we got some swagger back. An hour and a half and 75 scallops into dinner service, 

the 

642 2012 +   given my virginity to this guy. The Puck I fell in love with had swagger. And you know what questions Miss 

Duesenberry's gon na ask you, so 

643 2012 +   , his face pale, with dark circles under his eyes, but he had swagger, and he was using it right now. # He was perched 

under an 

644 2012 0   , both parking behind me in the driveway and walking toward me with the near swagger that uniforms give both men and 

women. I didn't know the woman, 

645 2012 0   well behind. The boy moved through the night without fear, a jaunty near swagger in his step as he turned from the 

sidewalk into an alleyway. # Thus 

646 2012 -   a gleaming smile. Even seated in his shell, he presented the particular mincing swagger of a Harvard senior. " It's been 

ages. You're not forming 

647 2012 +   , he performs at concert halls across the country, though he still has the swagger of an athlete, and the triceps. When he 

talks about his fledgling career 

648 2013 0   , dumber cousins of the quiet, hardworking PET. Video games had the street swagger and the **25;1667;TOOLONG 

glitz of pinball machines refracted through the seemingly ineradicable nerdiness of digital 

649 2013 +   Minnesota, Duluth, T-shirt. He was built like an athlete and had a swagger to match. # " He plays basketball for the 

UMD Bulldogs, " Noelle 
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650 2013 0   always won. The second night I gradually lost back nearly everything. With a swagger that was not my own, I suggested 

raising the stakes. Jim didn't 

651 2013 -   , the tall, dark-skinned half-Nigerian from Guangzhou, who is loud-mouthed and full of swagger. He keeps his head 

shaved, favors monochromatic denim ensembles, and is either 

652 2013 0   Round's over. " I said. The boy came at me with more swagger, darting back and forth and shuffling his feet. All the time 

staring at 

653 2013 0   than his criminal charges or gang lyrics), but I genuinely loved the lilting swagger in his voice, which even now, decades 

into his career, could make 

654 2013 -   has a blunt forehead and deep-set blue eyes; he talks with a Long Island swagger where profanities seem a natural part of 

speech, especially when he's angry. 

655 2013 0   game... in a bar with your friends... virtually anywhere. " Inhaling with swagger, he adds: " Come on, guys, rise from the 

ashes. 

656 2014 0   to see what was happening. Along the trail, you could see the people swagger back and forth, toiling in their own misery 

as the line of black hard 

657 2014 +   mess with Texas! " -- in terms of rhyme, meter, and balls-out swagger. When Bill's throat hurt, he bought cough drops 

and in our delirium 

658 2014 0   deviates from prison norms is rejected. A man who doesn't walk with a swagger, his pants loosely hanging, exposing his 

ass to the world in a defiant 

659 2014 0   stroller. Somehow, under Morgan' s hand, even an infant had serious swagger with white jeans and rolled cuffs on her 

sweater! # When I asked Parker 

660 2014 -   or stiff-lipped fortresses of patrician reserve, the Ladies' gives off no snobbery or swagger. Mackenzie would be proud, 

but I doubt she'd let on. Only 

661 2014 -   (a City Ballet soloist). Though Mr. Gordon doesn't have the rapscallion swagger for this number, he has superb ballon 

(he just immediately arrives in the 

662 2015 +   sweeping the wavy bangs from his eyes. He walked down the hill with a swagger that was uniquely his, cool and a little 

cocky, but with enough insecurity 
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663 2015 0   of machinery, and she took her place behind the wheel with a bit of swagger and rested one hand on the throttle. Max 

dropped into the spotter's seat 

664 2015 0   up. Boone tightened up his stance a bit, got a little bounce and swagger in his footwork. They shuffled around each other, 

and then Boone hit Father 

665 2015 0   a good dopp kit. Razor (check), toothpaste (check), swagger (double-check) -- carry all of your grooming must-haves in 

this quilted toiletry bag 

666 2015 0   , " Tesar said " It was easy to bring European style and New York swagger to Dallas, because there wasn't a lot of it. The 

key was 

667 2016 0   . His brother, Ben, younger by fifteen years, entered with his usual swagger. The kid still carried himself like the Bowie 

High football captain - head cocky 

668 2016 +   the league. # 1 Related # Allen is a 6-foot-5 guard with a certain swagger as a respected perimeter shooter. Laettner was 

an inch short of 7 foot but 

669 2016 -   such an omission of guilt by the same character is followed up with a cocksure swagger about the CCO's role: " The only 

compliance work he's doing is 

670 2017 +   , and led me from the pub. I could roll my eyes at his swagger, but I found it oddly charming. While I might not have 

been ready 

671 2017 +   creak made me turn back. Up ahead, a guy with the build and swagger of a Navy SEAL was shoving the gate open. As 

chilly as it was 

672 2017 -   when she looked at that man. What he lacked in height he covered with swagger and a new pair of Tony Lamas. Pepa 

gave him a fat eyeball as 

673 2017 0   born in 1990? " # " 1990. Yes. " A flicker of swagger across his eyebrows. # I switched back to English. " You said I 

674 2017 0   breathing slow down. Then she whisper she going for the boys. # You swagger to the bedroom. Dive on the bed, hug the 

pillow, and smile 

675 2017 +   describes... # While most arachnophiles will likely find tiny spider dancers who can " swagger like Jagger " entertaining, 

it's more than the dance that captures the fascination 

676 2017 0   . He got more than that: He got Berry's big personality, his swagger, his desire to sing Nat King Cole songs, country 

songs and blues that 
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677 2017 0   were Kobe Bryant and Rajon Rondo. They are different players, but both oozed swagger. # '' I've seen Kobe have some 

bad shooting nights,' 

678 2018 0   . Bring it like a banjee boy. I want to see all that ghetto swagger. Yeah, you got it. Judges, your scores. Ten, ten 

679 2018 -   her earpiece when the shooters began strolling down the track with the easy, **25;0;TOOLONG swagger of rich, 

complacent men. Many of them wore tweed, or similar traditional 

680 2018 0   had a charismatic spokesman calling himself Bulldog Carhart, a sturdily built fellow widi a swagger and an improbable 

crest of sculptured black hair surrounded by platinum-blond dreadlocks, who managed 

681 2018 -   it in the face of doubters. Most triumphant artists would holler, gloat, swagger, flip the bird, but in this opener, McBryde 

barely raises her voice 

682 2019 +   group eschewed gothic themes and textures on their self-titled debut, embracing instead the bluesy swagger of Led 

Zeppelin and Montrose. Within the first few seconds of album opener " 

683 2019 0   Mick Mars's scraping guitar riff and Tommy Lee's drum assault combine glam's swagger with punk's brisk get-'er-done 

spirit. The saucy grind of " Come On And 

684 2019 +   Hex's latest, immortalizing a new rock'n'roll Angie with as much performative heartache and swagger as Jagger, maybe 

more. Ex Hex's second album is about garage-rock thrust 

685 2019 -   shirt festooned with a series of handkerchiefs. His mood is equal parts maudlin and swagger. # There are a few things 

Depp insists TMG got wrong -- for example 
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Appendix C 

200 random samples of swag in context taken from the NOW corpus with slang sense in yellow. 
 

Date Category Publication 

1 21-08-

10 US 

sports NFL Films has released a clip of Prescott jabbing second-year quarterback Ben DiNucci about his swag meter. Expect more 

zingers from Prescott as the season unfolds. Linebacker Jaylon 

2 14-09-

26 US 

 

today's themes. # Xu's office is filled with trophies and boxes of swag (" Here, have a handful of free pens "), and the 

3 20-05-

05 US 

  I was raised by my Nigerian parents is what gives me that sauce, that swag, that drip, whatever you want to call it. 

**37;1286;TOOLONG about meeting Jay-Z. 

4 22-02-

25 US 

 

asked not to dress as the characters, here Star Wars cosplay or just franchise-inspired swag is encouraged. # galactic-

starcruiser # Disney # Based on PEOPLE's preview, the 

5 22-04-

02 US 

sports charisma that's on par with a national champion. # " I feel like swag, you know, you can't really talk like it's just what you 

6 22-07-

27 US 

 

s registration statement on Form S-4, relating to the previously announced business combination between SWAG III and 

Branded Online, Inc. dba Nogin (" Nogin " or the " 

7 22-04-

21 US 

  while becoming the go-to pastime. This collaboration is a multigenerational' drip' of swag and cool. If what you say is true, 

Fortnite and Wu-Tang could be 

8 11-01-

27 US 

 

of the lyrics to this song are, appropriately, " I'm Miley Cyrus/ Swag " repeated ad infinitum. # The similarities between this 

track and any of Warhol 

9 22-02-

12 US 

 Style had a nice suit on, good looking, you know, he had some swag. # " So I just thought it was a good picture. " # 

10 21-07-

18 US 

 

and be required to leave before the closing. They'll still get all the swag -- including the navy blue Ralph Lauren blazer and 

flag-printed scarf designed for the opening 
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11 19-12-

02 US 

 

clients and affiliates to drop in for food, drink, and fun. Offer swag bags with small tokens of appreciation for your guests to 

take with them when they 

12 22-04-

06 US 

 

" said 21-year-old Tim Nelson of Atlanta, clad from head to toe in Masters swag while watching Tiger Woods chipping 30 

yards away. # A world that predates selfies 

13 22-10-

11 US 

 

a member as I have never been active and really was only interested in the swag that they sent back in 2012. " # Experts on 

far-right movements say the 

14 14-01-

16 US 

 

classics and current hits! Price: $47, but may vary by location; Swag: T-shirt, glow accessories, and other bad prom trinkets; 

Timing: No 

15 20-12-

10 US 

 

attached to windows and other decorations. # People interested in obtaining car decorations and swag bags, can contact 

newcanaanjewish.org # When the parade reaches God's Acre, attendees 

16 22-05-

02 US 

 

often without your involvement, such as office snacks, coffee and lunch, company SWAG vendors, holiday party locations 

and catering, janitorial services and in-office plants and landscaping 

17 21-05-

02 US 

 

sent him a handwritten note thanking him for his kindness and " all the fab swag " he delivered to her during his second stint 

at the Grammys. He told 

18 12-02-

13 US 

 

Komen for the Cure has become a bloated Cancer Awareness McDonald's that offers more swag and socialization 

opportunities than cure. But just because Komen's managed to portray breast 

19 15-12-

22 US 

 

quite moving. " - Lou Kesten ranks it #1 # " From the bonus swag in the box to the gratis downloadable content, the third 

installment in CD Projekt 

20 20-01-

03 US 

 

the long lines that form around the lunch hour. We could earn rewards, swag, even, if we were loyal. This was a two-way 

street, naturally 

21 22-02-

07 US 

 

kung-fu consultant was also not Asian, and the fact that the game's marketing swag box seems to be a mishmash of game-

relevant items and a bunch of stuff that 

22 21-05-

30 US 

sports on the court, but he also has the personality, or charisma, or swag -- however you want to refer to it -- to match. He embraced 

the 

23 21-10-

13 US 

sports Seahawks. # " Kyle Shanahan used to say that my swag was having no swag, " Cousins said. " He told me as a rookie to 

never change 
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24 21-07-

02 US 

 

($30) will include a punch card redeemable for six beers, plus souvenir swag, VIP tickets ($65) include early entry from 

noon to 1 p.m. 

25 22-07-

27 US 

 

s registration statement on Form S-4, relating to the previously announced business combination between SWAG III and 

Branded Online, Inc. dba Nogin (" Nogin " or the " 

26 20-11-

22 US 

 

get your friends together so you can all get that exclusive Symmetra skin. Overwatch swag is always good right? 72438864 

Allen Amps 

27 19-12-

29 US 

 

Sunday's game against the Arizona Cardinals was nice and so was the money and swag from Gatorade for the Centurions' 

program. # With 2019 coming to an end 

28 21-07-

02 US 

 

cooking demo with Chef Hunter, a playlist curated in partnership with Benet, CCP swag and more. # The Community 

Cohesion Project is a partnership among Walmart, P&G 

29 21-08-

04 US 

 

to campus for fall camp, the student-athletes are being welcomed with all types of swag. # All players and coaches came in 

Wednesday for required meetings and housekeeping items 

30 20-09-

17 US 

sports Harden. As Vogel said, " his Impact on his team is measured in swag, and the confidence that he brings to our group. " # The 

other 

31 19-08-

02 US 

 

bike rodeo for the kids. Registration is required. Each registered participant receives a swag bag and a t-shirt. # Swing by 

Shelter No. 5 for a night of 

32 21-03-

18 US 

 

room. # Meals were dropped at hotel doors. The NCAA provided players with swag bags that included a copy of John 

Thompson's autobiography, " I Came as 

33 19-08-

04 US 

 

fifth place, with the top prize winning $500 in beef bucks plus " beef swag. " 8258830 Letter to the Editor: 

34 18-12-

23 US 

 

s last season in professional baseball will be 2019, so buy your Mets Tebow swag now while you still can. The NBA is 

unwatchable for two reasons # 

35 19-05-

17 US 

 

, where they handed out 4,700 pounds of asphalt, tampers, shirts and other swag to Oakland locals who felt compelled to join 

the cause. The " Vigilantes " 

36 22-06-

03 US 

 

to a participating Krispy Kreme shop wearing some form of " Class of 2022 " swag (shirts, graduation cap and gown, 

letterman jacket, etc.) will score 
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37 22-06-

09 US 

 

indictment of men, and that's why we have young men coming into the SWAG group. We understand we need each other, 

and it's building that beloved 

38 22-04-

30 US 

 

the era of freewheeling spending is coming to an end. Even perks such as swag from the company store are drawing scrutiny, 

insiders said. # In a presentation 

39 21-03-

24 US 

 

bags players are given in the tournament. Male players are given multiple pieces of swag with " The Big Dance " and " 

March Madness " written all over the 

40 18-06-

10 US 

 

one of four rums (Silver, Spiced, Satsuma and Select) and other swag in the on-site shop. # Creole Nature Trail: Get back to 

nature by 

41 21-01-

17 US 

 

the role it plays in reinforcing its company culture. # " The value of swag is often underrated, but it does hold the power to 

raise your brand awareness 

42 20-05-

25 US 

music back at it, you were just jealous of Cardi... She's got more swag than you, " she continued. " You made a whole radio show 

about 

43 13-11-

10 US 

 

know, posters, books, shirts, etc). Once they got their swag, the user would then contact their credit card company and 

dispute the payment, 

44 21-12-

16 US 

 

), with gorgeous Assouline hardcover books, leather-bound scripts, pop-ups and other promotional swag around us aplenty. # 

During Netflix's press junket in Los Angeles, the 

45 22-10-

20 US 

 

be flagrant. Score up to 65% off on your favorite team's jerseys and swag. # Whether you're a basketball fan or looking to get 

some early holiday 

46 17-01-

27 US 

 

McDonald's coupon cards for free Big Macs (31) and some Big Mac swag. # Need more opportunities to win? Follow your 

local McDonald's McDTriEastNC and 

47 19-08-

02 US 

 

years, so it's safe to assume that she had a couple of company swag t-shirts in her collection prior to getting one as a get well 

gift. # 

48 16-04-

20 US 

 

works the counter at a hobby shop that is giving away free Game of Thrones swag. Pretty much everyone who came in 

figured out immediately that Williams plays Arya on 

49 22-08-

24 US 

 

Mentality in them. " # The newborns weren't the only people to get swag from the team. Parents and medical personnel 

received Bryant T-shirts. 
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50 19-01-

10 US 

 

currently offering fans a chance to get Deadly Class comics signed by the cast, swag, and personalized messages from the 

actors if they donate to VOKRA, an organization 

51 20-01-

11 -- 

 

exhibitor hall at Booth 101, telling you about our upcoming releases, giving out swag, and selling all the latest merch. Come 

visit! 

52 22-04-

27 US 

 

response is underwhelming, but when unleashed in the right time and place, " Swag Surfin' " is an elite stadium song. # 

Adam Silverstein: There are 

53 20-01-

11 US 

 

families. # Seals' five children left with gift bags full of American Dream swag, a gift card for IT'SUGAR and items 

provided by the Jets football team. 

54 18-01-

14 US 

 

creation of trap rap, crunk, snap, the " futuristic " or " swag rap " movement, and the rebirth of trap. Among those who were 

instrumental 

55 21-08-

22 US 

 

" # It's free to play, with prizes and 4 Hands Brewing Company swag given to the top three teams. # The International 

Institute has been serving populations 

56 15-02-

12 US 

 

a keen motorcyclist, has also created a whole room for his bikes and racing swag. And, in the event that a spurned lover 

returns for her revenge, 

57 22-05-

08 US 

 

teams, World Play, a published children's book that teaches sustainability, and Swag Stick, a surf wax in a reusable 

container, will be at the event 

58 16-09-

18 US 

 

in Reader's Digest style, a prize patrol will be out awarding " fun swag " to those it spots wearing buttons and not driving 

solo, Barobs said. 

59 21-06-

20 US 

 

. In the very beginning, there are mentions of breakout songs like " Purple Swag " and " Peso, " and the end is pretty much a 

trailer for 

60 20-09-

29 US 

 

whole exclusives line-up and distribution items from Hot Toys. And they have their own swag bundle featuring a shirt, 

exclusive pins, and more. 

61 19-12-

26 US 

 music is to sell ads, so he gets this persona behind him and has this swag. I was listening to him and I was getting drawn in, so I 

62 20-07-

25 US 

 

few hours? # Advertisement # I assume the reasons that athletes immediately don title swag are because A) Everyone else 

does it, and so it becomes part of 
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63 20-06-

30 US 

 

RiverDogs fans can still snag a $15 " Doggie Bag " full of some surprise swag online. Then you can play some catch with 

family or friends in the backyard 

64 12-06-

28 US 

 

, making sure that such immortal lines as " Shit sucks " and " LETS SWAG IT OUT " were rendered exactly as they were in 

the original, I was 

65 21-10-

20 US 

 

the workplace, including but not limited to murals, posters, room names, swag; # Acknowledgement that the special causes 

harm to the trans community and Netflix's 

66 19-11-

18 US 

style u dress like ur 20 and everytime I see u it reminds me what real swag is?????????? love u pops have 

67 21-03-

25 US 

 

a simple DIY home goods build and design kit with instructions, and Women Build Swag Bag. Once you kit project is 

completed and returned to HFHSPBC, it will 

68 22-06-

15 US 

 

day there is a game. There will also be chances to win limited-edition Avs swag, team autographed items, and more. For 

more information, go to **34;1775;TOOLONG 

69 22-09-

26 US 

 

and living very close to the office. I don't care about food or swag or any of the other' perks' some companies are offering. I 

care 

70 21-07-

13 US 

 

giveaway prize pack, which includes a digital code of the film and the branded swag featured below. # Simply fill out the 

short form below for your chance to 

71 21-05-

27 US 

sports , " new Patriots receiver Kendrick Bourne said of Jones. " He has a swag to him that I didn't know that he had at first. " # 

72 22-03-

29 US 

 

do you? Maybe get nominated for an Academy Award and grab a bag of swag worth nearly $140,000 -- the bags they give 

out to actors and directors at the 

73 20-04-

13 -- 

 

$20,000 and up). Rewards include free fittings, tubing, press tools, swag and training at Viega's seminar centers. # " Viega 

customers are passionate about 

74 20-05-

14 -- 

 

numbered pedals. This one is #1 in the edition. Comes with all the swag. The pedal is in excellent condition as seen in the 

pictures. Ships via 

75 20-10-

26 US 

film fact that Ryan is becoming her own Batwoman -- it's her style, her swag, and her moment! It was an honor to be able to 

collaborate with 
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76 21-09-

01 US 

 

make this a success. " # After the 30-minute program wrapped -- and Hacks swag had been evenly distributed on the 

sidewalk below -- the bus driver figured out a 

77 21-04-

06 US 

 

ll be reaching out to former apprentices soon. We'll be sending some " swag, " of course, but we'll also try and establish 

some extra incentives 

78 19-11-

22 US 

 

31452055 # In 2017, Ellen put a table of swag out for her audience members, telling them they could each have only one 

item 

79 21-01-

10 US 

music Njena Reddd Foxxx -- " Ima Read " # Dark, bouncing bass with no-nonsense swag and lyrical fierceness is what makes this 

one of the best songs of the year 

80 19-08-

12 -- 

 

up. Pretty cool idea and it got people interacting with people. # Some swag # Highend SDRs for sale in the vendor area. # 

Some people were able 

81 20-05-

01 US 

 

# Drinks for 10 people # 1 Dozen Cookies from Noir d'Ebene # Assorted Space swag # The price for the Space To-Go 

Concerts is $450. Supply is limited and 

82 22-07-

16 US 

politics around, and such a maturity to him. We've got that Joey Burrow swag, but he does have humility to him. He has a clear 

social consciousness 

83 22-11-

30 US 

 

as swapping out your typical bow for a gingerbread man at the top of each swag on your garland for a fresh twist on a classic 

design. You can also 

84 21-09-

27 US 

sports 88012232 Scoggins: Confident, Cousins shows some swag -- even throwing a shoe # Kirk Cousins ran one play missing a 

shoe. 

85 18-11-

18 US 

  winning them over with his perfect smile and eloquence. He oozes charisma, drips swag, and has a firm handshake. 

Eventually, he's going to win an 

86 22-04-

16 US 

 

shower comb, and goodies from the current featured exhibit sponsor, Cantu, a swag bag that visitors can purchase separately 

or with a V.I.P. ticket. # There were 

87 16-02-

12 US 

 

contribution to Marquette's 96-91 double-overtime victory) that they're rewarding him with some swag. 

88 19-01-

08 US 

 politics give up. " Smiles, laughter and children # I am loving the swag of the newly sworn-in Congresswomen but there is more to 

them than what meets the 
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89 19-07-

29 US 

sports work in repetitions for all four quarterbacks. # " He has a lot of swag, " Kizer said. " He seems unfazed at all times. He's 

90 11-01-

03 US 

 

in business with the school district, documents show. # Some of the E-Rate swag available to HISD workers, including 

offers of personal loans and trips to Las Vegas 

91 19-07-

23 US 

 

articles Comments Know Science And Want To Write? Donate or Buy SWAG # If you're worried about activists using 

media to promote fear and doubt about 

92 13-12-

04 US 

 

the pants in the washing machine are his, so sheep swag mixes with sheep swag, and comes out looking like... er, sheep 

swag. # Then, 

93 21-05-

17 US 

 

Earn rewards for referring your friends to Axios. Earn rewards # Get Axios swag when your friends subscribe to Axios. The 

more new subscribers you refer, the 

94 22-08-

03 US 

 

product displays and unique game experiences, there will be giveaways, including a Comic-Con swag bag, paper fans and 

more. July 21 - July 24. Marriott Marquis 

95 22-09-

11 US 

sports you, be the same dude you were in Triple-A. That includes all your swag and all your confidence and even a little bit of 

cockiness. It's totally 

96 13-06-

27 US 

 

leads to a sign up; rules and prizes, from wild trips to Clinkle swag, for the contest were on Clinkle's website earlier this 

week. Now, 

97 21-01-

06 US 

 

only well-known, six- or seven-figure entrepreneurs who can afford to offer champagne and a swag bag that would make 

Oprah jealous are able to offer VIP-level tickets. Not so 

98 18-12-

23 US 

film array of outerwear, but knowing when and how to wear it. Lando has swag and charisma for days, the cape is just an 

extension of this. Costume 

99 22-06-

29 US 

 

Includes a party bus with a bar, a catered suite, and A's swag for all of your guests. # Expires Aug. 9, 2022. Non-transferable. 

100 19-09-

29 US 

 

organizations is encouraged, so participants can join a team and wear their gym's swag or Halloween-themed race gear. # 

Kids Game Cards can be purchased for $10 each 

101 20-05-

18 US 

sports , " Tretola said. " It's crazy. # " Sam Pittman is swag. It's just a Pittman thing, and I think it's going to 
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102 22-09-

22 US 

 

first pour VIP contest, where one fan will win a private brewery tour, swag and exclusive access, plus giveaways and more 

for other winners. The party will 

103 17-06-

18 US 

music Keef # " I got pints on pints, blunts on blunts/I got swag on swag, stunts on stunts/Troopers pulled us over, we smelled like 

blunts/I was full off 

104 17-10-

23 US 

 

, sponsored Web sites about chronic pain, and distributed a dizzying variety of OxyContin swag: fishing hats, plush toys, 

luggage tags. Purdue also produced promotional videos 

105 11-01-

09 US 

 

police say informants told them Swag paid Juvenile $40,000 to perform. # Everett rapper Swag performs in Marysville in 

May 2009. He opened for multi-platinum artist Juvenile at the 

106 20-12-

31 US 

 

to Earth in 2023. # China's Chang'e 5 mission snagged its own space swag by launching, landing on the moon, collecting a 

sample and returning some lunar 

107 22-04-

06 US 

 

and women. According to the N.C.A.A., both men and women received the same swag this year, including a baseball cap, 

socks, bag tag, notebook and 

108 21-07-

23 US 

 

a " We rocked this initiative " festival complete with a band lineup and concert swag. The point is to show your gratitude. # I 

still have ideas. 

109 19-09-

22 US 

 

charities the event supports. Nominees and presenters can take home nearly $75,000 worth of swag, including trips to 

Raiwasa in Fiji and Sailrock Resort on Turks and Caicos, 

110 20-01-

24 US 

 

of the Trump Mobile, from " Trump Keep America Great 2020 ", Trump Swag, flags, and more. # Thanks to 

brick.shorebeat.com for this article on the 

111 21-11-

18 US 

 

: " markdown ", " typename ": " Markd... Soler takes Series swag to Latin Grammys Soler takes Series swag to Latin 

Grammys # 4:16 AM UTC 

112 21-08-

04 US 

 

with the new iPads and renewed food plans, each football player also received a swag bag. Billy Nixon, the director of player 

experience and equipment operations, shared 

113 18-09-

04 US 

 

listeners like you. Please consider a sustaining monthly contribution and receive annual coupons for swag when you Join the 

WMNF Circle of Friends. # We use cookies and external 

114 20-02-

26 -- 

 

getting either the standard or collector's edition, you'll each get some cool swag from DB in the form of a shirt, a poster and 

some DLC costume 
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115 19-05-

18 US 

 

then again on the BTC blockchain (this time in an actual block header, swag, with the help of a big mining pool). # No one 

seemed 

116 21-11-

01 US 

 

and in it was 27 to 30 boxes, all of my memorabilia, my swag. I didn't even realize what I had. I didn't open these 

117 22-06-

14 US 

music that I wan na claim Houston -- in my sound, my look, my swag. " # " Disc Two " also includes " Don't They, " 

118 20-02-

28 US 

 

FPS does as well as many expect, we may see other players follow swag's footsteps soon. 83925620 # The search is 

119 19-10-

29 US 

 

? # But aside from two tables, where employees were giving out Paw Patrol swag -- a Halloween bag, temporary tattoos, a 

printout of Chase, the dog 

120 21-03-

25 US 

 

a simple DIY home goods build and design kit with instructions, and Women Build Swag Bag. Once you kit project is 

completed and returned to HFHSPBC, it will 

121 19-11-

29 US 

 

can make the best possible decision on where to get your very own cart Nintendo swag. # Here are the Black Friday 

Nintendo deals we're loving right now: 

122 22-02-

05 US 

sports fans are going to get hard work and dedication from me with a little Texas swag with it. " # DE Andrew Savaiinaea: " It 

means a lot to 

123 18-03-

11 US 

sports made it look cool, I want to make it look great! He brought swag to the sport. " Wheating said. # When the conversation 

turned to the 

124 21-08-

17 US 

sports while supervising team drills. # In the meantime, backups like DiNucci - whose swag, or lack thereof, Prescott decries - aim 

to capitalize on opportunities. Developing 

125 22-08-

14 US 

  # " I went from wearing Levi Jeans to slacks. I've always had swag, but I felt the need to be on my grown man. I wanted 

126 22-08-

24 US 

 

13 with Raghav Juyal and Salman Khan. Gunjan also got the title of' Swag ki rani' from the dancing queen Madhuri Dixit 

herself. # Nia Sharma, 

127 21-08-

03 US 

 

1, and treated the neighborhood to 99-cent non-dairy soft-serve ice cream all day and swag bags for the first 50 customers. 

Half of all profits from grand opening sales 
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128 15-11-

29 US 

 

s Best Friend, " which includes a 10-foot-tree, large wreath, fireplace mantel swag and life-size cutout of Marilyn Monroe. # 

" We started out just wanting something 

129 21-01-

31 US 

  indeed. # " That's his mantra, " Pagano said. " Unbelievable swag, unbelievable confidence. From the Kangol on backward, 

he's doing the same 

130 21-04-

24 US 

 

is inviting celebrities to drive up to the Luxe Sunset Boulevard Hotel and get their swag to go. Or they can pop into the 

Garden Suite for a socially distanced 

131 20-03-

18 -- 

 

weighing approximately 200 pounds. He has multiple tattoos including one of the word " swag " on his right cheek, and one 

of the word Swayze on his right 

132 21-11-

08 US 

 

Got Milk " campaign was so big? They had a whole closet full of swag from the " Got Milk " campaign, so I had like 

twenty-five " Got 

133 21-12-

05 US 

sports back for a repeat championship, they could use Brown's talent and even his swag... if that comes without another incident. # 

" I'm thinking about what 

134 22-04-

02 US 

sports how good I'm playing, " Edwards said. " PB got his own swag, so I think that just make the team have all the swag in the 

135 22-08-

23 US 

 

formal wear to the tune of " Teach Me How to Dougie " by Cali Swag District. The video, which has racked up over 44 

million views on TikTok 

136 21-04-

22 US 

 

VIP ticket to gain early access, discounts from every vendor, and a special swag bag full of goodies. April 24 & 25, 8am to 

5pm. 5$-$25. 

137 19-09-

09 US 

sports to show them that this is a totally different team with a different mentality and swag, who are not intimidated by them and 

truly believe we're better. Why 

138 19-02-

04 US 

 

listeners like you. Please consider a sustaining monthly contribution and receive annual coupons for swag when you Join the 

WMNF Circle of Friends. # We use cookies and external 

139 14-05-

18 US 

 

their customers. Guarantees, ratings, transparent pricing, great customer service and company swag are just some of the 

things these companies are doing. # At the end 

140 20-01-

23 US 

 

Anshula Kapoor and Janhvi Kapoor, Arjun had given a glimpse of his' childhood swag'. Along with it, he had written, " My 

Childhood Swag was 
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141 22-07-

03 US 

 

. Women complained about other inequities including COVID-19 testing, food, and even sparse swag bags. # The outrage 

spurred forced the NCAA to commission an external review that 

142 11-10-

25 US 

music all the way trill. " # He also accused them of " biting D-Town swag. " But two months later, Wil responded to his own diss 

video by 

143 19-10-

21 US 

 

is to drive the Smart cars around Philly and hand out free steaks and shop swag. # " To torture somebody and put them in a 

Whizzy costume, I 

144 21-11-

10 US 

 

both directly and indirectly -- their respective candidates, prosecutors said. They offered campaign swag like stickers and 

signed photos as rewards for larger donations. Tunstall, Reyes and 

145 21-04-

06 US 

sports 2012. Williams is deli # Kyrie Irving came close to stealing Damian Lillard's swag on Monday, and now Lillard is having a 

little bit of fun with it 

146 19-10-

16 US 

sports # Whether this is the truth or not, Hixon and his fellow champions of swag everywhere will continue to live for the " drip. " 

And for the traditionalists 

147 20-02-

01 US 

 

to 4 pm at The Brick where you will pick up your scorecards and other swag. From there, you can crawl to the other 

participating bars on your scorecard 

148 22-01-

31 US 

 

taking place on Saturday, February 5th from 11:00am to 1:00pm online at wwwSWKHomeExpo.com. Swag bags will be 

given to the first 100 people who attend! # Speakers will 

149 22-12-

29 US 

 

not centered where the table is -- a common problem -- a fixture with a swag chain lets you center the light where you want. 

But make sure the fixture 

150 22-11-

14 US 

sports , what does Cousins' wife think about his newfound abundance of, er -- swag? # " I mean, my wife knows me, so she 

probably laughs 

151 13-01-

18 US 

 

34954 Become the Ashton Kutcher of Subscription Swag, Before He Does # Ashton Kutcher is launching the first user-

created subscription box from 

152 20-08-

14 US 

 

its pageantry was on full display with star-studded performances and delegates decked out in state-specific swag. # But in 

2020, convention plans collided head-on with COVID-19. # And 

153 12-10-

23 US 

 

we get for this budget? " and forcing the search team to take a SWAG (scientific wild-ass guess) at an amount, or they take a 

percentage of 
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154 20-06-

22 US 

 

If you're only willing to pay $500, you can't beat the foldable Swag? Cycle. It weighs just 37 pounds, can be used as a 

reliable 

155 16-03-

20 US 

style  , he looks like Adrian -- smooth, compact, pretty. He has that swag on him. " # Ortiz sees his own swing as aesthetically 

pleasing only on 

156 22-01-

15 US 

 

Panthers and Tampa Bay Buccaneers on Jan. 9. The team will hand out free swag to fans on Friday morning to get ready for 

Sunday's playoff game against the 

157 19-03-

25 US 

 

was so potently creepy -- seriously, some of us journos received her as press swag, and she haunts our offices or homes -- 

that she got her own spin-off 

158 21-02-

09 US 

sports s close to 100%. # Advertisement # " We just don't have that swag, " he said. " We are not shooting the ball with a lot 

159 21-10-

30 US 

 

me of like a 1980's and 90's player with a 2021 kind of swag. Crafty, gets to those little areas, is using both hands around the 

160 12-06-

23 US 

 

by 1D fan Eugeteer (28.000+ followers). One Direction Pictures 9. Swag and Toys # Rapper The Game (thegame, over a 

million followers), 

161 21-06-

15 US 

 

Third Place: $1,000 travel voucher, free salad for a month and a Saladworks swag bag # " The Idea behind our Flavor Your 

World campaign is to provide exciting 

162 21-09-

17 US 

 

t-shirts to hats, stickers to coffee mugs, there's a ton of fantastic swag to be had at the new storefront. # The Drive has come a 

long 

163 21-04-

24 US 

 

" Everyone Wins " gift bag for the 2021 Oscars. # The Distinctive Assets swag bag includes the PETA emergency hammer 

to save dogs trapped in hot cars, " 

164 21-07-

27 US 

 

fan MaxPortnoy was, he sent to the house a giant box filled with slipknot swag: shirts, hoodies, backpacks... 

**26;541;TOOLONG # Very sadden to hear about the 

165 20-12-

02 US 

 

can use it to unlock digital rewards and entries for other prizes like Cyberpunk 2077 swag, or if you're really lucky a 1970 

Custom Mustang. To increase your 

166 21-03-

27 US 

 other , fun and entertaining as a family for everyone to enjoy while incorporating their own swag and Latin culture into each post. 

# " We're not a bunch of 
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167 22-01-

11 US 

sports n't seen Coach Saban styled like that. To see that he has a little swag, it brings joy to my heart. " https: //t.co/6o0kQ5Cijw 

168 16-11-

06 US 

 

Khloe said in a solo-testimonial. " So why not show Scott his old Lord swag and see if he misses it the way we miss the lord. 

" # 

169 20-02-

25 US 

 

your scholarship offer or latest award on Twitter, just say thank you. # Swag and swagger. Which are either the same thing 

or else they're not. 

170 18-10-

11 US 

sports Tony Brown more? I like his attitude and I think he plays with some swag and determination. I don't know how many snaps 

he played against the Lions 

171 20-10-

07 US 

music , he'd pick obscure trap beats and rap over them with a creative staccato swag that made him unique out of all the emcees 

coming up with him. But 

172 11-07-

21 US 

 

s designer, Takeyasu Sawaki (Devil May Cry, Okami), and limited-edition swag is promised. # El Shaddai had been 

scheduled to hit stores on July 26 

173 22-02-

16 US 

sports against the Tennessee Titans and still came out swinging. He has more style and swag than most of us will possess in a 

lifetime and was winning the college football 

174 22-07-

07 US 

 

times. Now publisher Bandai Namco has finally gotten around to sending him an official swag box, complete with a personal 

thank you note and real life sword. 

175 21-09-

17 US 

 

& hard cider. # Tickets are $35 per person, and come with a swag bag filled with goodies for you and your dog, access to the 

race and 

176 21-04-

16 US 

 

get $10 concession vouchers. # " There'll be a lot of other great swag giveaways on Saturday including some Grizzlies swag, 

" Sweat said. # Shelby County 

177 22-03-

27 US 

 

one. # Every nominee at the 2022 Oscars gets to take home a luxurious swag bag valued at $140,000, even if they don't win 

an award. # 

178 19-12-

08 US 

sports . Just ask his coach. # " He's got that little bit of swag about him, " Kraft said. " He's not trying to be cocky 

179 20-11-

26 US 

 

5. And if you're looking to gift your bestie or partner some period-friendly swag this holiday season, the BFF kit has them 

covered. They'll get to 
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180 19-11-

23 US 

 

vertical swag must not exceed 15 inches in length. # Only one wreath or swag may be entered per person. However, an adult, 

teen and child from 

181 21-07-

23 US 

 

a U Get What U Get Book Box, filled with free books and library swag. The event is for teens ages 13-18 with a Pflugerville 

Library card. To 

182 21-05-

30 US 

 

The world of hybrid work is here, and the usual 10-minute intro call, swag bag and first-day team lunch are just not enough 

to make your new employee feel 

183 19-11-

23 US 

 

, teen and child from the same family could each make a separate wreath or swag. # Entry forms must be submitted to the 

library by 8 p.m. Monday 

184 22-05-

18 US 

 

Offering millions of products, hotels through Priceline, event tickets, gift cards, swag, and custom catalogs, Awardco is the 

largest reward network on the planet -- 

185 13-03-

19 US 

 

your frenemy from the game. ThinkGeek has created a whole line of Portal 2 swag. What's Hot More in Watercooler What's 

New What 

186 21-01-

22 US 

sports a touchdown. # " His stats, his film, his confidence, his swag, he's just one of the best, " Bills safety Micah Hyde said 

187 22-11-

23 US 

 style of vibe. # Yeah, some would call it tailored street, or street swag, to sum it up. I'm here at the Enterprise Magazine's top 

188 20-05-

04 -- 

 film beginning of HBO's " Insecure. " Think fierce female swag to outswag all swag. Party pop rap to ride to, party to, chill to 

backing up 

189 17-10-

05 US 

 

Orland Park and a Cubs superfan, has adopted a ritual of adding more Cubs swag to the restaurant bar the further the team 

advances in the playoffs. (Zak 

190 17-09-

02 US 

 

the Ducks who were in uniform locked arms and swayed to the beat of " Swag Surfin'? " as Tony Brooks-James returned the 

opening kickoff 100 yards for a 

191 20-12-

28 US 

 

board, the seats have Exeggutor head rests, and some passengers got special Exeggutor swag like pens and stickers. # For 

people who don't have air travel in 

192 19-11-

13 US 

 

12 Nov 2019 12:00:00 -0000fullSlate PlusIn this Slate Money mini-series, Felix Salmon will investigate SWAG -- Silver 

Wine Art Gold -- and other things people invest in. This week 
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193 22-07-

31 US 

 other vibe is kind of different man. You know, it's more of a swag, " Owusu-Koramoah said. " I don't know what it is, but 

194 22-09-

14 US 

 

# Those coming early get some special prizes. The first 250 people receive a swag bag with goodies from Great Rivers 

United Way and the event sponsors. The first 

195 13-06-

28 US 

sports review of the draft. " But still, the man has a very casual swag about him. " # But even though Victor is one of the few 

people 

196 22-12-

22 US 

 

" # Shafer said she isn't sure all 54 Paterson schools can get a SWAG room. However, district officials have identified other 

schools that will next get the 

197 20-12-

07 US 

 

win epic giveaways. Eaters can score Uber Eats gift cards, Never Stop Gaming swag including gaming hoodies and slides 

perfect for lounging, and the " hottest holiday gift 

198 19-07-

20 US 

 

five adoptable dogs at the shelter during the yoga session, lunch, smoothies and swag bags donated by local businesses. # 

Buy Photo # A dozen animal lovers from 

199 22-03-

15 US 

 

and other players pointed out publicly that, along with the weight room, the swag bags the women received were meager 

compared to the men's, the food options 

200 16-05-

31 US 

sports in Odell's clutches. Odell is one of those young cats that has mad swag and virtually can have his pick of any girl he wants. 

Lamar knows Odell 
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Appendix D 

All available occurrences of flex in context from COHA. 
 

Year 

 

Context 

1 1860 bend   173. A tenor large and fresh as the creation fills me, The orbic flex of his mouth is pouring and filling me full. 174. I hear 

the 

2 1860 bend   wrists, It is in his walk, the carriage of his neck, the flex of his waist and knees -- dress does not hide him, The strong, 

3 1860 bend   , reclining, embracing, arm-curving, and tightening, The continual changes of the flex of the mouth, and around the eyes, 

The skin, the sun-burnt shade 

4 1879 tense   my inquiries from time to time how the arm was, the patient would always flex and extend it freely, but nearly always used 

the expression, " There is 

5 1897 tense   hat -- the clear sunshine fell over his face. She saw again the splendid flex of his side and powerful thigh. Here he was in 

the hayfield, and 

6 1897 tense   as winter starlight. Yes, now it was clear. There was the same flex of the splendid waist, the same slow lift of the head, and 

steady 

7 1902 bend   iv premachure ol' age. They was another doctor cud insure whether th' flex' wan wud be a boy or a girl. All ye had to do 

8 1903 tense   , and when he danced daintily on his slender legs one could see the muscles flex under the delicate skin. Miss Lou claimed 

Pasha for her very own at first 

9 1910 tense   looked pinched, her tongue seemed hardened to the consistency of leather that could not flex for the ready utterance of 

words. The entire sum of her consciousness was focused 

10 1916 bend   rapt and fatal manner which had daunted the managing editor, he would pause and flex his wrist, and then suddenly deliver 

a ferocious thrust with his walking-stick. The 

11 1934 bend   had managed top255get out enough line... Looking down and seeing my wrist flex back and forth in the imaginary play I 

had suddenly the feel of my Tucker 
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12 1938 cable   the bed. I picked up the book. I caught my foot in the flex of the bedside lamp, and stumbled, 58 Daphne du Maurierthe 

book falling from 

13 1939 tense   bars More cold than death and twenty times as slow. And so his muscles flex for the crucial leap To a friendly box car or a 

final sleep. 

14 1942 compound   his tight nerves and the studs flew in all directions. Much sharper angles of flex were required in search. He prostrated 

under the berths, but still two buttons 

15 1946 tense   He lays her down and stands looking down at her. Unconsciously, his fingers flex themselves. He knows now that she, too, 

must die. During this 

16 1948 throw?   other man in all Europe, commoner, noble, or sovereign, who could flex this stave of yours a full yard. HENRY VIII Fitting 

a cord to the 

17 1953 tense   when deans and students and presidents and trusteesinterfered in religion? Andrew felt his body flex forward in his chair, 

saw his hand moving toward his telephone, began already 

18 1956 tense   Monsignor said thoughtfully. " Just at the time when our people were beginning to flex their muscles and look around for a 

spokesman. And there was Skeffington, the 

19 1959 tense   where he might be. He writhed under the soft sheets is a puppy might flex himself on awakening, stretched luxuriously, and 

looked at his bedroom again through sleep-blurred 

20 1960 tense   , and needed to use them as much as a man with muscles needs to flex them, found herself with a husband to whom they 

were all one because he 

21 1960 tense   the bidders down there eying me carefully. I wanted to show my teeth and flex my tiny biceps, yassuh! One of my theories 

is that 1p345didn't waste 

22 1961 tense   felt herself get stronger and stronger. Felt each muscle along her skeleton stretch and flex and tighten. Firmer, harder, 

impenetrable. I'll never die, she 

23 1962 bend   , the pliers tugged downward so forceably that he had to lift his elbows and flex his wrists to hold onto them. " Put a little 

pile of stones here 

24 1967 bend   the binoculars out of the case, and without looking through them she began to flex them at the central joint that controlled 

the distance between the eye pieces, open 
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25 1968 tense   lovingly to her, but she wouldn't look at him, she began to flex all over. He caressed her soothingly, and when she mumbled 

" ho-ass " 

26 1972 cable   lasers slung across their backs, stooped over the blubbering Alvin and slashed through the flex that was binding his ankles. 

Then they hoisted him to his feet and propelled 

27 1972 cable   attention to his notebook. The young ape who had opened the door untied the flex from Alvin's wrists and then thrust him 

forward into the seat. For a 

28 1972 tense   it was you could have a birthday. " Pause. We both watched her flex to stop my flow from her, in vain for all her able 

musculature. 

29 1973 tense   that he could feel the tension in that fragment of flesh, feel the muscles flex and strain with the effort of sucking. He had 

given the child his finger 

30 1973 bend   the packs, and nodded. What did he see? He asked Brian to flex his right knee. Brian couldn't, but the doctor nodded again 

anyway. 

31 1973 bend   , Boccaccio. In my studio sits a painting waiting and ready for me to flex my arm, make a fist around the paintbrush, and -- 

TOM (to 

32 1975 bend   put weight on the leg, and his knee became so inflamed it wouldn't flex. A doctor from Pettibone, the only doctor around, a 

wateryeyed, evasive 

33 1983 bend   pipe. Total pressurejumped momentarily to thirty-four hundred pounds. This caused the pipe to flex a few millimeters. The 

increased pressure, lateral displacementof a weld joint, and 

34 1983 tense   We got him now! Beeks throws Billy Ray off his back with one violent flex of his shoulders. Billy Ray gets up, charges 

Beeks again, but Beeks 

35 1985 cable   a little time inertial. I want you two to go down, get some flex, and bring our guest in the washroom up here. His name's 

Skkukuk 

36 1985 bend   take it apart. Its hands were bound before it: kif limbs did not flex back conveniently. " Captain, " Skkukuk said. |p127Tully 

had turned in his seat 

37 1985 cable   kif in her custody. " Gods. Gods be. " She unwound the flex which had bitten into the kif's wrists. His hands were cold and 

limp 
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38 1985 tense   ..? ON STOCKBURN His hands at the end of writhing wrists uncoil and flex like nests of serpents wakened from a magic 

spell. STOCKBURNInside. (a honeyed whisper 

39 1985 bend   having swum, six geese having laid. I feel through the thin tissue, flex grumbling pages, and guess what it is. Five golden 

rings, four colly 

40 1987 tense   disturbed the deeply satisfying and astonishingly complex rhythms of our passion, but matched each flex and counterflex, 

each thrust and counterthrust, each shuddering pause, each throb and 

41 1988 cable   There. We'll use them. Hundreds of relays, miles of the proper flex and tubing, six small mountains of recyclable material. 

Have you any idea of 

42 1988 bend   stepping on each leg and then snapping it upward, the reverse of its natural flex. The pain of the first break revived Alfie 

into a scream, but he 

43 1989 bend   too fast and... As she sat there she continued to blink and flex her left arm. Doesn't feel like anything's broken, just numb. 

44 1989 tense   upward leap. Overhead the great white muscle of stratocumulus gathered itself toward the lethal flex. The weightless tons 

drifted silently over us, staining the water dark green. 

45 1991 tense   grew hot and bright with a painful intention, and I could see the bone flex along her jaws. # Weldon burst out the back gate 

and ran down the 

46 1992 cable   " to 3 " reducers and then called Lou to find out what kind of flex duct to order because it wasn't specified on the print. Lou 

was out 

47 1992 cable   is this place is a dump, and the bad news is your fart fan flex isn't right. It's got to be aluminum flex. " # " 

48 1992 hose   is your fart fan flex isn't right. It's got to be aluminum flex. " # " That's what I get for listening to Jimbo! While 

49 1992 hose   n't been approved yet, can you? " Sandy said. # The aluminum flex arrived the next day. it was like tin foil and screws 

wouldn't hold 

50 1992 hose   looked into the truckbed. Some different sized boxes caught her eye: three-inch aluminum flex. " You might as well take 

this back, " she told the truck 

51 1992 bend   the red button that says alarm, the silver button that says open. I flex my fingers. If we survive this elevator, I promise, next 

time Conrad 

52 1992 tense   , on his way somewhere to unwind. He'd melt into the heat and flex of crowded rooms, nodding at acquaintances, easing 

into casual conversations with girls, 
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53 1992 tense   department store suit ever would, so you could see and almost feel the smooth flex of muscles and bone and skin. Old Mr. 

Michaels went around to check the 

54 1993 tense   a tad flat, somewhat backwards, too working class. You've got to flex it up a bit. GREG You think so? GEORGE Can we 

quit early 

55 1993 bend   Remember how Evening Watch milked that story? They loved it because they got to flex their eyebrows and skirt the edges 

of editorializing, show America how much smarter television 

56 1993 tense   Triceps. He slapped his book shut and squeezed it between flat palms, to flex. " Bring him on, Ma, " he said. " We'll 

57 1993 tense   week. Sometimes I'll stand in front of the mirror in my room and flex my muscles. I think I've even gotten bigger than Pratt. 

Pratt and 

58 1993 compound   entered Draken Saphier's house, ensorcelled his son, cast the blame on Rad flex, and vanished -- or who had been taught by 

Draken Saphier, | had 

59 1993 demonstrate   to him, derived from the nature of a totalitarian regime, which could not flex its muscles without an ideological pretext. 

Since the masses were never asked anyway, 

60 1993 bend   and up hard. If it hits anything going in, the blade will just flex and go on around. " I put the knife back in the case. 

61 1993 bend   stiff, which I didn't like, but the blade was so short that flex probably wouldn't have done any good: you need a long blade 

for flex 

62 1993 bend   flex probably wouldn't have done any good: you need a long blade for flex to do its stuff. I had put down two people with 

my bread knife 

63 1993 tense   of them. When he got to a particular instrument, all he did was flex the valves or pump the slide. When it was decided that I 

wanted a 

64 1993 tense   In the marbled lobby, families mingle and fret in low voices, and nurses flex their tired, white-coated shoulders. # Mother's 

given me the number of my 

65 1995 metaphorical   am making a mental note right now to teach Qu-tincy how to grow up and flex his balls as much as possible, to jump into 

the fire to take risks 

66 1995 tense   she didn't look back, that he liked to watch her haunches shift and flex beneath her clothes, lifting her weight deftly. She 

stopped wearing underwear, and 
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67 1995 bend   lean forward awkwardly. From time to time she paused to ease her back and flex her fingers, but the pauses were brief and 

she quickly resumed her work. 

68 1999 bend   something under his breath and I wanted to slap him. Umstead was able to flex his wrists so that the ropes almost fell loose 

when I finished with him. 

69 1999 tense   said. For a while it seemed to work. Two months later he could flex the muscles in his upper legs. But nothing more 

happened; and, worried 

70 2000 tense   's pretty important, " I said. He smiled and opened his hands to flex the muscles in his forearms, the odor of burned 

polyester all around us. 

71 2000 tense   bug oven? Its line foreman, of course. # She watches as I flex my new arms, then she steps close to me, using a spare tool 

72 2001 tense   girl. It felt fine to have dirt beneath her nailsagain, to feel the flex and draw of muscle and sinew as they worked.She was 

aware of Riane whimpering behind 

73 2001 tense   . I stop by a storefront, grab a bar over the windows, and flex my biceps. The metal groans in my hand. Not normal. Not 

normal 

74 2002 bend   Atlantic, but there was a method to the seeming madness. The keel could flex and the hull warp, enabling the ship to glide 

effortlessly with less resistance from 

75 2002 tense   something. She could see the muscles in his shoulders and neck, saw them flex and relax. Then, certain she was watching, 

he selected a plate, 

76 2003 tense   to get the man to treat her box more carefully. But his ropy muscles flex and stretch across his shirtless arms and back, the 

sun gleams off the lines 

77 2003 tense   He bit down on the bone and his teeth hurt. He felt the bone flex as he brought the entire muscle of his jaw to bear. His face 

was 

78 2003 tense   jogger on the highway shoulder outside Telluride had every straining tendon and ligament, every flex and thrust, defined in 

his shining black outfit. Running hard, his mouth 

79 2003 tense   skull became a hollowed pumpkin, his brain dissolved to sparks. He felt Serena flex at first, she tightened, then she yielded 

to him, thrust against him 

80 2004 tense   the scales, sat with the creature as it slowly shook awake. First a flex and release of shoulders, a shudder in the tail, a slow 

undulation beginning 
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81 2006 tense   says bicep curls win hot girls, " said Tyrell. He mimicked Pete's flex. Pete, embarrassed, snapped his shirt at Tyrell, who 

laughed and danced 

82 2006 tense   Calder watched him poison his body with sugar and saturated fat and felt his muscles flex in response as if itching to work 

out. In ten years, Larch was 

83 2006 bend   tortoiseshell eyes. The look she met in the gold-flecked gaze caused her fingertips to flex ever so slightly against the subtly 

rough texture of his jacket. The inviting, 

84 2006 compound   MORNING Phidrik and Ridimon dropped through the Canopy in the skiff. They took the flex nets, several mesh harpoons, 

one deck-mounted pulse rifle, and a processor remote 

85 2006 compound   planetside he took a deep breath without feeling suffocated. Phidrik began to string a flex net between two kidaah trees. 

After watching him work for five days Ridimon thought 

86 2006 compound   drunk to the core only made Ridimon bitter. Ridimon helped Phidrik string several more flex nets not far from the first. In 

the dim, mist-filled air the translucent 

87 2006 compound   Phidrik's voice, and Phidrik lured it farther east, not far from the flex nets. When he stopped speaking the soul cried out in 

despair and seemed to 

88 2006 compound   in the direction forced by Phidrik, right through the kidaah trees and into the flex nets. The kigrin's neck snapped to the side 

first, then the rest 

89 2006 compound   'm lucky to be alive and you are bound to kill me. " The flex nets made no difference, Ridimon. The kigrin down there 

could have killed you 

90 2006 tense   made us fit enough for this task, " and here she made a playful flex with her left arm, earning rolled eyes from Lucas and a 

chuckle from the 

91 2006 tense   of flexibility: the thin gap between each of the interior muscle regions was a flex point, giving the leg in effect five joints 

that could bend in any direction 

92 2006 compound   I turn it in my hands. It's a crude, convex disk of flex board, about five inches across, chips and circuitry hand-wired to the 

surface... 

93 2007 compound   right off the line: temperature, plastic versus metal, the slight amount of flex additives in the bumper paint. Clients always 

remember the bumper being the same color 
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94 2008 bend   . # Many small chortles overlapping and flexing. Earthworms in a can overlap and flex, too. Faceless laughter. Mickey 

keeps his eyes lowered. # Hot breeze 

95 2008 tense   Harder, baby, " I tell Marcus as I press my eyes closed and flex my calf muscles. I could get used to this man. Yes, I 

96 2009 tense   back relaxed, and she managed a smile. Her knees straightened from the preparatory flex that the long evening dress had 

hidden from view. For some reason she had 

97 2009 compound   me? " Ray opened his jacket and pulled a half- dozen sets of plastic flex cuffs out and began restraining the kids on the 

floor. # Manny moved the 

98 2009 compound   and laid Ronald down next to his friends, and Ray took another pair of flex cuffs out of his jacket. # Iverson said, " Punk, " 

under 

99 2009 compound   into the bag with the guns and badges and a couple of leftover pairs of flex cuffs. They turned out onto Route 13, and he 

reached over and grabbed 

100 2009 compound   . The kids now stumbling around the house, their wrists still cinched by the flex cuffs. It made him unaccountably tense, 

wondering how they'd get out. 

101 1940 bed   , the new finger has good color, good circulation. The child can not flex it completely, but it is gradually growing more 

limber. And it looks more 

102 1940 tense   a printing pressman. The gobs and prize fighters Fletcher Martin used to sketch still flex their heavy muscles in his 

canvases; his Trouble in Frisco-sailors slugging, seen through 

103 1949 metaphorical   combined Oxford-Cambridge track team was on a mission to the U.S. The purpose: to flex muscles, see the sights, win a 

few races. Explained one Oxford high-hurdler 

104 1955 metaphorical   an issue, there was no doubt that the Communists were taking the opportunity to flex their muscles, show the public that 

they could hit where it would hurt most 

105 1959 metaphorical   playoff for NCAA berth // The leading contenders in the Border area are beginning to flex their muscles and build up their 

schedules, and their efforts have been rewarded by 

106 1963 be   dug in, nice and firm. To achieve this, you have got to flex your knees a little so that you are " sitting down to the ball, 

107 1964 demonstrate   , an upstaged squeak in the company of flashy trumpets and saxophones, could best flex its personality against a 

background of drums. Mann formed an Afro-Jazz Sextet and embarked 
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108 1965 tense   all the rest of his apparatus, his healthy wife to exhibit and thump and flex. Julian Hawthorne (Nathaniel's journalist son), 

who did not like Lewis 

109 1973 tense   , it gets worse. Our muscles are as hard as wood and will not flex without pain. During the night my knees have swollen so 

drastically that pulling on 

110 1987 bend   had Iowa scoped out. He knew the Hawkeyes ran what he calls a " flex " offense, in which their big people came high. That 

meant that Armon 

111 1987 metaphorical   swirled that the confrontation was political -- an attempt by a feisty black union to flex its muscle. Both sides denied this. " 

The crucial demand is wages, 

112 1989 metaphorical   a well-measured step, some members of Congress felt that the President had failed to flex the Super 301 muscle firmly 

enough. They contended that Japanese barriers extended well beyond 

113 1990 be   up and down, so the holograms here do not work vertically: if you flex your knees or stand on tiptoe in front of the 

hologram gallery, the objects 

114 1990 tense   and books, as well as increasingly suggestive music videos and television shows, men flex pectorals and women 

acrobatically surrender to them. " Our insensitivity to the violence of 

115 1992 bend   For Hitler # CHORUS GIRLS TWIRL AROUND IN HEADdresses a la Busby Berkeley. Gymnasts flex, and one inverts 

himself into a handstand minutes long. A busty blond croons 

116 1992 bend   The supports should be no more than 48 inches apart; otherwise short rods will flex up and down severely when the going 

gets bumpy. There must also be enough 

117 1992 bend   's because the equipment is so much better. Today's skis are softer in flex and lighter in weight; that makes them easier to 

turn and control. Fifteen 

118 1993 bend   I learned from my mother. For it is mothers who bend, twist, flex and break most dramatically before our uninitiated eyes. 

Fathers bear, conceal, inflict 

119 1994 bend   trying to get the interaction between the biceps and the brachialis. You have to flex your arm more. That's better. Yes, just 

so. Once more 

120 1994 tense   and we are bodybuilder people, she tells me. She makes me watch myself flex in the bedroom mirror every night before we 

go to bed, celibate and tingling 
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121 1994 tense   n't want them to. My muscles get in the way, and when I flex them, I think of flaky pastries and Irish Cream, things I can 

not 

122 1994 tense   of being pretty. # Now, onstage for the first time, I unprettily flex for the first time in front of a large audience, and the 

dizziness of 

123 1994 bend   avoid falling by not moving my feet or doing any twisting or turning. I flex in place, and still, I get applause. # When I 

work, 

124 1994 tense   breathes a lot when I'm in his office, wanting to ask me to flex for him, I know, but he doesn't ask. When I leave 

125 1994 tense   maybe then shooting will be the only release. # " I kill with a flex, " I say before every competition, and in every mirror, 

trying to 

126 1994 bend   your abs; It doesn't. it only exercises the thigh muscles that attach to and flex the hip. If you want to firm up your gut, do 

reverse trunk 

127 1995 bend   ride quality simply fell to pieces. The combination of soft shock rates and chassis flex from the extra-long Club Cab frame 

combined in the worst way. Far from " 

128 1995 tense   hitting the snow first, try running on the balls of your feet, then flex your toe toward your shin to lift the shoe out of the 

snow. * 

129 1995 bend   a strap or rod) under the forefoot that allows your foot and ankle to flex and extend fore and aft. # 

130 1996 bend   possible. Also, when climbing in the saddle keep your upper body low, flex your elbows, bend at the hips, and keep your 

back fairly straight. 

131 1996 tense   , which he spelled out on a wall with glow-in-the-dark stars, or he would flex his skinny biceps and tell his father, " That's a 

real man, 

132 1997 bend   knuckles were heavily coated with curafilm, and he found it awkward and uncomfortable to flex his fingers. His memory 

was jumbled. He had drunk a great deal, 

133 1997 tense   Or this? Or why not this? " # When he saw her iris flex, his hand froze with his fingernail creasing a name at the bottom. " 

134 1997 tense   the skin of your upper inner arm (and usually are not visible unlwss you flex your arm). Starting 24 hours after the capsules 

are in place, you 

135 1998 tense    359204 CBS AFFILIATE GOES POSTAL OVER LETTERMAN # Sometimes even small guys like to flex their muscles. 

Nick Evans, owner of Spartan Communications, a CBS affiliate, 
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136 1998 tense   of oversize designer glasses Elton John made famous, the 6-ft. 4-in. Ventura would flex his muscles, glower at opponents 

and spit out such gems of wrestling wisdom as 

137 1998 bend   with one leg forward, one leg back. Lock the back knee, and flex the front knee. Press forward until you feel a stretch in the 

calf muscle 

138 1998 bend   some front derailleur rub, but overall the frame has just the right amount of flex. Meredith and I particularly enjoy the 

Seven on seated climbs, where the lack 

139 1998 metaphorical   Americans are discovering their economic muscles. Co-op America wants to show people how to flex them. " Our mission 

is to create a more just and sustainable society by 

140 1999 tense   showing me how women walked. Sometimes I got myself to believe that shimmer, flex, hop was actually my gift to 

womankind. # And then there was Patty 

141 1999 bend   am I again and again subject to the indignity of hands? How can I flex my will? I can eat or not eat, speak or not. I 

142 1999 bend   to travel, to go where she wishes. She has found a way to flex her will, a way to command the world. Her lunacy knows no 

constraint 

143 1999 tense   and mazes) knew it could be useful to imply a strong arm ready to flex in her defense -- just in case. # " No, madame, for 

144 1999 bend   , sound, projected images and lighting with a flick of a finger or a flex of a knee. After a weekend immersed in 

demonstrations of how technology can augment 

145 1999 metaphorical   a $73 million price tag on a measure that did little more than let congressmen flex their muscles. # Congress responded to 

the Oklahoma City bombing with its most ambitious 

146 1999 demonstrate   SECRET #5 Master the Manhandling Maneuver " I was with a Brazilian woman who could flex her sex muscles whenever 

she wanted to, " says Ty Jerimo, 26, 

147 1999 bend   concept incorporates a small shock atop the seatstays and no mechanical pivots (the stays flex slightly over bumps). KHS's 

Comp is part of this line of minimalist 

148 1999 bend   (the shocks are absorbed by a small coil shock, and the stays simply flex over bumps). The superlight 3AI/2.5V titanium 

frame also helps mute some shock. 

149 1999 metaphorical   day later! " To coax your cup out quickly, Squat down and gently flex your PC muscle -- the one that controls your urine 

flow -- by exhaling deeply 
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150 1999 bend   second go, I pick the same line, letting myself relax into greater knee flex when the going gets steep and the bumps larger. 

It works. But just 

151 2000 bend   , keeping your toes pointed and both hips level B. Once in this position, flex your toes to form crane. Then extend leg out in 

front as you lean 

152 2000 metaphorical   political muscle behind space missions that the Army, Navy, and Air Force currently flex in theirs. A separate service 

would allow spacepower to compete for funding within the 

153 2000 metaphorical   one of the most powerful and well-funded such groups in America, is able to flex its considerable muscle. " In Michigan, " 

Amanda Peterman, of Right to 

154 2001 compound   when she launched her embroidery business, Mixed Thredz, five years ago: permanent flex time. She envisioned someday 

attending the after-school events of her daughter, then a 

155 2001 bend   over your foot, not in front of it. At the same time, flex the opposite arm so that your palm lifts toward your shoulder. Push 

back to 

156 2001 bend   help stabilize your body as you stand, walk or climb and help the hips flex, extend and rotate. SHAPE READER MODEL 

Brianna Sullivan, 20, weight trains 

157 2002 bend   more power than most anyone ever needs, and that power is only an ankle flex away at any given time. The multilink 

suspension keeps you in a straight line 

158 2002 bend   are aimed by hand at first, then fine-tuned by turning a pair of slow-motion flex arms. Motions in right ascension and 

declination were smooth on all three instruments. 

159 2002 bend   power. # IN HIGH WIND OR ERRATIC CONDITIONS: Hydraulic dampers allow blades to flex up to 15 degrees 

downwind and five degrees upwind to shed excess wind force. 

160 2003 bend   repeat on the right side. inner-leg stretch Begin from center position; point and flex your toes. Then loop a towel around 

your right foot. While holding the 

161 2003 tense   because the lifts also stress your vertebrae, make sure to engage (read: flex) your abs and lower back for support. Finally, 

choose an appropriate amount 

162 2003 bend   that is larger than those found on most race skis. Thanks to this forgiving flex, light skiers will find it easier to stay 

balanced. GRIPES: Lacks the 
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163 2003 bend   Dobie pooch: It requires a lot of muscle and confidence to command. Stiff flex underfoot and through the tail means it's 

more stable the harder you push it 

164 2003 bend   releases it with trampolinelike rebound, is the hallmark of the . A progressive flex in the tail magnifies the pop and makes 

turn transitions near brainless. GRIPES: 

165 2003 bend   maneuverable, yet quiet in crud. GRIPES: On icy patches, the forgiving flex doesn't deliver enough grip. PROPS: With its 

broad performance window, it 

166 2003 bend   manage on rough terrain at high speed. PROPS: The even, almost elegant flex makes the ski ideal for smooth cruising or 

carving. TESTER'S TAKE: " 

167 2003 bend   -- is no different. True, it has hints of sophistication: a balanced flex and a measured response to weighting and 

unweighting. But it also comes with a 

168 2003 bend   . Be ready to go big. GRIPES: The 41-meter turn radius and beefy flex demand muscle and momentum for shorter arcs. 

PROPS: Its meatiness and minimal sidecut 

169 2003 bend   it a stable feel at any speed, and it has a soft, even flex that maximizes the turning capacity (which may not be such a good 

thing for 

170 2003 bend   big and solid enough to barrel through heavy snow without feeling unmanageable. Its silky-smooth flex pattern creates a 

predictable ride, and a pair of fiberglass batons above the core 

171 2003 bend   $519 This year, the ski is wider, the sidecut is deeper, the flex is stouter, and the new graphics are far more hip. But one 

thing 

172 2003 bend   it's about as edgy as Michael Bolton. GRIPES: With such a yielding flex, it washes out on hardpack and crust. PROPS: In 

powder, it 

173 2003 bend   shapes are similar to their alpine counterparts, but they're lighter and easier to flex. No slope is safe from their attack. -- 

LINDSAY YAW SKI................ POWER/FINESSE 

174 2003 bend   can toss you into the backseat. PROPS: A little extra beef in the flex eliminates tip and tail flop. TESTER'S TAKE: " 

Plowability. It charges 

175 2003 bend   the G-Fit with its heat-moldable liners.) Garmont designers also beefed up the overall flex of the triple-injected plastic 

shell. Its unyielding body, robust chassis, and soft 
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176 2003 bend   They also made the toe box and upper cuff softer for a more progressive forward flex. alpinasports.com 6 SCARPA T1 

$479 The T1 is the most refined telemark boot on 

177 2003 bend   boot, it's one the most stable backcountry boots around. But a forgiving flex, three buckles instead of four, and no Al Gore- 

stiff insert make it 

178 2003 bend   torsional rigidity of a full-plate setup (like the Linken) with a more merciful flex (like the Targa) to function well on hard 

snow inbounds and the summit 

179 2003 bend   that plates are needlessly heavy and that a cable binding promises more free, natural flex. Plate guys insist that their 

mechanical flex point works fine and that users can 

180 2003 bend   cable binding promises more free, natural flex. Plate guys insist that their mechanical flex point works fine and that users 

can adjust their pre-load. The cable guys crow 

181 2004 bend   Pearl Iizumi Groove Sport-Nubuck leather and Cordura nylon uppers; dual-density midsole lets your toes flex for walking 

but are otherwise stiff for cycling. Reflective details increase visibility in low 

182 2004 tense   your aching muscles in Crested Butte's heated pool, Jacuzzi and sauna, or flex them in a 30-minute stretch class held every 

afternoon. The fitness room is smallish 

183 2004 bend   heft busts through crud. The free-floating toe and heel produced a steady, even flex, and the LCD diagnosis was cool, too. 

LINE REACTOR 12 $399 DIN 

184 2004 bend   zone (with screws underfoot, not behind), so the ski's natural flex is less disrupted. Haven't skied Look in a while? The 

heelpiece now 

185 2004 bend   system (two gliding plates on a metal chassis) provides such an exceptionally deep flex profile, one tester likened it to 

riding his full-suspension mountain bike. A narrow 

186 2004 bend   the waist (66 mm), but with a more moderate cut and mellower flex, it's better suited for short and medium benders. 

GRIPES: Our hardest-hammering 

187 2005 tense   " In other words, staring at your computer screen for too long. So flex your way to 20/20 vision. Every few hours during the 

day, close your 

188 2005 bend   seamless marriage of materials (wood, metal, fiberglass) and design characteristics (flex, geometry) that few engineers 

know well. Each ski length (175, 
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189 2005 bend   screw under your boot sole. Both components slide on the plate's rails during flex, and a diagonal heel and toe release (but 

not a true lateral heel 

190 2005 bend   Ti ($1,075 with Scrambler Hot Pilot ski) is designed to allow natural ski flex and dynamic rebound out of the turn. Two 

rockered titanium plates -- Salomon calls 

191 2005 bend   compete in this year's tests, has simplified its power-changing mechanism. The TrueZero flex, erector system swaps out the 

usual floating, arrangement of springs with an interior 

192 2005 bend   's true strength is climbing. Without a bottom bracket pivot, there is little flex to the linkage. The 2.7 inches of rear-wheel 

travel are excellent for keeping the 

193 2006 metaphorical   , " Lieberman has galvanized the left at a time when it's eager to flex its political muscle by attacking Democrats who don't 

tow the party line. A 

194 2006 bend   has survived cross-country abuse well. The only negative is a little bit of lateral flex noticed even by the 150-pound test 

rider they're built for, but it's 

195 2006 bend   with a solid-wood core beneath it -- gives you a chatter-free ride and a supple flex. GRIPES: Not very forgiving. PROPS: 

Strong edge hold and easy turn 

196 2006 tense   cm if you're over 6''. Stare at a fixed object and flex your abs. KREITLER'S TAKE 1. To make the most of core workouts 

197 2006 tense   a crunch or releasing the cable chop) and exhale during exertion. 2. Actively flex your ab muscles during the exercise. 

Learn to fire your abs by placing your 

198 2006 tense   your stomach and exhaling as if you were blowing out a candle. Feel the flex, then keep it throughout the exercises. 3. 

Don't skip cardio: 

199 2007 bend   in weeks. Anatomy lesson Your abdominals comprise four primary muscles that work together to flex your spine, rotate 

your upper and lower body, and pull in your abdomen 

200 2007 metaphorical   want and where you want to go. But be flexible and let the concierge flex his mind and muscle. And never utter any of 

these three sentences: " 

201 1860 proper noun   of Brazil. Botanists have always distinguished them as species of Ilex, naming one flex vomitoria, and the other flex 

Parctguayensis, and this on the ground of very 

202 1860 proper noun   distinguished them as species of Ilex, naming one flex vomitoria, and the other flex Parctguayensis, and this on the ground 

of very marked specific differences. They can 
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203 1860 proper noun   carry on an imposture (we can imagine no other reason), called it flex Yanponia f -- and of an old woman in Brazil who 

sold " boiled pork 

204 1903 bend   not yet the necessary strength for this instrument; after twenty or twenty-two years, flex ibility would be lacking, and a 

great deal more of this is required than 

205 1904 tense   arm, and the thumb on the triceps or back of the arm, and flex the forearm, while trying to keep the whole arm as stiff and 

rigid as 

206 1909 geology   rapidly, in a cake of ice under pressure. Probably no human agency could flex a stratum of rock, because there is not time 

enough, even if there 

207 1913 bend   Presidents, not by hard and fast constitutional. provision, but by the more flex We while equally imperative man. clates of 

Public opinion. operating through the medium 

208 1915 bend   to suppose that it must be weary. You can not lift a weight or flex your arm more than a limited number of times. The 

muscles are easily fatigued 

209 1915 bend   other. Later it begins to rise on the fore-limbs only, because the hind-limbs flex at each attempt to stand up. That this 

inability of the animal to assume 

210 1920 bend   commissioned of " ficers and certain non-commissioned " officers, and is intended to be flex "' his and elastic. " 

Accordingly, it provides that the pay of 

211 1927 bend   can take any object in the universe (including words) and make the infant flex his arm at the elbow every time that object is 

shown. We can take 

212 1928 compound   a result of its entrance in the industrial chemistry field and its production at the flex titanium mine in Virginia, should result 

in much larger earnings in the future. 

213 1938 bend   Marion in handling the red card in the experiment described imparted to it a slight flex or bend. Imperceptible to us, this 

flex or bend survived the shuffling and 

214 1938 bend   described imparted to it a slight flex or bend. Imperceptible to us, this flex or bend survived the shuffling and further 

bending by the shuffler. In some cases 

215 1941 tense   've ever had. You come out beautifully gowned in sequins and spangles. You flex your muscles, and there you are -- 

Mademoiselle Frazier, the Bearded Lady. 
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216 1944 tense   crossed before him. Beneath the soft blue material Danny could see a sinewy biceps flex. " Sutton was killed three years 

ago. What're you trying to prove 

217 1944 bend   up its de-tails from books, and he became a master in making the style flex ible to his own creations. His early work, like 

that in Brimfield, 

218 1946 tense   boards, and it nearly killed me to open them. When I started to flex them, all the scratches and cuts opened up again. But in 

spite of 

219 1947 tense   arch his neck, to snort, show the whites of his eyes and to flex all the great muscles of his handsome neck. No ham actor, 

strutting through 

220 1951 metaphorical   read around his subject, and to talk, think, play with ideas and flex his intellectual muscles freely and cheerfully. I don't 

believe in " working one 

221 1953 bend   a Farm Program, (a) 90 percent of parity; (b) flex? ible sliding scales of from 90 to 75 percent of parity; (c 

222 1953 tense   for high, rigid supports, even with some Federal controls. " Let's flex it up, " called out one cattle man. " Make it 90 to 

223 1954 cable   hot-water tank before a new washer can be fitted. 7z // Electric cords and flex are used to connect the electric iron, the 

bowl, the heater and other 

224 1954 cable   lighting circuit will be sufficient to overload it. A defective plug or a damaged flex or cord will cause a short circuit 

resulting in an abnormally large flow of current 

225 1956 bend   tougher than it had encountered in any gymnasium or ring. The pain made him flex and unflex his left fingers 

sympathetically, and the gesture was not lost on Sam 

226 1956 bend   is no superelevation. It was an English inventor who first observed the need to flex the wheel base of a vehicle on rails. 

William Chapman (1749? 1832 

227 1956 bend   the desired movement. If a weight is to be lifted, the arm must flex at the elbow. This is brought about principally by 

contraction of the biceps muscle 

228 1957 tense   , he is a senior, and this is his year to shine? to flex his muscles for the football team, write masterpieces for the literary 

magazine, sway 

229 1957 metaphorical   ground; politics was a year-round sport in which only the hardy engaged. To flex his muscles Meyner first took on the 

leaders of his own party, and in 
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230 1959 metaphorical   more: a sense of importance. Overseas, a woman finds more opportunities to flex whatever qualities of leadership she may 

have. A girl who would be a rookie 

231 1960 bend   minimizes chipping; locked-on head will never come loose; chrome alloy handle has built-in flex, absorbs vibration, won't 

rust; contoured grip is cushioned for comfort, 

232 1964 bend   scaffolding, it began at the ballroom balcony and sloped sharply down to the ballroom flex? r. Several workmen were 

crawling around on top of the thing, hammering 

233 1965 bend   resistance (flat abrasion); appearance change due to abrasion; edge wear and flex abrasion. After Celanese OK's the fabric 

and it is sold to a clothing 

234 1966 bend   strain on a tire. The tire rests on two relatively small rollers, which flex it sharply at two points. The tire flexes as it turns far 

more than 

235 1968 demonstrate   finally); the last chance to take the convention, to storm in and flex some might, some polls, and some determination in 

caucus after caucus is ebbing 

236 1968 bend   friends: a " Buy American " program for the present -- a willingness to flex trading arrangements to take more American 

goods. There are hopeful signs here that several 

237 1970 tense   lately, and they're comin' along real nice. - Give us a flex, why don't you? - Get it on, baby. Come on 

238 1975 bend   at the soda fountain or passing in the school corridor, two boys might slowly flex the fingers of their hands (so as to suggest 

a rounded aperture, possibly 

239 1976 tense   . I'm leaning against the door. I put one knee up. I flex. I've caught his eye. I wink. I kind of beckon with 

240 1976 bend   I found the wind was suddenly gone. But I could see the giant blades flex in the wind gusts even though they were 

feathered. When the blades rotate they 

241 1976 tense   giant of strength can afford to celebrate a 200th birthday without feeling the need to flex his muscles. BENJAMIN 

ROBERT PAYN New York, July 6, 1976? To 

242 1976 bend   and several other manufactured boards may crack or splinter if sawed freehand and allowed to flex? even slightly. It is 

better to clamp strong boards on each side ( 

243 1977 metaphorical   visit to Washington may have been excusable when our youthful Republic felt a need to flex its tiny biceps, but it is an 

absurd and swaggering exercise today, when 
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244 1977 metaphorical   life. Vast forces are building up as the black majority stirs and begins to flex its muscles. Black schooling has been in chaos 

with tens of thousands of children 

245 1978 tense   pattern holds, flatter than flat, humming to madden a dog. Muscles that flex need release; he has been clenched for hours. 

Hate doesn't enter in 

246 1978 bend   waiting for the elevator. She watched Deyle remove his overcoat and scarf, then flex his white-gloved hands. When she saw 

him bring out his top hat, she 

247 1979 bend   lunged at him. As he did, he saw the tall man's knee flex; his very next impression was of someone's smashing a club into 

his testicles 

248 1979 metaphorical   Botswana, and Tanzania? for 14 years they have been eager for London to flex whatever muscle it could on the Rhodesian 

problem. For them, a continuation of 

249 1979 bend   for floor cracks. It squirts i easily, sticks completely, and remains permanently flex' ble when dry? in twenty-four hours. 

The only trouble' that it 

250 1980 tense   contraction and shortening of the muscles and inability to relax and lengthen. If you flex your bicep muscle in your upper 

arm and maintain the contraction for several minutes, 

251 1982 bend   the holes are drilled slightly off-center, the dog will wobble up and down and flex sideways as it is pulled along. The axles 

are square strips. Notch the 

252 1983 compound   prefer morning get-togethers that concluded long before the dismissal bell. " We thought of flex time long before the 

government did, " she quips. The chance to operate 

253 1983 show off   use it for? " Shopping and comparing is one of the | ways we flex our visual senses. How much we like something has to do 

with its familiarity 

254 1984 tense   expected? " Maxa boomed in her languid bass, though she had begun to flex the muscles that moved the spurs on the back 

of her hind claws; I 

255 1984 bend   knees were often exposed, as though hair could not grow on those areas of flex and wear. " Ms. Timpanelli and Mr. Bly -- 

who spend much of the 

256 1984 metaphorical   to the industrialized nations by organizing themselves into a cartel, the LDCs began to flex their own political muscles. 

Calls for international controls on technology transfer soon became a 

257 1985 tense   ? You do use birth control, Christine? Nobody is perfect.' And flex. Good.' OK, back down to the side.' Easy, 
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258 1985 compound   marks, if any, should be difficult to see. What about making the flex test that's often advised? This requires that you try to 

flex the blade 

259 1985 compound   making the flex test that's often advised? This requires that you try to flex the blade by grasping its perimeter and applying 

moderate thumb pressure at its center. 

260 1985 compound   that I'm able to bend, at least not to the point where the flex could be detected without instruments. My feeling is that when 

all other factors check 

261 1985 bend   are acceptable. On the other hand, if a blade does have a visible flex, don't buy it. Choosing blade type You should expect a 

lot from 

262 1985 metaphorical   nothing wrong with being fit and strong and powerful and, if necessary, to flex some muscle. We're back to geopolitics on 

an even keel. We're 

263 1985 tense   change earlier. // Guerrero likes to stand in the field and wiggle his hips and flex his arms, working on his hitting stroke. It' 

s hard to do 

264 1986 tense   wriggled with his hips and worked forward a few centimeters. He made his body flex, thrust, flex, thrust -- he set up the 

rhythm and relaxed into 

265 1986 tense   and worked forward a few centimeters. He made his body flex, thrust, flex, thrust -- he set up the rhythm and relaxed into it, 

moving forward 

266 1986 tense   every muscle contracted and even his face contorted. He straightened them and stood to flex his arms and rub the hard knot 

at the back of his neck. Not 

267 1986 bend   impression of cheapness. The carpeting in the Lancer looks thin, the door panels flex when # the power windows operate, 

and the shift lever clunks in its gate 

268 1986 bend   71-year-old wom en. We showed as much as a 21 percent general increase in flex ibility of the body functions, and one of 

these areas that we found was 

269 1988 bend   qualities employers in the business world look for in new hires is the ability to flex? to transfer skills from one function to 

another. Recruiters in fields from banking 

270 1988 tense   the left hand and picking frenetic scales with the right. Shoulder muscles strain and flex, and the percussive tones 

complement the drummer' s rim-taps on the snare. 
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271 1988 metaphorical   get the sense that, with' Wenceslas Square' he was beginning to really flex his muscles as a playwright. // " The play has 

those wonderful Shue touches - 

272 1988 bend   Springer says that when you consider how many thousands of times a week " we flex, rotate, pivot, extend, shift, lean, 

walk, run, 

273 1989 tense   he fighting? I can't believe it! I get to watch Jim Jupiter flex and ripple in the privacy of my own home. Mom, do I really 

274 1989 tense   . I'm beat. I'm just gon na sit over here while you flex me off to sleep. That's not quite how it works, Mrs. 

275 1989 metaphorical   not sure, but the Klan most likely will get involved. We need to flex our muscle a bit, and this could be a good opportunity. 

" " 

276 1990 cable   the theme is safety', and they are told not to let an electrical flex trail over a gas cooker, they say charitably that the lesson 

could be useful 

277 1994 tense   forward. Every time you stride, leap or lunge, you push off and flex the Achilles' tendon -- and then flex it again when the 

foot lands. 

278 1994 tense   or lunge, you push off and flex the Achilles' tendon -- and then flex it again when the foot lands. # If a too-taut tendon is 

suddenly flexed 

279 1996 bend   telescope. This arm clamps to the pipe with set screws, so it can flex up or down slightly as needed when the cradle screws 

in or out on its 

280 1996 metaphorical   soon, then join the fight to protect them. Here's how you can flex a little political muscle on your next backpacking trip to 

these or any other wild 

281 1997 bend   challenge better than others. We used a machine to measure the force required to flex each shoe, when new and after a 

break-in period. Our panelists also assessed 

282 1997 bend   and the men's Rockport proved most flexible. Even the most rigid shoes will flex a little more as they're broken in. # 

Breathability. A running shoe 

283 1997 bend   up and back straight throughout the exercise. Step forward with your left leg and flex your knee until your left thigh is 

almost parallel to the floor. Make sure 

284 1997 tense   the end of another gathering, a handful of men strip off their shirts and flex their muscles proudly. Others inch forward to 

examine the reconstructed chests up close. 
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285 1998 demonstrate   enter the national anthem competition, which will give one lucky winner the chance to flex his or her vocal chops at a 

Rockets home game next season. 10 a.m. 

286 1998 tense   fuselage, a painted " storm lizard " extends a forked tongue and appears to flex its claws cormorantward. When Kimbrell 

releases the plane, it climbs rapidly, and 

287 2001 metaphorical   candidate for just such rehabilitation. # And they accuse the company of trying to flex its considerable corporate muscle to 

render a clean slate from which to design a corporate 

288 2001 compound   leave, fathers wanted time off to be with their children, others just wanted flex time to go hiking. If they didn't get it, 

unemployment in recent 

289 2002 bend   round tube. Now you're ready to play. Take your paper tubes and flex' em (gently, though-you don't want them to buckle). 

Smush 

290 2002 bend   them to your paper tubes. Changing the strings' direction changes the tubes' flex characteristics, and this is basically how 

carbon engineers manipulate fiber for directional strength. 

291 2002 bend   Almost all steel frames exhibit forgiving ride quality, but many can not overcome lateral flex issues. Here, Columbus Foco 

Ultralite tubeset (top, down and seat tubes 

292 2002 bend   at a right angle to the leg. In the reverse direction, we could flex the spurs without difficulty until they folded flat against 

the leg. Using a device 

293 2003 metaphorical   Ausgef? rhte Bauten. // But then, just as the modern movement began to flex its muscles in Europe, Wright fell into a 

tailspin at home. In 1909 

294 2004 show off   , empty beaches, makeshift movie sets and the infamous Muscle Beach, where men flex their assets on open-air gym 

equipment. # We stopped to look at the religious 

295 2004 metaphorical   about how to handle this militant cleric, his rising profile and his willingness to flex the street muscle he's built up in Iraq's 

slums. # But the 

296 2004 compound   up workplace-flexibility awards. # Advocates never stray far from making the business case for flex time: Work-life 

balance is the top priority for 86 percent of employees, according 

297 2004 compound   according to the Employment Policy Foundation in Washington. # While some companies have reduced flex benefits in 

recent years in the name of tight budgets, others warn that's 
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298 2004 compound   they're away. But they're careful not to suggest that these and other flex options are only for mothers. # " We found that 

women were more vocal 

299 2006 bend   oar-like foreflippers-showering me-then clearing and pushing additional sand with her rear flippers. Her shoulders flex as 

she pivots closer and the ridged leather-bound shell pauses very near me. She 

300 2007 metaphorical   The Indian Renaissance // India's 1.2 billion people and 20-million-strong diaspora are beginning to flex their cultural and 

economic muscles. " Who needs the American audience? " film 

301 1975 metaphorical   sir. Okay, but first get me Captain Auden. Is this where you flex all those legal muscles? They're considerable, Mr. 

Rockford. Oh, 

302 2010 bend   He let the trains run as he placed the figures. He liked feeling them flex under his fingers, setting them down on sidewalks 

before houses as the trains danced 

303 2010 bend   along with the somewhat prancing gait caused by the fact that D' /f knees flex fully in both directions, have earned Borm 

and cos kin the nickname of " 

304 2010 bend   here's what I think of you! " The glove made it hard to flex his fingers completely. But he managed to curl most of them 

and wave his 

305 2010 cable   and shining in the invisible range, was attached to the laptop by a gooseneck flex tube. The underbelly portal was marked 

GAMELAN. " They screwed up, not 

306 2010 tense   full height and peeled off his jacket. That was often enough--towerover the thug and flex his muscles, and most decided 

they really didn't need that few pence tonight 

307 2010 metaphorical   that guy and he has them playing at top form. They will get to flex their muscle against bottom half of the table Hercules 

this weekend. Meanwhile, FC 

308 2011 compound   while the cop bound the old woman's hands behind her back with orange plastic flex cuffs. # " Adrenaline, " DeGidio said. 

# Two EMTs took charge 

309 2011 bend   world begins to breathe again, and here in the newly wet darkness other tensions flex and uncoil so very slowly, carefully, 

reaching their soft sharp tendrils out toward 

310 2011 tense   sure as hell find out. " # Quinn could see Renz's jaw muscles flex even through the flab. This one was important to him, all 

right. 
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311 2011 demonstrate   as long as you can. Repeat at least twice a day. Or, flex your self-control emotionally by trying not to tear up during a sad 

movie. Just 

312 2012 compound   pushed a spoon through the lid of the bowl of potato salad, and the flex plastic sealed around it. " Astronauts have to have 

good grades. Let's 

313 2012 compound   , " his mother said. She drummed her f ingernalls onto and into the flex plastic, a habit Harvinder vowed never to pick up. " 

I was in 

314 2012 tense   either side of Sherman's head in his lean hands and, with a simple flex of muscles, set the pig free. Sherman shook his head 

a few times 

315 2012 bend   band. Holding the ends to each side and slightly in front of you, flex elbows gently and lift your arms to 90 degrees, then 

lower them. Repeat 

316 2012 demonstrate   Fire' s first song -- which follows one of those intros she does to flex her classical-piano chops -- an impassioned Alicia 

Keys sings about being a " Brand New 

317 2013 tense   oncoming lightsof a trainassuming train lights have slight bags underneath them and makeyou want to flex surreptitiously. 

Those same startlingly blue eyes widened, andher body went still for a 

318 2013 tense   and lifted his portrait up. Then Chih-Yang hunched over for a rather impressive pec flex. (He was the youngest, fittest artist 

in the group.) " 

319 2013 bend   park. He wasn't such an old man. He had a janitor's flex and oomph. The boulders gave off their damp must but also made 

secure, 

320 2013 bend   forward from your hips so that your hands hang right below your chin, and flex your knees. Think about making a smooth 

takeaway and transition, and concentrate on 

321 2013 bend   overdo it. It can be subtle. But the pop stroke requires some wrist flex right from the start of your stroke. # Keep the putter 

square to the 

322 2013 bend   only your right hand and arm. To do it, you'll need to flex your right wrist to get enough power on the ball, and you'll have 

323 2013 bend   to the ground. Take a slightly wider stance than usual, add more knee flex and set your hands lower. It should feel like the 

club is sitting flatter 

324 2013 bend   your right leg as a wet rag. Turn into your right side while keeping flex in your right knee and " wring " the water out of the 

rag. 
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325 2013 bend   to the top, focus on turning your left shoulder past the ball while maintaining flex in your right knee. The more you turn 

your shoulders, the more torque 

326 2013 bend   ball when it's below your feet in a bunker. Widen your stance and flex your knees. # Use more arm action and wrist hinge 

to power the club 

327 2013 compound   is definitely not a favorite among testers; shaft feels too stout in regard to flex rating and produces a slightly lower 

trajectory than some guys prefer. # BOTTOM LINE 

328 2013 bend   a unique-looking package. # A " Speed Pocket " behind the face promotes more flex for longer shots. # The sleeve allows 

loft adjustments of +/- 1.5. # High-strength 

329 2013 bend   a long-iron replacement for smooth swingers. # The " SpeedPocket " channel creates additional face flex for faster ball 

speeds. # The adjustable hosel enables you to change loft by 

330 2013 bend   by +/- 1.5 degrees. # Slots in the sole and crown create more face flex than in standard hybrids. # Wilson Staff FG Tour M3 

# $199, graphite 

331 2013 bend   greater shotmaking ability for low-handicappers. # The " Power Grid " allows the body to flex more at impact. # Yonex 

EZONE XP # $199, graphite; golf.com/equipment # 

332 2013 bend   a TP shaft $289. # Polymer is used to fill the slot without inhibiting face flex. # TABLET EXTRA # 360 view # 

GOLF.COM # Go to golf.com/clubtest for hybrid 

333 2013 bend   RocketBladez irons. Small holes in the front of the slot allow for additional face flex. The result is the highest COR of any 

TaylorMade irons to date. The 

334 2013 bend   cavity increases MOI for greater forgiveness on off-center hits, and contributes to added face flex for more ball speed and 

distance. The 4144341 set also comes without hybrids $499 

335 2013 bend   channel in the crown and sole, which Adams says allows 67 percent more face flex than in hybrids without the technology. 

The Idea short irons have slots in the 

336 2013 bend   Tour Control " graphite offering. That is, the 4133941 shaft has a higher flex point and a firmer tip section than many 

wedge shafts. The 431-stainless steel head 

337 2013 compound   experience and connections and won' t have gaps on your rsum. Search for flex jobs at sites such as Elance, Guru. com, 

and 4131085 31. STAY 
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338 2013 tense   all of this, it boasts a fine-grained network of muscles that can relax or flex to create bumps, or papillae, to match its three-

dimensional environment. Not too 

339 2013 metaphorical   more than handshakes and free trade, however. It' s also a muscle flex. The Pentagon is deploying more aircraft carriers, 

destroyers and submarines in the region 

340 2014 tense   touched her finger to h er lips to signal silence and stretched her arms to flex her steering muscles. Curly picked up o n the 

th ird ring. Billie 

341 2014 bend   hand and examined the changed member. It looked the same, and he could flex its fingers, but somehow it seemed his own 

flesh and bones had grown distant 

342 2014 bend   with (that is, down) the slope, making sure to maintain the flex in your left knee. Don't try to overpower this shot. If you 

343 2014 bend   don't need much bend, since you're standing close to the ball and flex my knees slightly. When I bend my knees, I push my 

rear end 

344 2014 bend   stance " my club hovers three inches off the ground. To compensate, I flex my legs a bit more and allow my weight to shift 

toward my heels. 

345 2014 bend   coil during your backswing. # CHECKPOINT # FREE ARM HANG # I like to flex my knees slightly, then tilt my upper 

body toward the ball about 30 degrees 

346 2014 bend   trick is to turn your lower body after you complete your takeaway while maintaining the flex in your right knee. Do it right 

and you'll actually feel your weight 

347 2014 bend   # I like " soft " elbows at address, with just a bit of flex above, right. This allows you to swing the putter without overusing 

your wrists 

348 2014 bend   help manage trajectory. # The thin, forged steel face insert is built to flex more at impact. # NIKE VRS COVERT 2.0 

TOUR # $250, graphite; 

349 2014 bend   face aids workability. # Cuts in the crown and sole behind the face allow more flex for greater ball speed. # BOBBY 

JONES BLACK # $180, graphite; golf.com/clubtest 

350 2014 bend   face is made of a strong, heat-treated steel alloy called CH-1, for added flex and ball velocity. # Lie angle can be adjusted 

between standard or 2 flat 

351 2014 bend   a powerful tool. # Dimpled " Power Grid " slots allow the face to flex for a more springlike effect. # The compact head is 

engineered to produce a 
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352 2014 bend   # " Velocity slots " in the crown and sole allow 10 percent more face flex than last year's Adams woods, boosting ball 

speeds by 1-2 mph. # An 

353 2014 bend   . # Each head has a slot along the sole to allow the face to flex more. # CALLAWAY X2 HOT # $799, steel; $899, 

graphite; 

354 2014 bend   and versatility of a traditional iron. # The deep undercut leads to additional face flex. # The arch-shaped bar contributes to a 

more controlled sound and feel. # 

355 2014 bend   . # A " Speed Pocket " design in the 37 irons creates more face flex for faster ball speeds and a higher launch. # " A huge 

step up 

356 2014 bend   spin control and feel in short irons. # A large unsupported face creates more flex at impact. # " They seek the bulls-eye on 

approach shots. Even slight 

357 2014 bend   golf. 4124673 # Slots in the crown, sole and toe allow the face to flex more for faster ball speeds on off-center hits. # 

Progressive face thicknesses the center is 

358 2014 bend   and arms. This creates a whip-cracking motion in the swing. The big muscles flex and the small ones including the 

clubhead go crack. The science of speed? 

359 2014 bend   be forged with a thinner face and deeper cavity. The result: added face flex and longer, more consistent distance. Company 

tests show 3 percent faster ball speeds 

360 2014 bend   and field. And the hinged rear spine and pliable tongue make it easier to flex the ankle, allowing an athlete to drive 

completely through each stride and generate greater 

361 2014 bend   ultrafine Flexinol wires between the heel and the ankle of the brace; the wires flex in response to electrical signals, 

contracting like a second set of muscles to boost 

362 2014 compound   . Madshus then uses this information to pair skis nearly identical in key characteristics like flex profile and camber. 

Eliminating even microscopic inconsistencies leads to better performance on the trail 

363 2014 bend   below the binding called the kick zone. If you aren't heavy enough to flex the ski fully, you lose traction. Wrong ski for 

you. # The 

364 2015 bend   out her arms, entwining her palms and twisting them around in a fancy yoga flex. Alex watched her stretch, unsure how to 

read the body language. He 

365 2015 bend   let the babysitter go. " # And there it was again: the yoga flex. What was that? # Then the Town Car lurched to a stop and 
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366 2015 bend   couldn't believe it wasn't still warm -- so I did my best to flex the whole thing into a Z and jimmy it in horizontally. No 

dice. 

367 2015 tense   no longer awkward. She laid her hand on my arm and I tried to flex it. She looked at me with what seemed the warmest 

feeling. " I 

368 2015 tense   paintings -- messy yet precise, filled with figures whose muscles seemed to flash and flex on their skins' exteriors -- 

depended on tireless, usually sober observation of the 

369 2015 compound   from the firepit to our each other on her bed watching her belly bubble and flex cabin, I dropped behind Ainsley and Kayla 

so that I could with BBB's 

370 2015 compound   letter with screws. Then she filled the rest of them. She used silver flex duct tape to build walls around each letter, cast 

them in clear resin, 

371 2015 bend   # Engineers use origami to design spacecraft solar panels and other devices that collapse, flex, or unfurl. This video, by a 

lab at Brigham Young University, 

372 2015 compound   shorter one-piece bar is designed for younger riders, while metal core wheels, a flex brake, and a tough lightweight 

aluminum deck mean you will be able to get 

373 2015 bend   uses Vortex Power Source Handle Technology, the most advanced layering handle system for optimal flex and 

performance, along with Hyperbolic Barrel Flex Technology for a 20% larger sweet-spot. 

374 2015 bend   in your kitchen. The Gripper Flex offers the option to chop, and then flex, to funnel food into a pan, pot, or bowl, so that 

375 2015 metaphorical   But the fest is more than simply a chance to acquire art. You can flex your own artistic muscles and walk away with 

newfound knowledge by taking a two-hour Canvas 

376 2015 metaphorical   the Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights. For students of color to flex their muscle by ousting presidents in 

some ways undermines the idea that that they are 

377 2016 tense   Mum, he will probably be wearing a vest and mirrored sunglasses. He will flex his muscles while picking cheese off his 

pizza with his fingers. He thinks he 

378 2016 tense   # As the music pushes me deeper and deeper into that beanbag chair, I flex my muscles, think of Maureen and these kids, 

but can't, for 

379 2016 metaphorical   But after that winter screening in 1990, what was next? How would America flex and pose on the world stage militarily 

with the collapse of their greatest foe? 
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380 2016 metaphorical   be involved in something that means a lot to you, obviously, but also flex artistic muscles and challenge yourself, and good 

licensed gigs -- ones that appeal to 

381 2016 compound    4189062 # The sweet notes of an Italian opera float from the flex room in Colorado College's Cornerstone Arts Center on a 

chilly spring evening in March 

383 2017 bend   its wings downward, the effort lifting it up into the sky. Another flex and beat of its twin black sails and it rose higher, 

carrying Oldo away 

384 2017 bend   . She is a weapon. Her skin brisdes as the mems in her shell flex. She watches the directions the others do not. If anyone 

notices the strange 

385 2017 bend   Flames begin to consume its insides. It does not fall. Its five legs flex, and it settles to the ground much as a zeppelin. 

Something within it 

386 2017 tense   with your movement. You examine your thumb. There's no scar. You flex it freely back and forth. # Whose thumb was 

that? What stranger trespassed 

387 2017 tense   # Vunt stopped him as he passed the next morning. He bade Baldemar to flex his arms and felt the hardened muscle. " 

Good, " he said, 

388 2017 bend   is solid, but just like the Surface Pro there's a little bit of flex here. (The hollow echoing sound when you type that plagues 

the Pro's 

389 2017 metaphorical   perfect amount of video time to share and a way for social media trolls to flex their muscle and put it in as many different 

forms as possible and spread it 

390 2017 show off   , smart, sly, incredibly inventive, and animated onstage in ways that helped flex his musicianship rather than detract from it. 

Plus, he was handsome and black 

391 2017 geology   forces on Enceladus are mostly caused by Saturn, and are strong enough to significantly flex and heat its ice and rock. # 

Prior work suggested that Saturn's tidal 

392 2017 bend   told Defense News. " We can work through that, so there's some flex in there. " # The Air Force moved to retain the A-10 

because of 

393 2018 bend   feet off and through bulletproof glass, they could see her blink or breathe or flex a finger, they might get a small takeaway. 

Or if they could view 
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394 2018 tense   in his closet. There was a time when he would put it on, flex his muscles in the mirror, try to remember. Then came the 

time when 

395 2018 tense   into the sheetrock. His tongue curls at his thin black mustache. His forearms flex and slack to the rhythm of his hands. 

Blood-red flecks dapple his sweat-slicked wrists 

396 2018 tense   warmth of the car's upholstery, sticky heat of the steering wheel. The flex of muscles in his thighs and sides as he climbed 

out into the burning pressure 

397 2018 tense   stories tall. He flexes when he moves. But he doesn't need to flex in order to move, if you catch my drift. To advance, he 

398 2019 bend   a grey piece of formfitting plastic. There were no joints: it seemed to flex like a skin as he moved. # " What is it, anyway? 

399 2019 bend   . The emitter sits at the core of a relatively low-mass surrounding structure that must flex and endure severe stresses. The 

wave stretches one transverse direction while the other compresses 

400 2019 bend   answers. I had not a clue. Only the memory of the airplane's flex and stretch that woke me. # Los Arabis Lane was 

unchanged, basking in dry 

401 1992 bend   Welles had caused to be brought to Universal Studios one of these Eclair Cam? flex lightweight European cameras He had 

a very enthusiastic young operator named Philip Lathrop and Lathrop 

402 1994 tense   We've got ta get your muscles moving. Okay. No, don't flex it. Don't flex it. We got ta flex it all the way 

403 1994 tense   your muscles moving. Okay. No, don't flex it. Don't flex it. We got ta flex it all the way. You ready? No 

404 1994 tense   No, don't flex it. Don't flex it. We got ta flex it all the way. You ready? No, my leg is on fire 

405 1998 metaphorical   a minute? Everyone's gettin' nervous! Would you go out there and flex a little warrior muscle, please, and maybe kill 

something? We're doing 

406 2000 compound   coupling. You let me worry about the coupling. You're not wearing your flex armor. Too much armor. Not enough flex. 

Sarge, is this some 

407 2000 compound   . You're not wearing your flex armor. Too much armor. Not enough flex. Sarge, is this some kind of seduction process? Or 

am I not 

408 2001 metaphorical   trying to catch their husbands cheating, but occasionally something comes along, get to flex the old muscles. So, here's the 

message as it was originally recorded 

409 2003 cable   have missed the reservoir. We'll change the drill string, put in some flex... - Give me a couple hours? - Thank you, Hank. 

All 
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410 2004 compound   zero tolerance approach. We detail a couple of men from each shift build a flex unit double up on the head-knocking and 

corner-clearing. More of the same, you 

411 2010 bend   glass is a real burden. It's not budging. You can see it flex. You can see it trying. It ain't going nowhere. With electric 

412 2011 tense   . Not too hard. One. Two. Three. Four. And... flex them like that. You can do one of these one's. Oh shit. 

413 2012 tense   ? Mwah. I remember when people thought biceps were all that. They'd flex them all night at the discotheque. Oh, I bet you 

think it's 

414 2013 compound   go straight to my bicep curls. Normally, I use the toaster as a flex mirror when I do my soup and sauce curls. But today I 

couldn't 

415 2016  special   ? Yeah. Hey. Look at you. Hey, little man. Already flex his muscles. Oh, wow. It's so nice to finally meet you 

416 2018 special   I see the windowsill, I don't think, just sprint. My muscles flex and contract, legs stretching; I'm up the wall, grasping the 

sill 

417 2018 special   her best life, Carrie had other issues to solve. Testing her powers (flex), she experimentally rose up her bed, smiling when it 

flew with no 

418 2018 special   away from her, making sure to pretend to be sad when she makes (flex, flex, flex) Chris fall down on her face. # Three 

times 

419 2018 special   her, making sure to pretend to be sad when she makes (flex, flex, flex) Chris fall down on her face. # Three times might be 

420 2018 specail   making sure to pretend to be sad when she makes (flex, flex, flex) Chris fall down on her face. # Three times might be too 

much 

421 2018 special   at the machine, humming along with the radio she turns on by itself (flex). " Why don't you shut up? Do you enjoy the 

sound 

422 2018 special   chatted with Tommy, and once no one is in the stage, she (flex) felt up the top of the stage, mind going through it until she 

423 2018 special   (make. her. pay.), smiling at Chris when she accidentally (flex) falls in the blood, trying to run away from her newly minted 

( 

424 2018 tense   " I guess you should die now. " She pursed her lips, (flex) moving the chair around slowly in its own axis. " But I still 

425 2018 tense   past life were nothing but a nightmare - and to make sure, she (flex) rises up her moldy futon and ancient television, and 

then nods to herself 
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426 2018 show off   the same breath. It's yet another avenue where the company is able to flex its cross-device functionality. The somewhat 

clunkily named feature is built into updates to first-party 

427 2018 show off   there's a " boss " not too long into the game that lets Kratos flex his still-considerable might. But it's a far cry from riding on 

the back 

428 2018 show off   , as previously mentioned, a desert is hot. No one's trying to flex in sweatpants when it's 90 degrees outside and there's no 

shade. If 

430 2018 compound   seated at 6pm, 8pm and 10pm, or they can opt for a flex system, where they take reservations as they're called in and build 

the night 

431 2019 tense   one of the hammock straps and dangled it over his elbow. " If I flex my arm, the strap slides slowly over my elbow. A 120-

degree rotation becomes 

432 2019 show off   the Stone Age, who created the perfect dark, rangy sound for him to flex in front of. Throughout Post Pop Depression, he's 

in his finest low-rent 

433 2019 show off   Have you ever wanted to do a kickflip on a pizza? Well, weird flex, but now you can. # " Anti-establishment establishment 

" &pizza wants everyone to 

434 2019 show off   are many other features. Wearing the new AirPods isn't any more of a flex than the first-generation because nobody seeing 

you will be able to tell the difference. 

435 2019 metaphorical   the clams' diets are what make them really unique. They're able to flex their muscles and rock their shells against the wood, 

scraping off little bits. 

436 2019 bend   amazingly -- in fact, alarmingly -- flexible. Both the top and bottom halves flex to a point where, when I played with it a 

bit, I became 
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Appendix E 

200 random samples of flex in context from NOW with slang senses in yellow. 
 

Publication 

Date 

 

1 22-01-24 

US 

, however, against an anemic Cardinals effort that didn't require the team to flex their air attack. # The short week will 

have more of an impact on 

2 19-06-03 

US 

dad comes on shorter trips. The idea became to pick a house that might flex enough to include space for them if they 

move here when my dad retires in 

3 21-04-13 

US 

a swooping power dunk from Joel Ayayi (nine points) and the occasional post-basket flex from the 6-foot-10 Timme. # 

Ad # Gonzaga led sixth-seeded USC 7-0 after two 

4 19-10-20 -- with a side, making it an even better deal. Don't miss your flex dollars too much. # SuteiShi is hands down the best sushi 

spot near campus 

5 19-12-15 

US 

, the Yankees always have " the hammer " ready when it's necessary to flex their financial might, and he continues to 

bristle at any suggestion that the Yankees 

6 21-11-26 

US 

adults and $26 for kids. This year, the mountain also introduced a " Flex Pass, " with the cheaper option allowing the 

holder to come for any three 

7 20-01-16 -- Comfort Flex Deluxe IWB Holster # Versacarry has announced the addition of a new holster to their 

8 21-06-01 

US 

advance sale, which begins at 10 a.m. Friday, June 4 with several flex pay options at coachella.com. An early sale for 

Stagecoach hasn't yet been announced 

9 20-11-13 

US 

rocking a pair of Gymshark leggings. The brand's most popular ones are the Flex leggings. Not only are they high-

waisted, opaque, and super soft (according 
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10 18-06-04 

US 

24997173 # Still irate over ESPN's decision from late last week to flex their originally scheduled 1 p.m. game July 8 

against the Blue Jays to Sunday Night 

11 20-01-06 

US 

and claim the outright Summit League championship 83102443 Flex LNG launches 

12 21-08-17 

US 

had previously confirmed a policy that allows for the use of both restraint tape and flex cuffs -- essentially a type of 

plastic handcuff -- which are included in flight attendants 

13 12-05-24 

US 

torque vectoring " and Ford's " curve control " program contribute much to the Flex's predictability. Operating on 

information from chassis sensors and steering input, curve control 

14 21-01-28 

US 

for Joe and Jane America, the sort of retail buyers of stock, to flex back and push back on these hedge funds, " said 

Ohanian, who resigned 

15 13-09-19 

US 

; must be plugged into a smart phone or an Apple tablet. Fitbit Flex # Pros. Lights show progress toward daily goal. 

Tracks calorie intake, logs 

16 21-02-03 

US 

driver. # The FTC claims that in 2016, Amazon Logistics began to pay Flex drivers a lower rate than $18 - $25 

previously advertised and also covertly moved drivers 

17 21-11-01 

US 

at moment's notice. Airlines are going to have severe challenges in trying to flex up their workforces to meet the 

inevitable resurgence in travel after most of us did 

18 20-09-02 

US 

image above. In fact, it's pretty similar to the existing Galaxy Book Flex in some ways, although obviously with newer 

processors that have Intel Iris Xe graphics 

19 22-02-23 

US 

and more successful. Employees participating in dynamic teams not only get the opportunity to flex skills not found in 

their formal jobs, but they also gain exposure to other 

20 19-08-20 

US 

most fantasy league of 8 or more teams needs to be converted to a full flex or WR/TE flex....... 8628144 Debugged! How 

21 21-11-03 

US 

alter the way large firms are regulated and scrutinized in the US, the Amazon Flex settlement is a reminder of what's still 

possible using rules and regulations currently on 

22 19-09-11 

US 

not to have a pipe system that's even noisier than the cyclone. Does flex metal hose transmit loud vibrations to the pipes 

or should I use a length of 
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23 22-10-03 

US 

Justice Hill, and played 35 snaps per PFF. Dobbins will be a viable flex starter and maybe as much as a No. 2 fantasy 

runner moving forward. 

24 22-09-30 

US 

the Jags offense. If Zay Jones is inactive, Marvin Jones becomes a low-end flex streaming option in deep leagues. # 

Sanders has been cleared and is a low-end 

25 20-12-19 

US 

Not to Overthink Lyrics and Production When Creating a Song # Mumford still got to flex his lyric-writing skills for " 

Ted Lasso, " as he also did the theme 

26 21-02-02 

US 

last two years with Comcast adding another 1.97 million subscribers last year. # Taking Flex beyond its broadband 

subscriber base means Comcast needs to turn it into a self-sustaining business 

27 21-08-03 

US 

sure that we can take these on our company trucks, we're going to flex it. We're going to flex to 115%, 120%. So it's 

28 15-02-04 

US 

is itself designed to predict droughts -- are already tackling the problem, but the FLEX mission has the potential to 

significantly increase understanding and streamline agricultural efforts. # In 

29 21-07-21 

US 

were quick to applaud the businessman for his fit physique in short shorts. # Flex Park, which is available on Thursday, 

July 22, takes a style cue 

30 20-06-07 

US 

expensive: # -- Borrow against your existing credit card's limit. The Citi Flex Loan and My Chase Loan let you borrow 

against your card's credit limit with 

31 21-06-29 

US 

this space... concerned with cost... # I'd call this extra room a Flex Space. As a bedroom, it would be disappointing 

because the bathroom is quite 

32 14-03-06 

US 

is $130, tells time, and is rumored to be a lot better than Flex but they had to pull it from shelves over a nickel allergy or 

something. 

33 22-01-06 

US 

swept across sports finally arrived in the huddle. Quarterbacks throughout the NFL started to flex their power. Aaron 

Rodgers, Russell Wilson, Matthew Stafford, and Deshaun Watson 

34 14-05-07 

US 

# The company has worked with the Port Authority to build a 58,000- square-foot " flex " office and warehouse building 

on 4 acres at 1065 Phalen Blvd. It is 

35 18-05-18 

US 

Each five-on-five match took place on a different, new map and allowed players to flex the series' new-feature muscles. 

# All three modes revolved around point-capture mechanics. 
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36 20-02-11 

US 

. Amplification was performed using LightCycler 480 SYBR Green I Master on a QuantStudio 7 Flex Real-Time PCR 

System according to the provided quantitative PCR protocol. The cycle threshold of 

37 18-06-29 

US 

your own delivery fleet, or work for one, or even drive for Amazon Flex, there are insurance considerations. # Your 

personal insurance isn't going to cover 

38 22-09-13 

US 

edge-sweeping brush to get into corners. It features dual, multi-surface rubber brushes that flex to adjust to different 

floor types -- and help prevent them from getting tangled with 

39 22-08-16 

US 

, are leading this growth, as occupiers from varied sectors are housing teams in flex centres across cities. " # 

Additionally, occupiers want their real estate portfolios to 

40 22-10-07 

US 

Behrens, Matt Harmon and Tank Williams will tackle all the key sit-start scenarios and flex decisions to put you in the 

best position to win your fantasy matchup. # 

41 20-02-01 

US 

Bears guard Te'a Cooper, swatting the ball out of bounds before unleashing a roaring flex. A couple minutes later, she 

nailed a silky 3-pointer from the top of 

42 22-11-15 

US 

Edwards-Helaire in fantasy leagues. (Photo by Kevin Sabitus/Getty Images) # The ultimate flex player hasn't been very 

fruitful in recent weeks, posting just 1.22 total half-PPR 

43 10-06-09 

US 

taxpayers' money, city executives failed to follow their own policies and didn't flex powers they fought for in talks with 

developers. # PDC leaders say they did 

44 22-01-25 

US 

the first place. Luckily for the fans, the Deadpool star was able to flex those muscles. # " We always like to say that 

we're going to 

45 22-09-26 

US 

blue stripes for a preppy edge, or with your old favorite hoodie. # Flex waist pants by Aam # aam # Smart pants # Aam 

makes comfortable pants for 

46 21-11-06 

US 

and colors and textures that will get heads turning. # For guys wishing to flex that active city-slicker style, I can only 

suggest that you make an attempt to 

47 19-12-17 

US 

end up with four Pilots, or four Gunners. # Players are encouraged to flex onto different roles on the ship, and a free 

respec option is available. 

48 20-05-22 

US 

for nothing and that they have a chance to at least, you know, flex what they've learned, " Shankar said. # Despite the 

unofficial circumstances, 
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49 14-09-05 

US 

top of it, but it's possible that the screen will have a slight flex to it for safety purposes. It's also possible that this is just 

an 

50 22-04-01 

US 

drive has been created, you're ready to try out or install Chrome OS Flex on your old computer. # With the old computer 

turned off, plug the 

51 21-02-23 

US 

Otherwise, employees who do not have any remaining PTO, vacation, or holiday flex time or do not wish to use their 

unused PTO, vacation, or holiday 

52 21-11-09 

US 

world. # Article continues below # While a playful spirit can help our minds flex into new ways of thinking, it also helps 

shield us from the fear of 

53 21-12-31 

US 

TD # 2 FPTS/G # 10.6 # Pollard is worth using as a flex option against the Cardinals this week. He only had six PPR 

points in Week 

54 21-12-06 

US 

and Diversity Inc's Top 50 Companies for Diversity lists. # As an Accenture Flex employee, you will apply your skills 

and experience to help drive business transformation for 

55 16-07-16 

US 

9920245 # A Fresno Police Department officer wears one of the department's Axon Flex body cameras on his shoulder 

epaulet during a January 2015 news conference. ERIC PAUL 

56 22-08-29 

US 

the perfect Squarespace template for every occasion. An artist needs to be able to flex their creative muscles online, after 

all. But if you happen to be a 

57 20-08-02 

US 

message thread open or mindlessly scroll Instagram or Twitter. Samsung calls this half-fold position Flex Mode, and it is 

excellent for filming vertical video too. I honestly did 

58 21-03-24 

US 

product manager and was responsible for the launch of both the timsTOF Pro and timsTOF fleX platforms. Why should 

someone consider the MetaboScape for compound identification? # MetaboScape 

59 19-10-17 

US 

want a little muscle without the, er, heavy lifting. One is truSculpt Flex, which pumps up muscle via electrical current, 

which is similar in principle to 

60 22-02-03 

US 

No one else wanted him as a sub player, they wanted him as a flex. " # Mack really wanted to run an SMG after having 

to run an 

61 20-07-01 

US 

last at least into mid-July. And on Saturday, Independence Day, it will flex its strength for the first time. # A few trouble 

spots bear watching, 
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62 21-02-12 

US 

it's safe to return to the office, employees around the globe will work flex. This means they'll be in the office one to three 

days per week 

63 20-04-29 

US 

Valee freestyled his verse. The song, which turns a long-running Peanuts joke into flex fodder, communicates supreme 

comfort without resplendence. It suggests that this pair is so 

64 12-10-30 

US 

tire from the side near the end of the video I do not see any flex or give. They look like they ride like a rock. I would not 

65 21-12-15 

US 

Stalter, Broman and Prance. # The tongue-in-cheek jazzercise-style videos encourage users to " flex those Twitter fingers 

and take it to the next level " by joining its premium 

66 21-06-26 

US 

tablet, depending on your needs at the moment. # The display of the Flex 5i is notably smaller than that of the 5i, coming 

in at 13.3 inches 

67 22-12-06 

US 

office space. # " The headwinds in the office sector are really benefiting the flex model. We see rollover of rents coming 

of the larger tenants. They're 

68 21-01-15 

US 

vest with patches, black and camo jacket, and beige pants holding a white flex cuff, which is used by law enforcement to 

restrain and/or detain subjects. " 

69 20-09-21 

US 

to expand beyond the domestic sneaker market, using apparel, accessories and collectibles to flex its muscles 

internationally and build enough business to add verification centers in new territories beyond 

70 21-07-03 

US 

California Independent System Operator, which monitors power lines across the state, issued a Flex Alert from 5 to 10 

p.m. Thursday and again on Friday to encourage reduced 

71 22-09-12 

US 

. A work sabbatical will give you the time to focus on differing pursuits and flex different muscles than your typical day-

to-day activities. It could be professional development, education 

72 21-08-21 

US 

the widgets available for the Cover Display window, the new color options and the Flex mode, which assisted with one-

handed use. # Despite that, she still feels 

73 20-09-20 

US 

off-court wearability. # Ultra-soft, Flexible and Warm # Soft and lightweight Nike Therma Flex fabric helps keep you at 

the right level of warmth, while high-stretch yarns provide 

74 14-01-23 

US 

but to eliminate the " assigned " tag, from the walled spaces. That flex factor is key to gain space for other uses and 

attached worksettings, as much 
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75 21-03-17 

US 

in a similar area. What else to consider # If you consider the Flex to be a people-hauling minivan alternative, it makes 

sense to consider minivans as competitors 

76 16-09-25 

US 

to learn and a desire for a non-traditional pathway to school. " # Crossroads Flex High School is still accepting students 

for the 2016-17 school year. Registration for the 

77 20-11-16 

US 

. " # For the models and actors, the project gave them space to flex their creativity as well. " The models... are actually 

speaking and moving, 

78 21-01-11 

US 

, a mask and baseball cap obscuring his face. He carried a stack of flex cuffs -- the plastic restraints used by police. The 

image raised a question yet 

79 21-06-18 

US 

XDR display and its new Center Stage camera feature. Beats Flex # Beats Flex earbuds # The Beats Flex earbuds are 

down to only $39 right now, or 

80 21-09-01 

US 

i5-1135G7) # 1397/4301 # 213 # 1325/4411 # 4550 # 1026 # Lenovo IdeaPad Flex 5 14 2020 (Ryzen 5 4500U) # 

1096/4543 # 160 # n/a # 

81 20-12-09 

US 

. On top of that base is a two-inch Purple Grid that is designed to flex under pressure points and support your body. 

Finally, the SoftFlex cover delivers a 

82 21-12-09 

US 

on the new YouTube TV app. # " The launch of YouTube TV on Flex is another example of how we surround our 

broadband service with value, " Colin 

83 19-09-24 

US 

in Week 3. This production opens the door to Williams becoming a deep league flex option through the bye weeks. Plus, 

if for any reason Aaron Jones misses 

84 20-03-13 

US 

we need to prepare for employees who may need to stay home or have a flex schedule to care for a child, " John said. 

Plan to preserve 

85 22-08-24 

US 

You'll also have access to hands-free livestreaming through apps like Instagram or YouTube in Flex Mode. # Lastly, the 

Z Flip 4's dual-camera setup includes two 12MP 

86 21-11-24 

US 

is a seven passenger, three-row SUV with an upright stance that resembles the Ford Flex or an old Jeep Wagoneer. Like 

in the R1T, Rivian promises a cabin 

87 14-09-18 

US 

very often if that's what you mean. I have no personal knowledge of Flex and only know what I can read on the subject. 

Maybe you know people 
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88 21-02-01 

US 

s beef with Meek and has continually questioned his pen. Yet, recently, Flex has also been taking aim at Jigga. He's 

called Hov " sensitive " 

89 19-06-19 

US 

highlight of the global Solid tires market research report is the in-depth market segmentation Twin Flex Solid Tires, 

Smooth Flex Solid Tires, Smooth Solid Tires, All Terrain Traction 

90 18-04-27 

US 

. Brody Koerner was the first man out of Scranton/Wilkes-Barre's bullpen, and the flex starter allowed one run over five 

innings on just 69 pitches. 

91 22-07-21 

US 

I can destroy you if you don't do as I say " kind of flex. Debra Messing. Debra freaking Messing. # As Stephen Miller at 

The Spectator 

92 20-08-27 

US 

d like to have three no-doubt, set-and-forget guys. And if there's a flex or two (not superflex) that have WR tags 

attached, I'd like 

93 20-10-04 

US 

intellectual property attorney. # To have assembled this roster is a particular kind of flex. It's a collection of players 

whose potential wasn't obvious individually, and 

94 21-04-20 

US 

officially Super Bowl LV week, and Tom Brady started it off with the ultimate flex during his media session on Monday. 

Brady knows a thing or two about playing 

95 21-11-17 

US 

as. a # lightweight Everyone solution wins for on CCMA browsing the Awards web night from, the as couch proceeds 

encourage, the Canadian talent Lenovo Chromebook. One Flex 3 loonie of arrives every with an ticket 11.6-inch sold 

touchscreen is display donated to. the That charitable pairs with CCMA a Foundation 360-degree, in hinge support to 

96 21-07-12 

US 

tags, even on sale. But that's not so for the Lenovo IdeaPad Flex 5 14-inch Notebook, a speedy and stylish 2-in-1 that's 

currently on sale at 

97 20-05-11 

US 

the videoconference equipment they have and will use in the future. Solutions like the Flex MX that can work with a 

broad swash of videoconferencing solutions can provide them with 

98 20-06-05 

US 

extra safety instead of a linebacker. If that's the case, Keene could flex in as a fullback and the Patriots could run a 21-

personnel look at a lighter 

99 20-09-20 

US 

, in the absence of Collins, Erving and now Smith. Brandon Knight will flex as needed between spelling Zack Martin 

and swinging between both edges, but is also 

100 12-11-12 

US 

. When I last saw him, he was looking more alert and trying to flex his wings. I like to assume he just needed a boost and 

was on 
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101 22-07-02 

US 

them a bit less expensive than the Surface Laptop Go 2. Lenovo's IdeaPad Flex 5i 14 convertible is equivalent in price to 

today's Microsoft laptop; the IdeaPad 

102 22-06-06 

US 

unique and expressive? " # For Aguilera, there's no better way to flex her creativity and authenticity than with her fans at 

Pride. # " Performing at 

103 15-08-10 

US 

in 2001 his first professional credit, and that's given him the chance to flex some comedic muscle. In advance of his 

appearance on Comedy Bang! Bang! 

104 21-06-16 

US 

over time. " 63031889 Cal ISO Issues Flex Alert For Thursday # VAN NUYS (CBSLA) -- As a heat wave continues 

105 21-11-28 

US 

on summer runs or tagging along throughout all those other upcoming workouts, the Beats Flex sport an around-neck 

design that packs an inline microphone with playback controls. Notably, 

106 22-07-19 

US 

. # Syed Ajaz Ali, a technical manager at the appliance repair service company Flex Fixes, Dubai, has been loyal to a 

top-load washing machine for over 20 

107 18-11-20 

US 

. " # The surgery also left Cohan with animation: " Whenever I would flex my pectoralis muscle, the implants would 

move up my chest, so I had 

108 13-10-01 

US 

, this limited-edition release from Nike's elite Tier Zero line is one way to flex your knowledge of sneaker history, and 

good taste. Resources # Use of 

109 20-09-01 

US 

phone-hanging scheme lets drivers game the system by which Amazon awards delivery routes though its Flex app, 

which pays $18 hour/per hour for routes that take two to four hours 

110 19-07-13 

US 

robotic moon missions. Their lunar ambitions are being driven both by a desire to flex their technological muscles and 

by the rise of global nationalism. # " Every country 

111 21-06-03 

US 

renovation work at Pontiac Stamping will begin immediately, Flores said. # The new Flex Fab sheet metal fabricating 

technology it will install will enable repeatable, custom and precise 

112 22-09-26 

US 

the Sooners look like one of the best teams in the country, and did flex their muscles against most of the competition 

prior to Saturday's loss to Kansas State 

113 21-09-06 

US 

it was, OK, let's create a game where you're able to flex these guys' moves. They've been working on these moves their 

whole life 
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114 22-07-04 

US 

I've seen with such laptops, there's some bending in the lid and flex in the keyboard deck. It's not a knock against the 

laptop, given 

115 22-02-09 

US 

duration, " said Jordon Musser, chief product officer for Fluence. " Wireless Flex Dimming enables facility managers to 

connect Fluence lighting systems to the grower's preferred climate 

116 22-08-10 

US 

underway as Fortune 500 companies and other large firms plan to add significant amounts of flex space to their portfolio 

soon. # According to a recent CBRE study of 185 

117 22-01-27 

US 

. The GAAP reconciliations can be found in the appendix of the earnings presentation. Flex's revenue was $6.6 billion in 

the quarter, down 1 point year over year 

118 22-03-19 

US 

Online, and tons of other great productivity tools. How does Chrome OS Flex compare to regular Chrome OS? # There 

are some key differences between Chrome OS 

119 21-05-12 

US 

cost for the infrastructure, simply a cost associated with how much is consumed. Flex on Demand addresses one of the 

key issues I outline at the beginning of this 

120 20-04-26 

US 

visits for 90 days. " # " Employees may take those three weeks of flex time off, though salaried workers have been 

encouraged to use that time to work 

121 21-07-26 

US 

features a modern design. When you're installing it into your vehicle, the flex fit basket allows for slight adjustments 

when mounted for the perfect fit. # At 

122 21-01-03 

US 

a portion of the savings from the lead bundle would be picking up the Jaws Flex Clamp Mount at $39. It'll let you attach 

the GoPro to your monitor 

123 22-03-04 

US 

will it house your clothes, but it'll also be a great opportunity to flex your interior design muscle if you get a chic one like 

this bad boy. 

124 13-05-07 

US 

video cards. But they're pretty. They're well made, without much flex at all to them (though there was some in the 

keyboards when we saw 

125 20-09-01 

US 

you might still have your office staff that can work from home, that can flex their time and so on, so the culture is on top 

of their more 

126 16-08-24 

US 

" said Gbaja-Biamila. His microphone should be expelled. 1: Jesse " Flex " Lebreck # " Matt, that's my homegirl right 

there, " said 
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127 22-12-27 

US 

in three of his past four games, and he's worth using as a flex in all leagues in Week 17 at Cincinnati.... Edwards has flex 

appeal in 

128 21-03-21 

US 

are now seeing demand for long-term leases plummet, as organizations want their office to flex up and down with the 

needs of their teams and individuals. # Coleman: 

129 20-02-07 

US 

as a large walk-in closet. There are also 3 additional bedrooms upstairs and a flex space. Get a Subscription Follow our 

Facebook Disclaimer # The real 

130 14-07-26 

US 

Gen Xers and Millennials driving the changes toward collaboration and " soft " amenities like flex space and work that is 

creative and mission-driven over entitlement amenities like the corner office 

131 16-04-11 

US 

?, Fitbit Charge HR?, Alta?, Fitbit Charge?, Fitbit Flex?, Fitbit One? and Fitbit Zip? activity trackers, as well as 

132 21-07-17 

US 

of new junior sets is that the manufacturers are making shafts that are the right flex for a kid's swing speed. # Using 

light-weight steel and graphite has made 

133 20-07-10 

US 

everyone, I thought, as I watched my father's old, faded tattoos flex and distort as he waved his arms while he talked. His 

hands as leathery 

134 18-05-23 

US 

, " That means trying to stretch the wrist back like so, trying to flex it down, stretching the fingers out into an extension 

and inflexion, making sure 

135 20-06-13 

US 

home gaming consoles on its way, the Sony Playstation 5 took its turn to flex muscle this week with Zion Williamson 

being featured in the trailer for NBA 2K21. 

136 20-11-09 

US 

I'll take the car to my local independent muffler shop and have a new flex pipe welded on. # Advertisement # That's 

about it, really. The 

137 21-03-26 

US 

three-down tight end who can do everything, " he said. " You can flex me out, you can put me in the slot, you can put me 

138 22-05-15 

US 

talked about being comfortable with the capacity you had on hand and the ability to flex the 24/7 shifts, but obviously, 

Stephen you're alluding to continued very strong 

139 21-02-27 

US 

are some surefire tips to keep in mind as you grow. 1. Flex your expertise # With time, life experience can become 

professional expertise. Play to 
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140 21-09-18 

US 

, look for 50 catches and 4 TDs from this guy this year. # Flex: Robby Anderson. All three of your bench WRs will have 

better years. 

141 21-08-31 

US 

year has caused our social muscles to atrophy. Luckily, Subway Social Club helped flex this muscle. # Daniela Spector # 

Subway Social Club was founded in 2019 by 

142 19-07-11 

US 

so goes Chevrolet, " Burton said. " You're starting to see them flex some muscle with Chase Elliott and Alex Bowman 

both winning. So, it would 

143 20-09-24 

US 

certainly would cause more harm than one that overhypes the benefits of doing a Superman flex in the bathroom mirror 

before a job interview, or an uncited and entirely forgettable 

144 21-08-16 

US 

would cause. Is a public safety power shut-off the same thing as a Flex Alert? # No. Public safety shutoffs happen when 

PG&E and the state's 

145 17-04-11 

US 

largely complacent American media. It may be the case that Donald Trump wanted to flex his muscles to once and for all 

destroy the headlines that he is a Russian 

146 22-07-14 

US 

the 40 million tons of e-waste produced each year. # Additionally, the ChromeOS Flex team shared a story about how 

the operating system helped a real small business in 

147 21-05-18 

US 

business results. The company was also the first NetApp partner authorized to deliver Keystone Flex Subscription 

services providing pay-as-you-go cloud-like storage on client premises. # " Hybrid cloud is 

148 20-06-25 

US 

where Munnerlyn fits into the equation. # " They see me as an athletic flex tight end that can play outside in the slot or a 

regular tight end on 

149 20-08-20 

US 

Y's in terms of their natural position, but they have the ability to flex. So as I look at the tight ends, the running backs, 

the 

150 21-01-08 

US 

for somebody to make a whole Benny album and then also make a fucking " Flex " with Polo G, one of the biggest 

streaming songs of 2020. The 

151 13-05-13 

US 

period of payments to make on a regular time basis... I guess you can flex on credit cards... # Steve, that's a big part of it, 

152 22-03-08 

US 

THREE Monday doubleheaders per year, but the NFL will also have the power to FLEX Monday games starting in 

Week 12 of that season. " # Palm: " 
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153 21-12-22 

US 

to be sure you do not put any players from your early games in a flex spot. If you have a WR in the Thursday night 

game, play him 

154 21-11-02 

US 

information that WinFuture received, the factories have begun producing small items, such as flex cables to connect 

circuit boards. # WinFuture's Roland Quandt also notes that mass 

155 19-06-20 

US 

poetry, fiction, and theater. # " This gives them the opportunity to flex those creative muscles, but all of that translates to 

critical writing skills which are 

156 22-12-20 

US 

d had his fill and was content to peace out. It's the ultimate flex, one very few people who ever reached his level seem 

capable of pulling off 

157 20-11-19 

US 

a really tough time, you know, trying to understand how to navigate and flex the work that you're doing to meet 

changing needs " she says. " 

158 18-12-31 

US 

will include converting current dual-occupancy patient rooms to private rooms, with the ability to flex back to double 

occupancy as needed. # The renovation and expansion project isn't 

159 19-07-30 

US 

to open before students arrive for the fall semester. Tori Schneider/Tallahassee Democrat # The Flex at Stadium Centre, 

located at the corner of Stone Valley Way and Gaines Street 

160 22-09-16 

US 

while listening to audio which adapts to the ambient environment. # The Bose SoundLink Flex is rugged and waterproof, 

capable of withstanding a dousing in the shower or a 

161 10-12-22 

US 

green tea. # Eric # Berkeley needs a vacancy tax to motivate landlords to flex on rents. There is a civic cost to these 

empty storefronts and we deserve 

162 20-12-09 

US 

the SoftFlex cover delivers a soft wave knit that features stretch properties to maximize the flex given by the Purple 

Grid. # Note: the Purple Mattress does not come 

163 21-05-26 

US 

2. As conflicted poet Emily, actor and executive producer Hailee Steinfeld gets to flex her considerable acting muscles 

while the character grapples with the concepts of fame and legacy 

164 22-05-04 

US 

a big step, Harris suggests group therapy once a week as it helps leaders flex their emotional muscles, discuss issues, and 

be more empathetic. 2. Practice 

165 21-07-07 

US 

. " There's real upside should Chubb go down, but Hunt is barely flex worthy otherwise. Cleveland is a good situation 

being well-coached and loaded at offensive line 
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166 19-09-17 

US 

the most convenient location for the driver. # A Really Smart Home Charger # Flex's smart and connected design gives 

drivers unfettered access to a wide range of features 

167 21-02-06 

US 

Wanda tries to avoid the conversation again. (This time, in an incredible flex, she begins to play out the credits over 

Vision.) Dropping his human 

168 22-02-21 

US 

spinoff of James Gunn's The Suicide Squad. # " We were allowed to flex our creativity as far as it would go and were 

pushed even further into something 

169 22-10-24 

US 

military interventions, several serious foreign policy pros yet again call on the U.S. to flex its muscle, to escalate 

America's involvement in this conflict. Some urge the 

170 22-08-04 

US 

but Walmart and Amazon currently have them in stock for $100. 14 " Lenovo Flex 5 Laptop (AMD Ryzen 5, 16 GB 

RAM, 256 GB): 

171 22-09-13 

US 

if macro has become more of a headwind, do you see the potential to flex this line to protect your margins? # Jenn 

Hyman # Okay. So just 

172 21-07-08 

US 

to Sell For' list once again, " states Frank Gaspari, CEO of Flex Technology Group. " This achievement speaks directly 

to the care we take in building 

173 19-04-09 

US 

of wood, or metal or was painted. Now it is all vinyl, flex, acrylic: factory-produced and machine-made bulk items. The 

promise of digital egalitarianism has 

174 21-12-14 

US 

two more bedrooms with walk-in closets at the back of the house and a versatile flex space at the front. It could be a 

computer sand media area, exercise 

175 21-09-26 

US 

Smith return to the Saints line-up, I can see Callaway thrive as a deep-league FLEX option. That is a ways away, 

however, so for now, sit 

176 22-04-14 

US 

. It has a wide 22-inch belt that's double woven with a one-inch cushion flex, so your feet stay comfortable even during 

longer workouts. Quick adjustment controls on 

177 14-08-04 

US 

the country, a move that could stir further fears that Russia is ready to flex its military muscle in Ukraine. # The drills 

will start on Monday and last 

178 21-07-24 

US 

. Demand did not drop at all on July 9 or 10, despite two Flex Alerts, though it did dip on July 12, when temperatures 

were slightly cooler 
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179 22-12-13 

US 

. It is also available as a private-label solution. HiBid is integrated with Auction Flex 360, the market leader in auction 

software for live and online auctions, with 

180 22-08-24 

US 

it can cause problems like arch pain or plantar fasciitis. You can check the flex point of the shoe by holding it by the heel 

and pressing the toe of 

181 22-03-24 

US 

co-founders in January of 2020. # Astrolab has already built a full-scale prototype of FLEX, which the company recently 

test drove out in the California desert near Death Valley 

182 22-08-14 

US 

the appeal of the frame, the new C10 EVO has the same mold and flex as the very first generation, but in a quicker 

package. At 10.9 oz. 

183 21-12-05 

US 

perfectly under classic dresses and fashion-forward tops with tricky necklines. Harper Wilde The Flex # Best value # 

The founders of Harper Wilde set out to create quality, 

184 22-03-19 

US 

we want to enjoy a summer of leisure, we need a president willing to flex his muscles on the gas crisis. No one should 

have to break the bank 

185 22-01-11 

US 

the gurney, was angry, hurling expletives and resisting the execution by trying to flex his arms and legs, Farris said. 

Stouffer, on the other hand, 

186 21-11-18 

US 

performance with a get-right game. The Falcons presented the best opportunity for Dallas to flex its muscle and remind 

the league just how potent they can be. NFC 

187 21-09-05 

US 

a role in making decisions on a third starter at wide receiver or in a flex spot. With San Francisco 49ers running back 

Raheem Mostert taking on a woeful Detroit 

188 17-10-23 

US 

have Buy rating, 0 Sell and 2 Hold. Therefore 50% are positive. Flex Pharma had 6 analyst reports since August 21, 

2015 according to SRatingsIntel. The 

189 20-12-09 

US 

Best of Both' truly means. " # Big River Steel operates a LEED-certified Flex Mill? in northeast Arkansas that is 

believed to be the newest and most advanced 

190 22-02-09 

US 

to curl my fingers together. I'll blow on them. And I'll flex my arm and hand muscles; the contractions help to pump 

blood. I'll 

191 21-10-22 

US 

another example of the resiliency of our diversified portfolio model, which enables us to flex up and down into different 

verticals to service the needs of our customers and maximize 
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192 21-02-21 

US 

year. # " If Iran goes into a major rearmament program or starts to flex its muscles, that's where missile defense and air 

defense systems come in, 

193 21-07-18 

US 

his City Hall troops, though some question whether his Grassroots political club can still flex its traditional muscle on 

the East Side. # Over the past few days, 

194 21-09-21 

US 

. Accordingly, to the diversity of frontages and scale of adjacent buildings, the flex zone becomes a place for different 

activities, from playing, or temporary creative cultural 

195 15-12-01 

US 

the edge of the bed, roll each ankle in both directions and point and flex your toes. Do each movement five times. Next, 

stand up. Keeping 

196 10-03-07 

US 

my favorite Rusty board would have to be the Javelin for that reason. Concerning flex, in 1979 I surfed for a shaper who 

made a flex board that had 

197 22-02-09 

US 

. # An internal memo provided to Channel 2 investigative reporter Richard Belcher showed that FLEX teachers were to 

submit final grades Friday, Feb. 4 -- a month after grades 

198 22-08-10 

US 

side by side. # The Flip 4 and Fold 4 both have improvements to Flex Mode, which is when you bend the phone's screen 

at a 90-degree angle 

199 20-12-03 

US 

expansion, its first since 2016. # Once the pre-show starts, X1 and Flex customers can submit comments and questions 

via Twitter (using the hashtag #RHOSLC) for 

200 22-09-03 

US 

gets locked, that can be life or death. " # California's " Flex Alerts " urge conservation between 4 p.m. and 9 p.m., the 

hours when production 
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Appendix F 

All occurrences of swollen in context from COHA. 
 

Year Category Context 

1 1981 literal   drinking, and saw kids, babies, with pipe-stem arms and legs, and swollen bellies, flies on their eyes. I sat there eating my 

franks and beans 

2 1848 literal   , without weakening them, to have done this, the berries would not have swollen in the manner thay have, and the twenty-five 

pounds would have been the yield 

3 2015 literal   bandaged, although the once-white wrapping was now stiff and dirty. Her face was swollen, her eyes so puffy she could barely 

see. # Lihong put the glass 

4 1832 literal   the ministers Of thy distempered fashionings of fate! " Sardonic smiles o'er revel's swollen lips Passed slowly, and the Prtor's 

jest had now E'en from the venal 

5 1921 literal   . decamped with jewelry and bids amounting to about. $2,1100. His wrists, swollen from the cord tied around them, and his 

throat sore from 3-elllng for help 

6 2015 literal   his hands that caught my eye. They were callused, the knuckles gnarled and swollen from working with the cold sea. They 

were not at all like the hands 

7 1942 literal   long time, old Benyosef hobbled out of the shop. Hisp363eyes were red and swollen with weeping. He approached diffidently, 

halting a few steps away. Marcellus looked 

8 1972 metaphor   still clinging, is dried to brittle stone as the putti flash their limbs. Swollen with vigour they enhance rhythm beyond the powers 

of music. Such a stampede, 

9 1912 literal   ? as here depicted -- unless it were the bloated Jowell, who is hideously swollen " with - the golden life-blood of the British 

ratepayer. " " Conditions, 

10 1860 literal   , -- if a bird is reasonable and intelligent, when, on perceiving the swollen waters of the stream approach her half-finished nest, 

she builds higher up the bank 

11 1943 literal   of old women in black silk, the black silk tight or baggy over their swollen or thin bosoms, old women leaning over the cards 

held in beringed fingers and 
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12 2011 literal   Jack felt his knees buckling and slumped against the counter. His eyes were so swollen he could barely see, but he did see the 

chopping board that Stan had 

13 1918 literal   one motion and petition, " begs this veteran pioneer who had forded many a swollen stream and built many a rude bridge in the 

Plantations: " it is this 

14 1988 literal   . " And there was Dad, as little as life, trapped in his swollen body, framed iii the doorway. " I've just had the most marvelous 

15 1978 metaphor   . " As soon as he started to answer, I could tell from the swollen sound of his voice that she had made a big mistake. Cousy 

glided in 

16 1993 literal   Mm. I'm sure I looked terrible. With my eyes all red and swollen from crying. Sometimes, I would look up into the sky and I'd 

17 1952 literal   the wood. He ached with weariness. His leg hurt. He felt the swollen left wrist, flexing it. If I'd just hit him hard enough, 

18 2018 literal   out of animosity, merely lack of time -- Richard needed me, his neck swollen that day from having his tonsils removed. I 

expected to hear of Jesse and 

19 1993 literal   on the floor because Daddy was blind in our house, Daddy's legs were swollen twice their size and stinking, Daddy was cut 

loose on his own poison and 

20 1852 literal   now resounding with music and mirth, is the very spot where Josephine, with swollen eyes and heart of agony, signed that 

cruel deed of divorcement which sundered the 

21 1945 literal   her ear. She had a baby across her knees and two little boys with swollen stomachs, wearing coats as short as boleros and 

nothing else, pressed behind her 

22 1947 literal   TO DIE SOON, SAYS ORIGINATOR. 29. The small city of Pomona was swollen to boomtown size by the excursion there of 

so many enterprises forced from Los Angeles 

23 2018 literal   # " I thought I told you to step lightly, " Gorlen said through swollen eyelids as the ministering matron of some order whose 

emblem he did not recognize swabbed 

24 1872 literal   commit self-destruction by throwing himself from a precipice, crowned with evergreens, into a swollen torrent. Such was to be 

his fate -- this was his future: love 

25 1965 literal   painful side effects apparently related to the injections. The drugs occasionally produce symptoms of swollen ovaries. Patients 

may experience discomfort, comparable to menstrual cramps. Among treated women 

26 2011 literal   Cormac over her head. The lass was even more emotional now that she was swollen with child, and the members of her clan 

were becoming increasingly more familiar with 
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27 1947 literal   charge. They said good-by, awkwardly. Emily's face was a red, swollen mass. So it was that when Jo entered his own hallway 

half an hour 

28 1852 literal   got the reins in hand; yet however it was with a grave consciousness of swollen eyes and flushed cheeks that she presently rose 

from her place and went forward to 

29 1900 literal   of that at all. For the moment, while she so gently manipulated the swollen ankle and bound it with the lotions Marshall handed 

her, he had been quite 

30 1974 literal   In dreams I often have trouble speaking. My tongue feels dead and dry and swollen enough to choke my mouth. Its coat is 

coarse. It will not move 

31 1888 literal   said St. Pierre after a long silence. Claude and he were out on the swollen Mississippi pulling with steady leisure for the home-

side shore, their skiff pointed half to 

32 2000 literal   the Center disgust her a little. They seem so desperate, they look so swollen, but in all the wrong places -- their eyes, their 

chins, their 

33 1893 literal   the interior African, were a reddish desert tan. Eyes fiercely bright appeared unnaturally swollen from the colirium with which 

they were generally stained. The diversities the penitential costume 

34 1987 literal   How was he, how were his arms? What was left of him. Swollen. Very swollen. Blue with rope burns. What was left of him. 

35 1867 metaphor   me our little poetess is rather melancholy this morning. " Prudy's heart was swollen so high with tears that there would have 

been a flood in about a minute 

36 1893 literal   Takes her hand and examines fingers Oh, here it is. Poor child -- swollen all up. I'll lance it. Takes out a pocket surgical case; 

37 1984 literal   pension fund advisory firms specializing in real estate a decade ago, the ranks have swollen to possibly 150. Until Prudential 

Insurance Co. of America first pooled pension-fund money in 

38 2005 literal   her cheeks. He noticed, too, the way her hand softly caressed the swollen curve of her abdomen as if to calm the small life 

inside her. What 

39 1840 literal   in his life he felt unable to bear the eyes of a fellow-being. The swollen wound upon his face seemed a mountain, and he forgot 

every thing but the 

40 1983 literal   hear him. Then I stood up and read. Slowly, because of my swollen lips, but I read well. " Very good, Johannes, " Mr. 

41 1853 literal   , had rushed on to the battle and an untimely and inglorious death -- now swollen, putrid, and in the first stage of 

decomposition, from the action of 
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42 1981 literal   She reached inside the blanket and ran her hand over her belly. It was swollen hard now, as when it had contained the baby. 

For the first few 

43 1947 literal   a chill now, and his jaws were clamped in a cold spasm around his swollen' tongue. " You can get into one of those trucks, " 

Hardenburg 

44 1956 literal   to get on a bus to come home to you. Her eyes are all swollen up, she misses the bus. She gets on the wrong one. Ends 

45 1998 literal   had known. The way they had - that Sara had - of cradling their swollen bellies, as if to caress the Christ, was it monstrous 

what came to 

46 1843 literal   when he usually carried so much of our family on his back. In fording swollen waters, if the water came up no higher than the 

saddle skirts, and 

47 1980 literal   as if it were a consolation. He had difficulty speaking through his pain and swollen tissue, so that they could not be exactly 

sure what he thought of them 

48 1996 literal   " she says. " Both of my eyes were black. My nose was swollen, and I had a great big rug burn on the side of my face 

49 1848 literal   cast down by the storm -- they reached the Miami, whose now dark, swollen and turbulent waters came rushing past with a 

cheerless, gloomy sound, which struck 

50 2009 literal   cows were showing bags beneath their tails and he watched them negotiate their legs under swollen bellies. One or two looked 

as if they might drop their calves anytime, 

51 1947 literal   trouble. TIME Correspondent Andr Laguerre got there early. He cabled: # A swollen orange moon, hanging low in the sky like 

a Chinese lantern, peered fitfully 

52 1953 literal   the phonograph of red, shining wood bellied out about the middle, as if swollen with the volume of sound it contained; even 

the rug, as she stepped 

53 1975 metaphor   inches, that journalistic institution still manages to encapsulate crises, expose pretensions and eviscerate swollen egos-all with 

a few well-drawn strokes. Two new paperback editions underscore the point. 

54 2019 literal   . Under their chatter, the churn of the pumps in the seawalls keeping the swollen bay from flooding the undercity. # It had all 

happened so slowly, and still 

55 1849 literal   awoke. I got up and examined her. Her feet indeed were bruised and swollen by the accidents of yesterday, but her eye was 

brighter, her motions livelier 
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56 2007 literal   him, then, abashed, swiveled quickly back. His body was humped and swollen and this unnerved me. Maybe he would crush 

me. Maybe he would do 

57 1912 literal   bad shape, for it hadn't been attended to right and was dirty and swollen. Cold clear water dripped into it to flush it and clean it 

and reduce 

58 1927 metaphor   each member, though he cuts but a poor figure individually, finds his self-feeling swollen by the whole pool of esteem, and 

when he speaks, or as in 

59 2019 literal   impossible. # Then, she found herself holding a toilet. Her tongue felt swollen, and she couldn't talk. " It's all right. It's 

60 1942 literal   , whistling sobs. You'll die for this!' he squeaked, through swollen lips. Very well!' panted Demetrius. If I'm to die for 

61 1868 literal   : -- " Then by the will of the Heart of Heaven the waters were swollen and a great flood came upon the mannikins of wood. For 

they did not 

62 1946 literal   eyes were adjusted to the gloom, Pam saw that his eyes were red and swollen. " If you're from the police, " Dunnigan said, " I 

63 1844 literal   from threading the tangled brake, scaling the steep, precipitous ascent, fording the swollen river -- straight as the bird flies to 

his distant nest. No turn of 

64 1954 literal   him, as something is altered despite themselves for the twist-and-twirls in pink panties and swollen nipples and the boys with 

high pride and mouth full of lies. Where was 

65 1954 literal   (Feeling the glands in his neck) Does that feel sore where it's swollen? THE STEWARD Yes, Master. CYPRIAN Open your 

shirt. The Steward opens 

66 1957 literal   upper river's higher banks, those with the boats suffered terribly with torn and swollen feet. But instead of complaining they 

looked out on life for things that might 

67 1957 metaphor   it, and that was exactly what Pop, staring at the boy with eyes swollen with pride and adoration, had no intention of doing. One 

day it was 

68 1958 literal   hands with the whole crowd, and for several days afterward one foot was so swollen that I had difficulty in keeping a smile on 

my face and not limping like 

69 1869 literal   distorted, burning face, and softly took into her cool palms one hot and swollen hand, which in other days she had admiringly 

stroked, and tenderly pressed against 

70 1996 literal   's wrong with Altameyer? EXT. GYM, NIGHT Altameyer, face bruised and swollen, eyes bloodshot, tosses his bag in the 

back. Serling gets into the 
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71 1961 literal   second let her see him flinch from the sight of her -- the hooded eyelids swollen to casques, lips the color of veal. One step up 

and he had 

72 2001 literal   far greater number in postures of agony that told of tormenting flame. Some were swollen to double girth; others shrivelled to 

manikins. Faces were bloated and black or 

73 2017 literal   changing body: her breasts are getting heavier. She discovers a generous cleavage, swollen breasts, and she bursts out laughing 

right under the beard of the old, 

74 1849 literal   the whole intellectual world. The consequences are alarming. The stream of literature has swollen into a torrent -- augmented 

into a river-expanded into a sea. A few centuries 

75 1956 literal   in the epidermis with the accumulation of glycogen. The basal cells become at first swollen and mitotically inert. The increase 

in the size of the basal cells subsides, 

76 1913 literal   she observed that he several times chuckled gently and rubbed his delicate, chill, swollen knuckled hands together. A few 

weeks later there were some warm days, and 

77 2003 literal   her bun, hiding her face. As she studied her, Lydia noticed the swollen eyes, the smudges beneath them as dark as slashes of 

purple lipstick. She 

78 1848 literal   grosser than Cretan ever forged, poured in a foul and rotten current from his swollen lips; yea, while the hot irons were tearing 

out his very heart-strings, 

79 1979 literal   in Mississippi yesterday to make the state eligible for Federal aid. Backwaters from the swollen Mississippi River forced 

hundreds of people from their homes at Vicksburg, officials said. 

80 2014 literal   the corner with his bloody sock still in his mouth, his entire jaw so swollen that it looked like he had a softball in his neck. Sam 

son looked 

81 1909 literal   Look! " On the back of the hand was a tiny, red, swollen mark. Dr. Leslie regarded it with pursed-up lips as though not 

knowing whether it 

82 1968 literal   grey heartland, the big cities are worse: immobile with rigor mortis, " swollen and poisonous with people. " Gass pulls a long 

face at contemporary literary fashions 

83 2011 literal   weary voice. When Gregor gave him a quelling look, he pointed at his swollen nose with his free hand. " Would a lady do this? 

" # 
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84 2014 literal   of white blood cells. While this can show up in obvious ways -- a swollen ankle, the raised edges of a wound -- it can also 

happen inside your 

85 1969 literal   those child dancers from Bali, but more subtle, more controlled), her swollen stomach thrust high and her face partly hidden 

beneath the thick overhang. The morning 

86 1906 literal   him. This was a condition, however, which he soon left behind. Swollen by the influx of several lesser streams, the Great 

South now burst its fetters 

87 1823 literal   appeared to me, for a moment, contrasted with the gushing crimson of her swollen lips -- the etherial, eager delicacy of her 

attitude. Really she stood like 

88 1909 literal   's you, " said she in a tone of relief. Her face was swollen and her eyes red. She looked anything but lovely. Grant, however, 

89 1981 literal   is that they are radical reactionaries, turning over the business of America to monstrously swollen corporations with less sense 

than ever of acting in the public good. Democratic conclaves 

90 2012 literal   did you come see me so late at night? Look! Your eyes are swollen with tears What made you so sad? After tomorrow, my 

mission for him 

91 1874 literal   's art, that holds us " Above the subject, as strong gales Hold swollen clouds from raining; " have made him a wiser judge of 

the poet's 

92 1960 literal   bawling as the lights came on. Both cows were obviously in pain from their swollen and unmilked udders. " Seeing is 

believing. Doc? " Johnny asked, 

93 1950 literal   then sent the governor a telegram that went about as follows: READ ABOUT YOUR SWOLLEN HAND.; I WO N'T WORRY 

AS LONG AS IT'S NOT YOUR HEAD. 

94 2005 literal   anti-depressants. Across the room, Walter Smith shudders and moans; his face is swollen and covered with clammy sweat -- 

Jennifer is sick with worry and can't stand 

95 1908 literal   confined to his home at lei West Ninety-fifth Street. His right hand is badly swollen, and he Is under the care of several 

physicians. About a week ago 

96 1949 literal   C-47 survivors had been down for 16 days, and the original seven-man group had swollen to 13. # This week, with no rescue 

yet in sight, the 

97 1946 literal   down at the first waiting patient -- little Fritz Weber, blinking his red and swollen eyes. He must, it was realized afterward, 

have had at least as 
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98 2009 literal   rope around his neck, attached to the trunk of the tree. He was swollen with gas, his face a reddish-purple, his features almost 

unrecognizable. # " 

99 1993 literal   small, but now these proportions seemed right for her. Her breasts were still swollen, but actually not as much as for a fully 

nursing woman, and that 

100 1904 literal   came, as usual, to put them in order, but with a badly swollen face, around which she had bound a handkerchief. " Are you 

sick? 

101 1922 literal   were about to descend. The panorama was magnificent. To the left flowed the swollen, turgid river, high among the willows 

and sycamores that guarded the low-lying bank 

102 1911 literal   normal' rainfall of 3.26 inches came in one day the watershed streams would be swollen immediately and the threatening 

situation relieved at once. June, July, and August 

103 2001 literal   block lymph vessels in the skin of the breast, which often appears red and swollen. Diagnosis is based primarily on the results 

of a doctor's examination. # 

104 1911 literal   : up: items Is obvious. The goods which thus swell our: Tieviosusly swollen our wage-fund, andidespite: the, cost of living the 

wage earners are showing 

105 1864 literal   Mother of heroes, by MARTHA W. CooK. Alas, crimeoned with blood and swollen with tears run our troubled life-waves I 

From the depths and whirlpools of the stormful 

106 1961 literal   's Lleras Camargo, and Venezuela's Betancourt would like to reduce their countries' swollen armaments budget; but the 

generals forbid it. If they do not institute social 

107 1993 literal   escape, the soldiers loosened all the women's hands. Ipa's wrists were swollen and raw from the rope burns, and her arms felt 

as if they had 

108 1998 literal   hysteria, pre-menstrual syndrome is seen to include not only bodily symptoms (such as swollen breasts), but also extreme 

emotional lability, a tendency towards emotional disorders such 

109 1991 literal   small, crouched at her hindquarters, but on her side, stretched and so swollen, Rhythm looked delicate and weak. # She didn't 

even look much like 

110 1877 literal   A French surgeon tells of another lady, whose mouth and lips suddenly became enormously swollen, merely from seeing a 

child pass the sharp blade of a knife between its 
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111 1941 literal   calm of a sparring partner. He would come home every night with his eyes swollen or his lip cut and his mother would hold 

him in her arms and cry 

112 2010 literal   any changes in the attendance or indeed in the attendees - a swollenlip, a swollen belly hiding beneath an uncharacteristically 

voluminous skirt, an outrageously expensive new headdress - so 

113 1954 literal   Bowers, its double-breasted coat unbuttoned and flowering away down the weakened belly with its swollen guts and broken 

blue veins. Morris squeezed himself and tried not to breathe and 

114 2000 literal   Delphine would be; she could cry and cry until her pretty face was all swollen and splotched with ugly color. The girls would 

cry, but only for awhile 

115 1995 literal   her moon face, the face of that good-for-nothing. It looked like an eye swollen shut. All it needed was a mustard plaster. # 

Apolinario looked like someone 

116 1943 literal   , gummy, (lusty, plunging her wrists into the hot, hissing, swollen, delicious P208suds which foamed up to overflow the sink. 

The water was so 

117 1822 literal   inquiry with himself, inwardly, could be seen, by the movement of the swollen veins upon his forehead, distended and 

throbbing visibly under the pressure of his aged 

118 1973 literal   light-blond again, almost white, the color of an angel's hair. Her swollen eye would become normal again. Normal again her 

fingers, which were also puffy 

119 1950 literal   of time to look around Taipei. Taipei Travels Largely by Muscle Most of the swollen city's 439,793 people seemed to be riding 

bicycles, rickshas, or bicycle buggies 

120 2010 literal   shock of curly black hair. The two swagger toward the water fountain- their backs swollen like cobras, their lats shoving their 

arms forward from their sides as though they 

121 1993 literal   wondered, as Eleyna knelt to tend his father's feet. They were so swollen that Eleyna had to cut away his shoes. Slowly, 

tenderly, she peeled 

122 2010 literal   her sister's invitation for Lucile to move in with her in Florida. With swollen ankles and creaking knees, the retired bookkeeper 

crossed the street, passing a blockade 

123 1853 literal   , and Thanksgiving came round; because it made mamma's eyes so red and swollen, and because she was such a little girl that 

she couldn't tell how 
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124 1944 literal   Michigan lies not in Lansing or in Owosso, but in industrial Detroit,, swollen in population by a million war workers. While 

most of these come from out 

125 1890 literal   awaiting a convoy, and an arrangement was rapidly made with the guides. The swollen condition of the Valley River made it 

necessary to remain for several days at Shooting 

126 1835 literal   with a lie, and there he sits smiling! His face is black and swollen, yet he smiles; his arms are bound behind, yet he smiles; 

127 1882 literal   through the motley crowd Of parsons, black-legs, dandies, hackmen, bummers; Swollen each moment by some rash new 

comers! Around the telegraph stands they surged and 

128 1988 literal   flapping behind his legs, pulled the bow onto the rise while Laura -- a swollen munchkin shape in her vest -- stood at the side. 

The Streeter kids must 

129 2011 literal   's unlikely in an otherwise healthy young woman. " The lump is probably a swollen lymph node, which may have been 

triggered by an ongoing infection you didn't 

130 1923 literal   genius was under the additional handicap of an illness which left him with a badly swollen face. The immigration authorities at 

Ellis Island refused to let him enter the country 

131 1823 literal   where the whip had buckled round him, that girdled his waist, like a swollen serpent. " You -- you -- " I could not articulate, 

for some 

132 1980 literal   tissue to shrink and decrease in size) or anesthetic agents, which numb the swollen area and cut down on pain. Usually, surgery 

for hemorrhoids includes hospitalization with 

133 1857 literal   , and his kindred will see him no more The eyes of his wife are swollen with weeping, and his children, like little birds in the 

nest, open 

134 1953 literal   it. He put it on the table between them, a white rectangle slightly swollen by the capsules inside. " I'm prepared to take a night 

job now 

135 2007 metaphor   people I know - including myself - then victories are dangerous. The ego gets swollen and it's so hungry for victory and you 

tend to make mistakes. But 

136 1949 literal   crying. Then soon there were so throats and running noses and aching heads and swollen eyes, an The Tribe was suddenly in 

all the throes of an epidemic. 

137 1943 literal   ? " The executive struggled to his feet. He raised his right hand, swollen to terrible size, in an ungainly salute. " Anything I can 

do for 
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138 1987 literal   appeared to be five feet deep, not more, although the river was slightly swollen from the spring melt. The water moved too 

swiftly to make upstream presentation feasible 

139 1861 literal   the tumult of emotion, with his arms outspread, the veins on his forehead swollen, and the light flashing in his eyes, he raised 

his arms and eyes 

140 2000 literal   House! Precious stones, it is said. Gold and silver. Their coffers swollen with riches.Also the head of our Kapellmeister: 

swollen to bursting! (The people 

141 2010 literal   now, seeing his eyes from the front, it's clear that they're swollen. He sucks his cheek in. - What happened? I say. -Just that 

142 1889 literal   climbing the ruined stairway found him seated upon the floor above. He had a swollen leg from an ugly sprain, and various 

bruises were also his. While our 

143 1949 literal   the earthquake and fire. Days of the Argonauts and the Vigilantes and of the swollen fortunes and the excitements of the 

Comstock Lode were slipping far into the past. 

144 1856 literal   a sense of the maternal strength which might be harbored there, even as the swollen bud gives promises of the full-bosomed 

luxuriance of the flower when it opens: add 

145 1941 literal   white beams over the flats to which camels and cattle came, and across the swollen river channels between them. They lit 

sandbanks that were all but flooded in midstream 

146 1875 literal   every day; by lancing the gums when they get red, hot, and swollen; by attention to the bowels, and if he suffer more than 

usual, 

147 1869 literal   . I stirred and turned over, and I was ice. My tongue was swollen up so I couldn't swallow without strangling. I crawled up to 

my feet 

148 1935 literal   reporter could not have read now in the tough face to which the blue and swollen eye and lip lent no quality evoking 

compassion or warmth but on theP251contrary merely increased 

149 1892 literal   dilapidated as I -- had heard nothing like it; but when they dressed the swollen arm pain sent me off into oblivion again. 

Vesty's was the last face 

150 1982 literal   gardens, but also the grass of yards and fields, the banks of the swollen river, surging with crowds of flowers. Such opulence 

and excess that you can 

151 1834 literal   succeeded, when they found themselves joined by other parties, until the cortege was swollen in number to the goodly 

dimensions of a cavalcade or caravan designed for a pilgrimage 
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152 1984 literal   ), and had fewer-, missing wings compared to those raised in cages. Swollen feather follicles were most prevalent in those 

birds raised on plastic mats. By the 

153 1900 literal   in the afternoon of a murky day in early November, and the clouds were swollen with incoming autumnal rains. The open 

country stretched before him in monotonous grays, 

154 1942 literal   spleen, finally the brain. At first, tsetse victims become feverish, develop swollen lymph glands. Gradually they fall into a deep 

slumber, grow delirious as the 

155 2014 literal   more diminutive, didn't have wings. This was definitely a queen. The swollen abdomen was a giveaway, even if her store of 

eggs was smaller than the 

156 1874 literal   seemed impossible that any man could endure, on such a day, fording a swollen stream, a mile in breadth, the water most of the 

way up to 

157 1910 literal   been severely struck on the left elbow in an accident. The arm was terribly swollen, crepitation in the region of the elbow joint 

could be made out and not 

158 2002 literal   beauty continue to strengthen her legacy or has she had enough of the blackened and swollen eyes, the cuts and bruises, and 

the general thought that women shouldn't 

159 1940 metaphor   bed and back again -- again and again. And at last the deluge of swollen words took shape and he delivered them to the mute 

with drunken emphasis: The 

160 1998 metaphor   rival leadersJohn, Simon, and Eleazarthe warring factions raged within the three walls. Swollen with power and pride, they 

sliced Jerusalem into bloody pieces. Breaking the Sabbath 

161 1849 literal   the sources of the Monatoquit. As he had anticipated, the slender stream was swollen into a torrent, but he found, to his 

gratification, that a large 

162 1833 literal   a more triumphant peal of bells arose. The tears gushed from her closed and swollen lids; her cheek was flushed; she opened 

her dark eyes and fixed them 

163 1862 literal   wonderful foraging expeditions in search of late pease or corn, she could see the swollen circle round the eyes, and hear her 

breath like that of a child which 

164 1930 literal   was reported several inches deep at some places between Greenwood and Grenada. Louisiana Rivers Swollen. 

SHREVEPORT, La., May 18 UM? Violent wind and rain storms, 
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165 2012 literal   mother had warned. We'd only begun, and already my ungloved hands were swollen in the heat as I wiped the grit from my 

face with a small lace-fringed 

166 1882 literal   abandon'd limbs, Stain'd with the oozing blood, were laced with veins Swollen to purple fulness; the gray hair, Thin and 

disorder'd, hung about 

167 1914 literal   came upon him in a moment. The skin around his eyes was purple and swollen, the pupils themselves were contracted; they 

grew darker, taking on the colour 

168 1997 literal   were built. By the turn of the century, its population had tripled, swollen by the influx of over a million immigrants from Italy, 

Spain, Germany, 

169 1899 literal   they could not open their eyes at all; some complained that their faces were swollen; others that their mouths were twisted up 

to where their ears should be; 

170 1867 literal   unseating life from its throne. His head, especially about the face, was swollen to an amazing magnitude; his eyes were as red 

as blood, and projected 

171 1920 literal   in demonstration that the village was awake at last -- also that the population had swollen while we slept. I could hear the 

restless movement of more than twice the 

172 1979 literal   steady himself. Behind the thick lenses of his slightly fogged glasses his eyes looked swollen and watery and he blinked them 

often. Fisheyes, Jimbo suddenly thought. They 

173 1964 literal   wrapper, her face sallow, her lips pale, almost imperceptible, her eyes swollen -- 106 -- and dry, long past tears. She sits 

numbly, her 

174 1911 literal   have entered the water. There was a heavy contusion on the right temple, swollen and discolored as is possible only when 

received during life. This kept the Coroner 

175 1824 literal   the ground at the junction of the two principal rivers. These waters, when swollen by dissolving snows, and the increased 

revenue of their tributaries, came rushing down 

176 1989 literal   tree, growing out of its twisting branches, blisters as long as bananas and swollen with grapelike excrescences that puffed and 

darkened, collapsed and paled, puffed and darkened 

177 1857 literal   long one, and on such a fierce night as this, particularly disagreeable; swollen gutters, slipping pavements, and deluged streets, 

rendering it next to impossible to 

178 1839 literal   . The fruit is of medium size, downy; of a globular form, swollen on one side; pale yellow in the shade, dark red next the sun 
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179 1937 literal   the South // American dipnoans. The pelvic appendages of the male become vascular and swollen during the breeding season 

and the animals are able to stay submerged for long periods 

180 1998 literal   must have been crying off and on all night, the way her face had swollen. Violet eyeshadow had leaked down her thin face. He 

offered her a smoke 

181 1976 literal   Here he broke off to wipe his lips, while Lillian, pressing hard the swollen, rusty lids of her eyes, accepted the immense duty of 

guiding him to 

182 1947 literal   $1,000,000, at times ranging down to $125,000. Even today, with its budget swollen by war profits and inflation, the country is 

spending only about two million dollars 

183 1999 literal   's end. In Cairo, the Black Death-so called because of the dark, swollen lymph nodes that characterize the disease-claimed 

7,000 lives a day at its height. Before 

184 1918 literal   had spent the night. His eyeballs showed a network of tiny red veins, swollen with the surge of alcohol in his blood and with 

the strain of staring all 

185 1995 literal   stunk of disease and impending death. Day after day, he'd dragged his swollen paws over the scorched pavement, his tail 

dangling between his legs. Now staggering 

186 2017 literal   # " And what, put me in jail? " I looked at my swollen right hand. " At least I used my fists. Ed took the top 

187 1899 literal   prostrated by an hysteric tempest which had lasted hours. Her face was white and swollen and covered with red marks, as if 

she had clutched and torn it with 

188 1982 literal   Provost was put off by the Dean's emotionalism, his flushed face, his swollen eyes. " What verdict does the legal department 

predict? " Corde was asking 

189 1932 literal   to take the cap off the water can. Feebly he puts it to his swollen lips, and starts to drink. 10: EXT. DORY - DAY - 

190 1999 literal   ghosts and vampires and princesses, giggling and running around with their masks like grotesquely swollen heads. But Laura 

wouldn't wear a costume. She'd sit solemn-faced, 

191 1844 literal   brightest lustre. Marian's cheek, was deadly pale, and her eyes were swollen with weeping, for the thought of her father's death 

lay heavy at her 

192 1869 literal   -- some trace of the manly beauty that once rendered it so fascinating. The swollen blood-shot eyes stared vacantly at the 

ceiling, and, while delirious muttering fell upon 
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193 2008 literal   the eyes goonish, unnaturally pale and blue, set deep in the skull in swollen rain-cloud pouches, the eyes of one poisoned with 

lead, who had not in 

194 1889 literal   , which are generally clear and limpid, become tinged with the earth which the swollen torrent detaches from the mountain-

side, 154 and Adonis thus " runs purple to the 

195 2015 literal   gettin' up and falling routine, until finally his face was all smashed and swollen, blood leaking out thickly from the cracks and 

mixing with sand. He probably 

196 1939 metaphor   , have you? " He spoke dryly, curtly, his authority puncturing the swollen emotion. " Sit down here, let's have it. What's up 

197 1953 literal   grew larger and larger; they turned into fiery turbines churning in a sleek, swollen void. He listened: it was like the roar of a 

great Niagara. 

198 1936 literal   had fallen, in the attitudes of fight ing, or grasping the earth with swollen hands. As they saw the end of the battleground 

ahead, the little knot 

199 1999 literal   . When I saw it, about eight or ten minutes later, it was swollen and shot through already with blue dead blood. And the left 

knee of course 

200 2007 literal   up the long deserted road, headlights illuminating the taloned branches of trees and the swollen breasts of snow. Certainly he 

hears the car doors open and shut. We 

201 2005 literal   lieu is snoring softly, slumped in his seat. His left eye is noticeably swollen, dried blood curls over his lower lip. I offered 

twice to take him 

202 1986 literal   undeniable ugliness. Everything seems too big, too expressive? his nose, his swollen eyes, his enormous mouth. He is wearing 

a nylon yarmulke. At first 

203 1835 literal   confinement; and he was able to sit up, though his arm was terribly swollen. " And, so, " said Miss Carlton, entering his room 

with 

204 1938 metaphor   America, he was spoiled. She had erred, however, in declaring him swollen -- that had been to press home her point; for, as 

many of 

205 1980 literal   was harsh. " Where are my lads? " Kathleen cried suddenly, her swollen face dripping with tears. But her husband turned to 

Jason, who had been 

206 1859 literal   originally of but little importance, but which by the action of the Legislature had swollen into one of vast magnitude. He 

discharged this position to the satisfaction of the 
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207 1927 literal   barbaric simplicity a spade and a plot of land? the state would not have swollen into the monster that now dwarfs our petty 

lives. For then each man might 

208 1954 literal   , but usually the stickiness is caused either by some portion of the woodwork having swollen; or another part may be warped or 

shrunk or because of an excess of 

209 1856 literal   the gout " that gave him any inconveniences. His feet were simply sore and swollen, and every now and then he suffered a 

twinge of toe or ankle such 

210 1943 literal   . They are disappearing fast. Horses can not be properly fed and are consequently swollen, emaciated and weak. They are used 

for food before their span of working 

211 2010 literal   make herself seem benevolent, no matter the circumstances. Nurse cries and presses her swollen, tear-streaked cheek to my 

face when she goes. She leaves salt splotches on 

212 1996 literal   than predicted for the geometry of the situation. Today most astronomers agree that the swollen shadow is due to Earth's 

atmosphere. But what exactly causes the phenomenon? 

213 1919 literal   " So there's Eva trying to thin off and they say Mert Hagley's swollen all out of shape, having been stung almost to death by his 

own bees 

214 1976 literal   brows, but restless as the twinkle of stars. His face was broad and swollen, the nose wide, yet reaching down with the cast of a 

buzzard's 

215 1941 literal   deathly afraid of cows, which he imagined watched him with malicious intent across the swollen ditches. And how that used to 

irritate her! " How can you possibly 

216 1935 literal   for 38 years. As a result the skin of his hands is thick and swollen. Hopeless of curing them, he long tried to soothe them with 

various ointments 

217 2003 literal   to her sister, Grace. Grace sat by the hospital bed, her eyes swollen with unshed tears and her heart breaking as she watched 

Mary struggle to speak. 

218 1973 literal   , misery! Her father owns a hundred lumber yards and her uncle is a swollen toad who puts on gloves when he washes his 

hands! A lunatic! ANITA 

219 1895 literal   far before another wintry blast compelled her to again point her frigate-like bows to the swollen seas. Shortly after the vessel 

had been hove to the gale developed into a 
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220 1864 literal   the well. In a few hours the fiaxseed in the sack below will have swollen and distended the bag so as to effectually shut off all 

water from above. 

221 1867 literal   hold together any longer than her gingham dresses. Her foot was so lame and swollen that she made believe the staircase was a 

hill, and slid down it accordingly 

222 1849 literal   threads the windings of the path. Her face is very pale -- her eyes swollen. Within her shawl she carries the fruit of her 

dishonor. She hides the 

223 2009 literal   time she gave up trying to force an # endotracheal breathing tube past the massively swollen, distorted # vocal cords, and 

began clumsily performing her fi rst emergency tracheotomy 

224 1899 literal   but we packed and pushed on, though the hills were slippery and the creeks swollen. Water was everywhere, but the sun came 

out, lighting the woods into 

225 1981 literal   is that they are radical reactionaries, turning over the business of America to monstrously swollen corporations with less sense 

than ever of acting in the public good. Democratic conclaves 

226 1964 metaphor   of Salem. p. 41 GOVERNOR JOHN ENDECOTT Morton, you are a foolish and swollen man with little future, and in that 

little, little to be envied; 

227 1850 literal   The earlier in spring the better; but if deferred till the buds are much swollen, the roots should be coated immediately with 

mud, and kept moist till again 

228 1977 literal   directly from increased public spending. Despite the current slowdown, public budgets are as swollen as ever. Therefore, the 

new era of low growth? or, in 

229 1838 literal   , he was on the curbstone. The next instant heard him plunge into the swollen and roaring kennel, and with his head sticking 

above the water, he buffeted 

230 1928 literal   her pudgy shapeless legs straddled wide apart, a loose wrapper billowing down over her swollen form. In the centre of the 

poverty-stricken room is a table with a lamp 

231 1969 literal   that. Look at us. We're all like this now. Dirty, swollen feet, no sleep. What do you want? Isn't that enough? 

232 1964 literal   heavyhearted and helpless, waiting for they knew not what. Edna Foster, eyes swollen, lips still quivering, came into the office 

with the latest special editions of 

233 1939 literal   she was alive. Jeremiah, looking around that evening at the girls with their swollen eyes and red noses, said only this: " Girls, 

you'll never 
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234 1976 literal   " I, too, did my best to achieve a secret face despite a swollen jaw. " There is more to come. " " Oh, dear! 

235 2007 literal   from the heat. By the time the caravan found me, my tongue was swollen and my lips were as cracked as mud baked by the 

sun. After that 

236 1942 literal   to the gate, she unbolted it and drew it open. Her eyes were swollen with weeping, but her face was enraptured. She threw her 

arms around Simon 

237 1922 literal   using so indicated. Presently Red Hoss, with one side of his face slightly swollen and a curious taste in his mouth, might have 

been seen boarding a Locust 

238 2014 literal   a white man. His nails were bitten so low that his fingertips seemed nakedly swollen, and his knuckles and the backs of his 

hands were littered with old scars 

239 2018 literal   which had washed ashore. On opening the lid, she did not recognize the swollen mass -- the feathers of a dead bird, maybe, all 

lying wet -- 

240 1973 literal   not tolerate disrespect to the name of a great poet. His lip was so swollen he could hardly disagree. |p59In my tenth year, I 

finally managed to attract my 

241 1877 literal   three of her fingers, corresponding to those injured in the child, were greatly swollen and inflamed. The next day they 

suppurated and had to be lanced, and 

242 1972 literal   they rowed home, and Mersault, his hands glistening with scales and his face swollen with sun, waited in his cool dark house 

while Perez prepared a pan of 

243 1948 literal   head appeared, and two small silvery eyes. It was a dead hippopotamus, swollen to the point of explosion. The scent of 

putrefaction crept over the boat, 

244 1965 literal   he climbed to the top of the old clay dike and stared out at the swollen Missis-sippi, eighteen-year-old Bill Stengel understood 

why his mother had been reluctant to let him 

245 2002 literal   Symptoms tend to develop slowly over several days and include a painful, red, swollen scrotum as well as a fever. Take a 

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug such as ibuprofen 

246 1869 literal   as it swept in fierce gusts through the mountain gorges -- and the Orontes, swollen by the rain, rushed so noisily along -- that 

the guards heard nothing. 

247 2017 literal   beaten or nibbled at by critters, or a little of both, the lips swollen and upturned on one side so that, if you looked closely 

within the thicketed 
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248 1930 literal   near the road which passes through the Reserve on the way to Tanganyikawas torn and swollen because, perforce, he had had 

to live on the higher-grown thorns. The 

249 1932 literal   inside curve of her elbow. Then, with his eyes on the winepurpleveins and swollen joints of his hand, he drew back and 

grasped the crook of his walking-stick 

250 1964 literal   at the great mountain which rose just beyond my breasts. Within a week my swollen legs were normal. I began to feel strong 

again. But the babies were 

251 1853 literal   silence, and seeing his boys lopping over the backs of their chairs, with swollen eyes and red noses, he renewed his efforts to 

ascertain what manner of calamity 

252 1922 literal   and sinews and the small bones of the wrist, until Russell shrieked through his swollen mouth at the anguish of it and dropped 

the rock. Pardee, hovering near 

253 1878 literal   affair, when he saw M. Joyeuse turn toward him, his face purple and swollen with rage, and point his finger at him with these 

terrible words: " 

254 1869 literal   his head, she forced the face up, and looked at the flushed, swollen features. " Stanley! Is it possible? My poor little brother! " 

255 1993 literal   phone in her mother's apartment begins to ring. # Her grandmother, legs swollen and breath coming short, puts her hand to her 

mouth. Adam's fingertips 

256 1938 metaphor   a hell of a lot of talking, " said Farnleigh, who again looked swollen and dangerous. " Naturally. Though you never once 

thought of fingerprints before, 

257 1935 literal   is over in the lab, right now, dissecting a fresh batch of blood- swollen ticks that we picked off a sick sheep yesterday. If he 

accidentally scratches his 

258 1994 literal   I bring home a baby, it's going to be after nine months of swollen ankles and an epidural that could bring down Secretariat. 

Please, no putting on 

259 1856 literal   I woke the next morning with my neck, hands, and face stinging and swollen from the bites of innumerable mosquitoes. 

CHAPTER X. The Place of Council -- Its 

260 1989 literal   feeding, arguing that it only heightened the problem of overpopulation by keeping deer at swollen numbers. They went 

unheeded in the face of hunter pressure. Many of the 

261 1939 literal   unload. " Now Ma climbed heavily down from the truck. Her face was swollen and her eyes were hard. " Look, mister. We got 

a sick 
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262 2006 literal   sides. Yet the base of Tremble is a palette of delicate beauty: rocks swollen with pearly gooseneck barnacles, nudibranchs, 

sponges, and hungry bouquets of feather duster 

263 1867 literal   army-wagon which conveyed him to Springfield Landing a chariot of torture. His arm was swollen to twice its natural size 

from the knuckles to the elbow. Nature had set 

264 1996 literal   " # He was looking at me, smiling. One side of his face swollen so he looked like a balloon wrongly inflated. Seeing Momma 

cry this time I 

265 1935 literal   found where Len Barnes lived. He and Thelma were at home, the latter swollen like a watermelon, for she had married the 

Lucas boy a few months before 

266 2017 literal   less real. # Afiya walked right up to it. Sam's head was swollen. It would be easy to pretend he was someone else, that it was 

267 1959 literal   and door. And so they got safely away. There were sore eyes and swollen lips and tender noses among them. A sailor had been 

knifed in the leg 

268 1884 literal   some story of sudden sickness to the tutor, half fearful that the bloodshot, swollen eyes will betray you. It is very mortifying 

too to meet Dalton appearing so 

269 1966 literal   private capital spending can be a vice. " The government might have taxed the swollen corporate profits further to enlarge its 

relative spending on general welfare in step with the 

270 1932 literal   He had pulled himself under some rocks, lay there with legs gashed and horribly swollen, his glazing eyes turned straight up 

towards the branches of a tree where, 

271 1943 literal   back to. Grossing the moor in spring was an art. The dykes were swollen, the cart track hidden, and the level stretches covered 

with the overflow from 

272 1999 literal   in the yard, staring up at the gray sky, at lightning incandescent in swollen cloud bellies. Rain poured down, spattering her 

cheeks and eyelids, running fresh 

273 1875 literal   , and found that the little streams which came down from the plateau were greatly swollen. At camp, however, they had had no 

rain. The clouds which 

274 1874 literal   sun, among the sparkling, laughing, pure blue waves, - - the swollen, dead thing! - - dead in the midst of the world's life 

275 1874 literal   Sure enough, Lilly was sitting exactly as Rose had predicted. Her face was swollen from crying. When she saw the girls, her 

sobs redoubled. " Oh 
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276 2011 literal   the color changes of such things, but the feeling of it - warm and swollen, painful, different. She is thirty and seems seventeen 

or six as she 

277 1995 literal   learned: no skirt, no sheath, gills burnt orange and closely layered, swollen like pages left in the rain, a smell like crushed 

walnuts... Dobry, 

278 1968 literal   's diet of a powdered-milk-and-egg mixture three times daily, their feet are no longer swollen, they can hold up their heads, and 

they don't have steady diarrhea 

279 1921 literal   , was dismally cold. There was a driving storm of sleet and the broad swollen stream of the Delaware, dotted with dark masses 

of floating ice, offered a 

280 1852 literal   natural instincts become the guides of life. And in the hearts of our cities swollen with prosperity, within sound of our boasts of 

progress and songs of happiness, 

281 2002 literal   Place is among some of the superficial changes that have transformed the city that has swollen by a million to about 2.3 million 

people in less than a year. # 

282 2018 literal   did not rise. As I got closer, I saw her breathing fast, swollen breaths, her open eyes looking off at nothing, her downy belly 

flushed pink 

283 1960 literal   . But biggest of all, occupying practically all the map, reducing all those swollen localities I've mentioned back to tiny blobs, 

bounding most of America and thrusting 

284 1909 literal   the knuckles stood out white as chalk an' the veins was black an' swollen. His bosom was heavin', his teeth showed in a 

threatenin' white 

285 1934 literal   head itch. Occasionally he touched the tips of his fingers very gently to his swollen lip, but the real pain of it had gone away, 

and now it 

286 1921 literal   door, which was still ajar; it did not easily shut, being still swollen with the damp weather of the summer. She rose and pushed 

it together with 

287 1875 literal   Of course -- of course, " answered the rector, smiling and rubbing his swollen hands amicably. " There are all sorts of confused 

and confounding voices in this 

288 1921 literal   , the blue had become purple and dark. On his lips the skin, swollen in the grave, had burst in places, and thin, reddish cracks 

were 
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289 1931 literal   outstretched. " Embrasse, Maman. " Suddenly Charlotte's mouth was blurred and swollen with sound, with apology and 

explanation, with no words that could be distinguished 

290 1954 literal   blindly through streaked glasses, until he took them off. His eyelids were thickly swollen, and the full childish lower lip had 

been bitten. " Is it all 

291 2007 literal   blood pressure was really high and she was retaining fluids. " My feet were swollen so bad, I could hardly walk. I was scared, 

but then I 

292 1953 literal    307837 Calcutta lies beneath its flies, swollen and unhealthy. The great city now crowds between 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 

souls into its 

293 2015 literal   , my implant scar, my baggy jeans. She cries. She stands on swollen feet, shakes a little for effect, a kind of all-over-

fatshimmy, before waddling 

294 1900 literal   very foundation and cause of it? Illustration: " SHE SO GENTLY MANIPULATED THE SWOLLEN ANKLE AND BOUND 

IT WITH THE LOTION. " She caught his hand in both 

295 1888 literal   miles distant. His nose was badly frosted, and his usually thin face was swollen past recognition. As he had assured us, on our 

first coming, that 

296 1956 literal   later she walked powdered, Maybellined and gowned in the mascaraed evening light and something swollen in a mushroom's 

shape, boredom like a living growth, bore down on 

297 1921 metaphor   she gripped my hand as if to keep touch with reality, her little heart swollen with almost intolerable delight. " It makes me 

shiver, " she whispered, 

298 1917 literal   Mr. Crow could recall of their talk was that Aunt Polly had told him his swollen foot was caused by gout; and that she had 

given him samples of such 

299 1883 literal   , rolling heavily across the little bay to the lovers' beach, with its swollen arms full of blight and mildew. Margaret shivered at 

the sight of it, 

300 1953 literal   speechless, and a very old man for my fifty-nine years. My legs were swollen with beri-beri; my head was clipped bald in 

convict style; my face, 

301 1867 literal   spurring forward to the ford. It was impassable! The heavy rains had so swollen the waters that the crossing was utterly 

impracticable! Here we were within a few 
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302 1934 literal   red-handed in robbing a till, before Magistrate Greenspan with a black eye, a swollen cheek, a bloodied nose, and other 

probable lacerations. It wouldseem hardly necessary 

303 1859 literal   steep hill, and his right defended by a stream of water, then considerably swollen by the recent rains. President Randolph, at 

the head of five thousand horse 

304 1996 literal   the face's anchor, an inverted mahogany cross; the lips as pale and swollen as two undercooked link sausages -- whose actual 

face he has not seen in two 

305 2007 literal   bombing in the Amel district of Baghdad speaks volumes. The girl's face appears swollen, crisscrossed by black sutures from 

her forehead to chin, a metaphor for a 

306 1886 literal   to the groans she sometimes uttered when a twinge sharper than usual ran up her swollen limb. It was fun for the child, but 

almost death to the woman 

307 2000 literal   . Mr. Pommeroy's corpse was bound tightly in Angus's lines, like a swollen, salted ham. That's where he'd ended up. A body 

can 

308 1971 literal   . Enlarged veins in her legs. Slender legs, breaking veins. A body swollen out of proportion and difficult to balance. I-Ier spine 

ached. Her spine was 

309 1869 literal   sweet; others stretched themselves along the trampled borders of the brook, bathing their swollen feet, or drinking long 

draughts of the turbid water, which, to their 

310 1849 literal   him lay the carcass of some animal which had died from disease -- it was swollen and green with putrefaction; and oh, 

horrible! we sicken as we record 

311 1869 literal   and a land force of seventeen thousand men under General Grant. The rivers were swollen by the rains, and a large part of the 

country was under water; 

312 1822 literal   the great deep -- what filthy and horrible shape, fattened on some floating and swollen human body, which it had preyed upon, 

in its hideous restlessness -- amid 

313 1981 literal   was looking at him as though he were a dwarf with a head lopsided and swollen with water. She's right, he thought. I am crazy. 

Whenever 

314 1902 literal   he came. It was a tough struggle, for in the bend of the swollen stream the water boiled and foamed upon all sides. He was yet 

ten feet 
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315 1841 metaphor   and stood before Pilate; and after much fawning, and a long exordium of swollen flatteries, he was about to enter upon 

somewhat more pertinent, when Pilate's 

316 1919 literal   his chest as the lungs sucked spasmodically at the tiny stream of air entering the swollen throat. A gurgle, a deep sigh, and 

Willy's unconscious body was 

317 1982 literal   are built up, are arranged in a completely haphazard and random manner in partially swollen starch granules. In stale bread, on 

the other hand, many amylopectin molecules 

318 1941 literal   to fourteen hours a day over basins of boiling water, their fingers red and swollen, the overseer behind them with a length of 

wire, the kids sometimes crying 

319 1964 literal   , the Sun Father had crept high above the eastern trees. Though red and swollen, her eyes were dry and her demeanor well 

composed. She went straight to 

320 1947 literal   the weather thawed the snow over a great area. Eagerly the expedition, now swollen into a small army, returned to continue 

their triumphant labors. The bright sun 

321 1997 literal   . The second time was worse. My back was already bad, my ankles swollen anyway; I didn't need the additional stress. # " If I 

do 

322 1875 literal   . The real reason was because she was in wretched deshabille, her face was swollen with weeping, and it would be such a 

weary work to do her hair 

323 1965 literal   remember. He came around the side of her chair and saw her hands, swollen with arthritis, lying half-hidden under a shawl in 

her lap. " Hi, 

324 1969 literal   and nibble at its base. Finally a wave dark with the oncoming night and swollen by the rising tide suddenly charged up the 

beach and washing over the castle with 

325 1993 literal   ), and muscle strain (52.3%). There were significantly more reports of swollen joints, hands, and feet aboard the FFG (Xsu = 

7.08, p 

326 2004 literal   fields, the far-flung quilt of treelines over the hills, giant hermit oaks, swollen and crooked with vegetal muscle! Those 

towering windbreaks of eucalyptus, cascading with silver 

327 1879 literal   The scorbutic ulcers presented a dark, purple fungoid, elevated surface, with livid swollen edges, and exuded a thin; fetid, 

sanious fluid, instead of pus 
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328 1938 literal   numerous capillary hemorrhages (petechiae), may show extensive mottling. The gums are swollen and inflamed, and bleed 

easily. The subjects become anemic, weak and emaciated 

329 1905 literal   . She was in a white dressing-gown. Her face was red and her eyes swollen. She did not attempt to move. Affectionately 

Hubert caught her in his arms 

330 1956 literal   , he had an excellent chance of being beaten. " The Cardinal waved one swollen, arthritic hand; the big ring on his third finger 

caught the light and 

331 1936 literal   have been aching three days in a row now and my left eye is still swollen and black. I would like to see poor people in better 

houses, living 

332 1901 literal   dense spikes from 4 to 8 in. long. Calyx a 5-toothed oblong bell, swollen and remaining open in fruit, held up by lance-shaped 

bracts. Corolla tubular and 

333 1820 literal   are certainly occasionally overflowed, there is no appearance of any fresh or flood having swollen the stream for a 

considerable time. At nine o'clock we set forward down the 

334 2015 literal   standing on my front porch, looking like a wild woman. Her face is swollen and tear-stained, and her bundle of curly red hair is 

out of control. 

335 2007 literal   thing. You didn't see the boy's face. His left eye is swollen. His father gave him a bloody nose. " An old anger rose in 

336 1839 literal   abroad in the streets; some damage, too, had been done by the swollen tides; but, on the whole, the prospect abroad was 

cheerful and invigorating 

337 1992 metaphor   to the demands of the hyper-civilized. You and I were the secret savages, swollen with pleasure at night, lean with restraint by 

day. # Have you ever 

338 1891 literal   till, like a sea, Him and the deadly ambush of the foe The swollen river rolled and roared between. Brave Baker saw the peril, 

but not his 

339 1851 literal   among Louis' immediate companions, who were anxious to learn the cause of his swollen eyes and sad demeanor, and Louis 

had to endure many sneers, and, 

340 1888 literal   an exclamation from an anxious mother. Hatless and coatless, his face bruised, swollen, and so covered with blood and coal-

dust that its features were almost unrecognizable, 

341 1997 literal   runny nose; itching eyes, nose, and throat; watery, red, swollen eyes; and coughing. Usually the best way of treating allergies is 

to find 
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342 2000 literal   Graham, a Toronto allergist. Symptoms vary enormously. Modest reactions include hives, swollen skin tissue, and flushed or 

itchy skin; these allergies aren't considered anaphylactic 

343 1970 literal   fact, Senator Proxmire is largely responsible for the cuts of recent years in the swollen Pentagon budget -- and he has 

formidable support both in the Congress and among the 

344 1922 literal   the huddled, troubling smell of soldiers. At last the moon, huge and swollen with gold, set behind the wooded hills, and they 

went back to the 

345 1990 literal   make other people i.e. the donor sick with us, we won't get all swollen from the post-operative treatment, we won't be in the 

hospital days after days 

346 1953 literal   old trick of pulling them -- but he must have seen in his boss's swollen face the depth that kept floating a whole Europe of 

details. Yes, these 

347 1968 literal   the hospital then. They looked for you. " Jonathan wet his dried and swollen lips. His eyes seemed full of blood. it seems 

you've got a 

348 1980 literal   has- been taken, and nothing is left but a great void. " The swollen, gashed face and bloodshot eyes of Clitendre, a senior 

editorial writer for Haiti 

349 1934 literal   he walked with ease, looking across Stephen's chest. The drowned boy was swollen and bloated. Edmund looked once and put 

his face down. He had seen 

350 1974 literal   She opened her mouth, trying to speak, and I saw the calloused, swollen tongue. Wonder in her eyes, she pointed to my face 

and then to 

351 1989 literal   THIS? YOU GOT A BRUISE ON YOUR NECK. " THE CANCER OFTEN CAUSES SWOLLEN LYMPH GLANDS... 

AND THEN KILLS BY SPREADING THROUGHOUT THE BODY. DOCTORS - - 

352 1908 literal   of the Rocky Mountains; and I struck a Lewis and Clark lope for the swollen rivers and impenetrable forests. " When I 

regained intellectualness I found myself walking into 

353 1986 metaphor   about one thing. He knew what was wrong with General Motors. It was swollen and stuffy, dominated by financial types 

instead of engineers, and " incapable of 

354 1851 literal   who had bade the spiteful wasp go free, Whose sting still quivered from my swollen arm, Swept down the web, and let the 

spider go, Spared the 
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355 2017 literal   up and has a hard time recognizing herself. Her eyes are still heavy, swollen from all the crying, her lips impassible. Her long 

Rapunzel hair has become 

356 1934 literal   disembowelled with hanging head, to that when it stands triumphant on its platter, swollen with chestnuts and bejewelled with 

a decoration of truffles. If the kitchen stove smokes 

357 1976 literal   there's something stuck down there, Father. - [Soldier_Choking] - His tongue is swollen. It's blocking the passage. Oh, he's not 

breathing! He 

358 1993 metaphor   terrible! He said there was no truth in her -- just a monstrous, swollen pride that devoured every- | thing in its path. He said her 

reputation was 

359 1953 metaphor   their novels. In their huge manuscripts a few of the episodes will be grotesquely swollen, and the editorial reader will blue-

pencil them, while other episodes will be lacking 

360 2018 literal   that this is the last of the Mother's gifts? " She rubbed her swollen stomach as Caz supported her into their bedchamber. # " Not 

at all, 

361 2000 literal   to brownish leather. Roaches running. He didn't even look up. His swollen drunken face was blue and eerie, black eyebrows 

thick and unkempt, and yet 

362 1879 literal   I observed that in some of the cases of scurvy the parotid glands were greatly swollen, and in some instances to such an extent 

as to preclude entirely the power 

363 1935 literal   halfmetamorphosis between thug and horse -- the tough hard blunt face to which the blue swollen eye lent no quality of pity or 

suffering, made it look not at all 

364 1877 literal   a glad cry seized the stiffened hand and tried to remove it, but the swollen flesh baffled his efforts. " I must have that ring, La 

Salle, 

365 2017 literal   black, and red blossoms of recent wounds here and there. One eye was swollen shut. # They discovered the holes in his hands 

after several moments of beholding 

366 1839 literal   sketches of an opposite character, which were far more abundant, and would have swollen the volume to an ambitious size. In 

one instance only, has there been 

367 1913 literal   had brought in the | last of his suffering men, whose lips were so swollen and cracked with thirst that they could no longer 

speak. And that also is 
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368 2019 literal   make ends meet fishing have also suddenly found themselves unable to make money as the swollen lakes are still firmly 

closed. # But the cowboys insist they are in it 

369 1982 literal   and out of her own vomit) and ran as fast as her old, swollen legs could carry her, down to the Buick, where she had already 

seen 

370 1910 literal   through with in the last month! " and Ida pressed her handkerchief to her swollen eyes. " I am sorry, " said Cora simply. " Can 

I 

371 2010 literal   how much the silence costs him. His eyes glassy with tears, his knuckles swollen from where the blood has rushed- he grips 

the garbage bag as though it is 

372 1993 literal   , books with the boards and spines charred away to the bare cords, books swollen and splayed from lying in the rain, their 

pages obliterated by mildew. Oddly 

373 1917 literal   minutes later she was carried into our basement unconscious. Her face was bruised and swollen and the back of her head was 

broken. She died the same evening I 

374 1855 literal   for the morning tortillos; drawing forth her bag, she filled it with the swollen grain, and hastened on to where a small black 

horse was lassoed, having 

375 2006 literal   on a sofa. Two females stop eating for a few moments to rub their swollen genitals together. # My heart stops as a youngster 

casually steps off a branch 

376 1876 literal   , and which at certain times is not absorbed at all, but falls down swollen and augmented by the prevailing moisture. The 

atmosphere of the whole island is more 

377 1993 literal   smells of the masses. In the shedrow, horses were prepped once again. Swollen legs were iced down in buckets. According to 

personal strategy, some were kept 

378 1988 literal   feet. // In addition, see your doctor promptly if the knee is painful or swollen or if you can feel something moving abnormally 

inside the knee. You should also 

379 1918 literal   drank in night. Cooler breeze, Bud some better slept. Sway has badly swollen neck. May be rattler bite or perhaps bee. Bud 

wanted cigarettes but smoked 

380 1983 literal   A child with sore throat has fever, headache, vomiting, stomach pain or swollen glands. // // * The sore throat has lasted for 

more than two days. // 
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381 1979 metaphor   her. She had crawled out of the tipi wondering where to go, her swollen awkwardnessnot something she cared to display in a 

different lodge. The next day she 

382 2005 literal   bit it and then I broke a tooth. My cheek is usually not this swollen. And I'm usually in better shape. I'm normally quite thin, 

383 1985 literal   saying a word. Fralie looked down at her feet, seeming to examine her swollen ankles, considering. Then she looked up. " Yes. 

They've been 

384 1998 literal   . # I kicked my briefcase over in front of my chair and propped my swollen, sandaled feet on it. Dub looked at my briefcase 

and must've remembered 

385 2011 literal   her, felt her glands, and said yes, that her lip had also swollen up. To our eyes there was no swelling at all, just a slightly 

386 1965 literal   jar of buttermilk, and then went into the bedroom. His right hand was swollen and he picked delicately at the buttons of his 

coat. |p168Marion...? 

387 1904 literal   and shrank instinctively from his face as he turned it towards me. It was swollen and disfigured with weeping. He had bruised 

it, too, in falling. 

388 2019 literal   alive? " she asked. # " Almost. " Cheng's eyelids were swollen. " Have you taken a look outside yet? " # " No, 

389 1955 literal   on the cot and made a swift examination. One of the legs was hugely swollen below a handkerchief tourniquet twisted with a 

wagon bolt, tight enough for gangrene. 

390 1887 literal   in a body, and from the rear of Silas Trefethen's store watched the swollen current beyond the yard. " Let's go down to the 

beach and see 

391 1946 literal   friend. He has had no new " period " since the broken teeth, swollen hands and multiplying eyes of his Spanish War mural, 

Guernica. # Rouault ( 

392 1835 literal   he has lately had a twinge of the gout in the right, which has swollen it considerably, and made him limp on that side -- it will 

be impossible 

393 1823 literal   my Maker, I declare to you, that I have seen the dark, swollen, discoloured and lacerated feet of a whole company, frozen to 

the ground, 

394 2000 literal   was listening to the pains in his lower left quadrant wondering if his spleen was swollen from drinking again before he had 

fully recovered from mono. He was wondering whether 

395 1995 literal   . there's something wrong with him: His face is scratched and blotchy and swollen. He can hardly see out of his eyes. And 

whatever's wrong with 
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396 2002 literal   I think it was my face that gave me away. That and my oddly swollen calf What ultimately did me in was the self-adhesive 

condom. Putting it on was 

397 2010 literal   Aria didn't answer, she just smiled wickedly-and a bit cockily-as she caused the swollen lips of her vagina to lightly kiss the 

smooth round head of his dick... 

398 1943 literal   from Hungary for his attack upon Gaul. The muster of the Hunnish hosts was swollen by warriors of every tribe that they had 

subjugated; nor is there any reason 

399 1947 literal   . We had a tremendous amount of food on hand, yet with our abnormally swollen population and the constant knowledge that 

the British Isles were not agriculturally selfsufficient, wartime 

400 1956 literal   sitting here waiting for her to come home, she's probably wandering around with swollen eyes someplace in Bayonne. Will 

you leave me alone, Norton? Listen, 

401 1889 literal   feathers and fragments of flesh in his hands. Advancing to the edge of the swollen river, which was not ten paces away, he 

scattered them over the water 

402 1857 literal   the liquor and embarked. It was rough and laborious navigation. French Creek was swollen and turbulent, and full of floating 

ice. The frail canoes were several times 

403 1979 literal   day, they hungered insatiably for the blessed numerals which fell from his dry, swollen lips. He calculated until he could 

calculate no more. He could not have 

404 1969 literal   nightgown she never wore at night, her hair stringy and tousled, her eyelids swollen, her hands hanging limp at her sides. " Did 

you eat? " 

405 1863 literal   in which are no bickerings, no jealousies, no angers, no petty or swollen spites? Then fancy yourself, instead of the neighbor 

and occasional visitor of these 

406 1885 literal   occupied by savage animals and the scarcely less savage men. But at times, swollen by floods, the river would again assert its 

supremacy and roll its waters through 

407 1950 literal   ignoring the rest of us. Their hair was matted and lousy, their eyes swollen and festering. The Captain and the three Indians 

repaired to the afterdeckwhere, at 

408 1936 literal   one side, his head swathed in bandages, the lower part of his face swollen and bruised to an extent that prevented speech. " 

How do you like my 
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409 1929 literal   seem man's efforts at law enforcement when Nature sweeps into the job. The swollen rivers of south Georgia last week, 

backing up through impenetrable swamps, floated off 

410 1835 literal   . They rise and overwhelm us -- they bear us away with their deep and swollen tides. We are light as thistle-down in their 

whirling and turbid eddies. Take 

411 1823 literal   impunity from accountability. Time and again, have I seen dark eyes flashing, swollen lips writhing, and brave hearts, 

throbbing under what he had said -- while 

412 1894 literal   O'er stony rapids ere its mouth be won; But in the spring time, swollen to a torrent By melting mountain snows, its waters roar. 

A fearful sight 

413 1880 metaphor   what I mean is this, " said Payson, the wave of emotion so swollen it must break at last: " I mean that I have found out 

something 

414 1854 literal   go, drifting down the stream of time, with the wrecks floating upon its swollen tide, and the buried hopes sleeping beneath, like 

entombed human creatures, lifting 

415 1877 literal   asked Miss Terry, rising with an effort. The welts across her back were swollen and painful. " Deadwood is my destination. I 

can deviate my course, 

416 1874 literal   the course of the brook up to our tiny cascade -- now, however, swollen by the heavy rains we have recently had into quite a 

noisy and impetuous waterfall 

417 2016 literal   were lined with odd-looking creatures. Some had hollow eyes, stunted bodies, and swollen arms and legs. Many looked sickly 

and tormented. They stared at her with 

418 2004 literal   is a bastard, " Marcus muttered. He did not try to open his swollen jaw, but spoke through fat and broken lips. Gaius nodded 

grimly. " 

419 2003 literal   nudes-somewhere between Aubrey Beardsley and Antoine Watteau, without the pictorial merits of either and swollen with 

cellulite transplanted from Rubens-were part of every Australian lawyer's or pubkeeper's private 

420 1886 literal   Thrilled by the roaring fremitus of men, -- The sunlit awning heaving overhead, Swollen and strained against its corded veins, 

And flapping out its hem with loud report 

421 1980 literal   , usually salves and ointments or suppositories. These agents are usually astringents (cause swollen tissue to shrink and 

decrease in size) or anesthetic agents, which numb the 
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422 1992 literal   were bad. Age grants clemency. They become retired desperadoes with soft chins and swollen knuckles, robbed of their flash 

and devilry. No one wants to hang them 

423 1995 literal   bringing the infant corpse back toward Anastasia's bed, to lay it across her swollen stomach, it began to squirm again. This 

happened three times. The midwife 

424 1999 literal   turned off her lamp. The moon was full and the wind high. The swollen tips of the tree outside her bedroom scratched back and 

forth across the moonlit walls 

425 1843 literal   said! " " If thou wouldst have wealth, say the word -- our swollen treasuries would suffice to glut the wildest avarice. " " I have 

said! 

426 1822 literal   He would start; and lo! Elvira would pass before his eyes, with swollen lips, and blood-shot eyes, pronouncing his name aloud, 

with a hollow voice 

427 1985 literal   he went from his room. He appeared haggard, exhausted. His eyes were swollen, his face unshaven. He saw me looking at him 

and said something in 

428 1921 literal   here, " he said, the words forcing themselves with an effort through his swollen lips. " He came home -- to die. " " Home --? 

429 1944 literal   with a broken nose and a mouth like a gash. It was battered and swollen, hideous with triple-distilled evil and all streaked with 

grease and wood ashes. Havek 

430 1835 literal   the mouth very large, the lips pendant, the tongue thick, the tieck swollen, the pace staggering and insecure. Their primitive 

organization is, therefore, defective 

431 1969 literal   , if you stay home it'll be like real hysterics -- and that means swollen eyelids tomorrow. Not when you're sitting for me, 

pussycat. I had 

432 2015 literal   wore white jeans and a white shirt, bloody and torn. His eye was swollen shut, his lip was cut. He had been acting in a play in 

433 2015 literal   'm not some old lady. " She stood, bumping her desk with her swollen belly. It rocked the whole trailer. Pictures fell, their 

silver frames flashing 

434 1993 literal   Around them there existed a gnarl of twisty vines and trees, and leafy, swollen vegetation, and mountains rising another ten 

thousand feet, though they could not see 

435 1999 literal   chance I get. Along with " I drank too much and my face is swollen " and " Let's all go to the slaughterhouse, " the zombie 

question 
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436 1970 literal   . The first concerns Hyd-nophytum, a tropical plant which houses ant colonies in its swollen stem bases. These insects 

aggressively defend their home and in so doing protect the 

437 1860 literal   removes the stones, clustered branches, or whatever entanglements impede the current of a swollen stream. Hilda could have 

imagined -- so much to the purpose were his inquiries 

438 1984 literal   price of a drink. The hulking body that earned Teddy Bear her name is swollen from wine. " A doctor told me my body is 

going to give out 

439 1995 literal   and 3+ palatal tonsils without bacterial exudate or palpable abscess formation. Her uvula was swollen to twice its normal size 

and the posterior oropharynx was diffusely edematous, bilaterally. 

440 2014 literal   were stolen years ago.) Like every other adult here, her tongue is swollen, making her diction hard to understand at first. She 

fusses over Luc, 

441 1940 literal   and we exchanged some confidences. I told him how to take care of a swollen nose and he told me about your new job. - 

Congratulations, Correspondent. 

442 1875 literal   neck towards the chin. This lump is exceedingly painful, and continues painful and swollen for four or five days. At the end of 

which time it gradually disappears 

443 1945 metaphor   its place he now had in his middle a curious, dry, empty, swollen feeling. As if he carried something inside him, hollow, but 

beyond his 

444 1953 literal   high spirits, but toward dusk he was wincing with pain; his feet were swollen and bleeding. David swung from his donkey and 

placed the boy in the saddle 

445 1932 literal   They have forced upon the government the largest budget in Japan's history. " Swollen by the extraordinary demands of the 

army and the navy, chiefly in connection with 

446 1921 literal   to her party in that idiotic coat, with his shirt-front bulging and his face swollen? Of course she liked him -- she liked him 

immensely; but he had 

447 1999 literal   such a case, the American College of Physicians recommends treatment with antibiotics. # Swollen joint(s). This may or may 

not be caused by Lyme disease. (If 

448 1998 literal   're seeing. " In three of the dozen eggs, the embryos have these swollen, goiterous necks. Ludwig notes that detecting such a 

phenomenon in mammals would be 
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449 1965 literal   muddle. In and out among touristsskeining off the Piazza into the back streets with swollen lumps of glass and hunks of stone 

hacked and muddied into antiques, Edward walked 

450 2004 metaphor   , and certain pictures came into his mind-of his mother at a different age, swollen and pink with her desire-and his body 

stiffened and she pressed against this stiffness, 

451 1993 metaphor   to them cruel and manly. It treated people as they deserved, like frogs swollen with pride who imagined that they had created 

the swamp with their croaking. And 

452 1944 literal   lipstick she offered me. I shook my head. My lips were cracked and swollen. " You look all right, " she lied kindly. The 

Englishman came 

453 1884 literal   , it vanished when he met Ida at the tea-table. The sight of her swollen eyes and red lids, and the piteous looks, of deprecating 

tenderness which from 

454 1914 literal   they'd have a lovely time getting it clear when the knots I made had swollen up! " " Yes, it was Dolly who saved the day, " 

455 1918 literal   bother about it, I beg.' His father sat clown, keeping his swollen eyes on the motoring-cap which, unseeingly, he turned and 

turned in his hands 

456 1845 literal   temples. Then the breath Is painfully pent up within the lungs, And the swollen heart's slow beats are audible, As strains the 

ear to catch the first 

457 1943 literal   the trouble of her grandsonin-law. He was still drinking and although his eyes were swollen and bloodshot and his handsome 

empty face the color of mahogany, he seemed to 

458 1903 literal   the figure is slightly depressed on the stalk side of the middle, and slightly swollen on the other side. It might be supposed that 

we could at once assert 

459 1993 literal   cigarettes and stepped on his new shoes. He hobbled back to the hotel on swollen feet. In his tiny room, he hung up his jacket, 

which was 

460 1936 literal   rocked her slim body from side to side and felt her eyes grow hot and swollen. She thought of Bertram, and he seemed 

something pure and tall and like 

461 1959 literal   were, it seemed, embedded in instruments. The main panel spread like a swollen dashboard before us, while the power-plant 

controls -- throttles, turbo levers, mixture 

462 1991 literal   on his gin till the end. Mother nursed the liquor in through his dark swollen lips, tilting the spoon against the cracked and 

bleeding split of his mouth, 
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463 1876 literal   , the wedding ring from her finger. The poor lady's body was terribly swollen and discolored, and Miss T had to use 

considerable effort to withdraw the ring 

464 1982 literal   had been warned there would be pain in her First Rites. Jondalar was so swollen, so big, how would he fit himself in her? Her 

look of 

465 2013 literal   the attack, and slapped it against his leg. His left eye was now swollen shut. Something warm trickled down his cheek, but his 

muscles ached too severely 

466 1984 metaphor   clustering girls, ripe as moons. SAPPHO tears the paper. My mind is swollen with words, the path from my room to this spot 

littered with words I 

467 2011 literal   size of his hand. Thomas flipped through page after page of friezes featuring vast swollen grub-like creatures, insectoid 

herdsmen and odd aquatic creatures with many legs. # " 

468 1868 literal   where Isaline was pained beyond measure at seeing Henry, with a face red and swollen, as if from blows, bound to a sapling, 

with his arms tightly 

469 1934 literal   Cafe de 1'Avenue, where I stop for a bite, a woman with a swollen stomach tries to interest me in her condition. She would like 

me to go 

470 1901 literal   for curved, from which cuphea was derived, has reference to the peculiar, swollen little seedpod. From a slit on one side of the 

clammy cuphea' s 

471 1864 literal   allowance for the immense difficulties of a winter campaign in a country trenched with innumerable swollen streams, thick 

with woods, which, at that season, gave no shelter 

472 1822 literal   and through his heart: -- the retreating chest -- the gasping mouth -- the swollen tongue -- the naked teeth, and the convulsed 

lip -- Oh God! oh 

473 1922 literal   the lithe body. The skin was clear and the eyes no longer red and swollen. He stood upright and moved with a swift, deft 

certainty far from his 

474 1953 literal   a cape, and soon the glittering black mare came prancing alongside thep90Mukalladead man's swollen body. He must have 

been dead a week or more. Said gave a 

475 2018 literal   Within 24 hours, I was in agonizing pain... my biceps and triceps had swollen astronomically, like tripled, quadrupled in size. 

It felt like my bones were 
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476 1989 literal   blood vessels surrounding the brain. The nerve's location may explain the connection between swollen blood vessels and the 

pain that occurs in the temple or behind the eye during 

477 1960 literal   head was its normal size, as near as he remembered; it was not swollen visibly, or pulsing like a jellyfish at every move. He 

looked even better 

478 2002 literal   All of them worshipped idols, and all their idols had great drooping breasts and swollen stomachs by way of reminding anyone 

who might have forgotten where babies come from and 

479 1952 literal   about the cobbled streets beneath the full moon which hung, rich and golden, swollen with summer, among its clouds, like a 

lantern in the dark. On 

480 1952 literal   Straightening up from the third one, he looked through the doorway into the inhuman swollen face of the son. It was 

impossible to tell whether the Chinese slits of 

481 1973 literal   maybe there was something I could do. TWIST (pointing to Eirie's slightly swollen nose) You get that nose in Duke 

Boudreau's tonight? Eirie nods a 

482 1991 literal   pull alongside the dock, Karen saw that the woman's face was a mask swollen from sobbing, and the regal visage of the 

celebrated scholar of early Roman law 

483 1908 literal   diversion, and the printed word beneath the lens has, to our eye, swollen, widened and lengthened. If we combine these 

powers, and, having placed 

484 1855 literal   decay. The heaps of vegetable putridity upon the banks of rivers, when a swollen torrent has torn the luxuriant plants from the 

loosened soil, are but the effects 

485 1901 literal   is! Regard him -- how he walks in a dream! Look at his swollen wrists -- he can not fight. And if you wish to make these 

English 

486 1840 literal   There are in it corresponding principles of buoyancy. Behold it careering loftily, with swollen canvass and flying banner, 

moving like a god almost, over the beautiful, 

487 1902 literal   of the snow, night and trackless mountains, the leap of the torrent, swollen lakes where kelpies lie in wait, wind on the sea with 

the black reef 

488 1887 literal   thy cheeks, and bulge thine eyes Unto bursting; pelt thy thighs With thy swollen palms, and roar As thou never hast before! 

Lustier! Wilt thou! 
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489 1988 literal   . Up until now her heart condition had been stable. Suddenly she was presenting swollen ankles and chest rales. Despite strong 

medication, her congestive heart disease had increased 

490 1865 literal   the floating ice, which, loosened by a warm rain, drove down the swollen current in sheets. On the eighteenth, they reached a 

point some miles below 

491 1872 literal   races I went round to the stable. Longfellow was lame -- his legs were swollen. " How is he, Uncle John? " I asked. " The 

492 1979 literal   the light and looks up at the maintenance man. Overnight, his face has swollen considerably and a bright yellow and purple 

discoloring around his bruises has emerged. MAINTENANCE 

493 1931 literal   was propped up on pillows, close to the fire. Then his red, swollen neck was wrapped up in vinegar and brown paper. There he 

went to sleep 

494 1910 literal   by the occurrence of a basidium in the life history. A basidium is the swollen end of a hypha, and consists of four cells or one 

cell; but 

495 1994 literal   and checks are made regularly to reduce the likelihood of this occurring. The unnaturally swollen udder dangling between the 

rear legs sometimes causes an awkward stance and gait and this 

496 1993 literal   the bathroom, more out of nerves than necessity; my feet and legs had swollen, but only a little; I was not miserable but the 

petty discomforts distracted 

497 1876 literal   work running out their rafts. Floating islands of logs and lumber go down the swollen stream, bending over the dams, shooting 

through the rapids, and bringing up 

498 1977 literal   memory, muscular weakness, coordination problems and headaches; 27% suffered from painful or swollen joints. One in five 

suffered from a form of acne known to be caused 

499 1974 literal   fathers. " She has black, large shadows under her eyes, which are swollen, gummy, and red suddenly, and she looks more 

wretched than any other 

500 1856 literal   they sat in the lodge, a great rushing of waters, as of a swollen river, came through the centre of it, which also brought in its 

course 
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Appendix G 

200 random samples of swole in context from the NOW corpus with slang sense in yellow. 
 

Publication 

Date 

Context 

1 21-09-10 US hoI told Wafi, " Heavy on the ice, my pockets on fuckin' swole " Building my brand from the fuckin' ground up, you 

ain't never 

2 20-12-08 US the corner and nails a series off knee strikes and a boot onto Swole. Swole evades a Shining Wizard and hits a few 

cross chops. Counter after counter until 

3 20-12-04 US has strong opinions on capital gains tax. Chandlo - Sam Chandler, The Swole Green Guy # There's really only one 

acceptable answer. I am Chandlo and 

4 20-05-20 US of our eye is not a what but a who. His name? # Swole # f'n # Daddy. # If you are not in awe at size of 

5 22-01-22 US how other people of color have succeeded in AEW, and then said he let Swole's contract expire because her 

wrestling wasn't good enough. This led to several 

6 21-03-02 US the changes made there for an even bulkier, meaner-looking Godzilla. This Kaiju got swole. # Advertisement # 15 / 

27 Godzilla vs. Mothra (1992) 

7 20-09-05 US Swole stole and injected into Baker's leg, putting the limb to sleep. Swole hit Dirty Dancing, shoved Baker onto a 

dental chair and used gas to put 

8 18-07-21 US all accounts, it's indestructible Bruce Willis against evil genius Samuel L. Jackson and swole James McAvoy -- just 

a beautiful amalgamation of powers and actors. Also, Sarah 

9 22-12-01 US into Anunoby's Traveling Torture Dungeon, takes the thing they love most. OG Swole G surely this will get deleted. 

You'll find him on the wing constructing 

10 22-01-11 US his podcast 83 Weeks. # He criticized Tony Khan's recent comments on Big Swole, saying that he instead would 

rather ponder his answers: " I'm not 

11 22-01-15 US s Been Receiving Racist Messages And Threats # During the latest edition of her " Swole World " podcast, former 

AEW Superstar Big Swole revealed that she's been receiving 
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12 19-11-26 US lands a double foot stomp on Swole. She goes for the cover again and Swole kicks out. Shanna reverses with a palm 

strike... Swole kicks Shanna right near 

13 19-12-11 US Sakura engages but Swole gets the upper hand. Emi reverses an Irish whip but Swole takes her down and hits a kick 

to the face. Sakura throws her by 

14 20-12-08 US counter until Swole catches Snow with the roll up victory. # Winner: Big Swole # TH2 in tag team action before 

they take on The Young Bucks tomorrow night 

15 19-04-24 US Reprints Today's Paper Subscribe 70714329 Stan, swole 

16 22-01-01 US Rush Issues Statement # As we reported on Friday night, former AEW star Big Swole appeared on a recent podcast 

and lit a fire under the wrestling community and AEW 

17 21-05-18 US dropkick, but Vertvixen only gets two. Red Velvet fires in quick strikes as Swole and Allure tag in. # Swole on fire 

as she hits a cross chop 

18 20-09-05 US proceeded to put Baker to sleep with anesthesia for the win. # Result # Swole defeated Baker # Grade # C- # 

Analysis # There was some fun and inventive 

19 20-10-01 US the police's attention. Also, the Irish mob, led by the eternally swole Dylan Leary, are emboldened to bomb local 

factories that have hired cheaper Chinese workers 

20 21-03-22 US is knocked down. A knee lift then a sliding back elbow, cover but Swole only gets two. Bates hits a jawbreaker then 

suplex, cover, but she 

21 20-12-08 US evades a Shining Wizard and hits a few cross chops. Counter after counter until Swole catches Snow with the roll up 

victory. # Winner: Big Swole # TH2 

22 15-09-15 US bruiser role after that.) # So, what does he eat to get swole? He focuses on a strict, high protein diet, and when 

Hanton finds 

23 18-06-29 US he's coming from. In the grizzled, bass-laden voice that Brolin gave the swole purple dude, you feel his pain -- the 

pain caused by loss, by 

24 22-02-18 US her time with AEW and her relationship with AEW President, Tony Khan. # Swole opened up further about a 

conversation with Tony Khan she had backstage where she says 

25 17-08-27 US at The Wirecutter and The Sweethome, and author of The Hairpin's Ask a Swole Woman, joined me to talk all about 

gym and lifting accessories. If the 
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26 22-09-20 US trio of talented receivers Batman. # There was, Brown, the " swole " Batman who had five catches for 69 yards; 

DeVonta Smith was the " 

27 20-10-07 US , looking to force a tapout. # Back from the break, Deeb and Swole smacked heads, allowing the latter to regroup 

and find her footing again. A 

28 22-02-22 US at her friend's dentist office that hadn't opened yet. " # Big Swole disclosed that the whole Tooth and Nail match 

filming experience left a sour taste in 

29 21-07-13 US Sahara Seven who was making her AEW Dark debut. Despite Seven seeming to have Swole on the ropes early on, 

she would eventually tap out when Swole locked her 

30 20-10-01 US co-stars Melissa George and a little tiny Chlo? Grace Moretz. A progenitor of swole culture and a real win for 

nascent beard thirst. (Available on iTunes, 

31 21-07-13 US to have Swole on the ropes early on, she would eventually tap out when Swole locked her into a submission. Post-

match. Swole would grab a microphone and unleash 

32 20-05-24 US Because that is what the Founding Fathers wanted. To make sure you could get swole and risk spreading a deadly 

pandemic. # For those of you who may be 

33 20-10-14 US up to get the action going. Shida hit a few body blows, but Swole shoved her down and started running the ropes. # 

They matched each other move 

34 20-05-10 US With freakazoid out of the picture, only Edgar " MarKE " Maldonado remains on Swole Patrol and has yet to 

comment about his future. The team played their last 

35 21-12-31 US for 50+ years and you know what not to do. " # Finally, Swole stated that there is no bad blood between her and 

Khan. She said she 

36 19-04-03 US important distinction to make. In Lynne Ramsay's film, Phoenix plays a fairly swole -- one might even say thick -- 

hitman with the unfettered, scraggly beard of 

37 22-10-19 US case of " Black Adam, " an action-packed, adolescent-skewing stand-alone that presents the swole Samoan star as a 

nearly invincible global threat. Black Adam... # On an 

38 20-05-22 US # Kevin Hart always thought he needed to eat meat to be strong and get swole, but he's learned differently. Plus he's 

seen diabetes, heart attacks 
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39 20-10-07 US Deeb, who gained the upper-hand heading into the commercial timeout. She expertly picked Swole apart and applied 

an octopus submission, looking to force a tapout. # Back 

40 22-02-16 US we assumed it was the Johnson and Johnson Vaccine side effects, since the nodes swole up literally the day after I 

got it, " Swick wrote. # He 

41 20-12-25 US many times for his own good). Another who came very close was Big Swole, but since she only really had one feud 

with Dr. Britt Baker and never 

42 19-11-26 US . Swole kicks out. Shanna lays a few elbows near Swole's jaw. Swole counters with a big kick to Shanna's face. She 

goes for the cover 

43 22-09-18 US know you all see him with the dark visor, he just looks like a swole' Batman,' " Slay said of Brown. " You all can't 

44 20-08-05 US Wrestling # In order to get her much-desired match with Dr. Britt Baker, Big Swole would have to take on an 

opponent of her rival's choice. That opponent 

45 22-02-27 US . We were young kids. Like I was a kid at one time, swole kid. Then it was just sit back, listen, keep your mouth shut 

46 20-04-02 US Bananas. " # Litman: As a passionate Wes defender who is relieved that Swole Wes gave way to Normal Wes, I'd 

like to see him take out 

47 21-01-15 US have bonded over being two of the more muscular women on the WWE roster, Swole and Hirsch are arguably the 

toughest women in AEW. # Swole isn't the 

48 21-07-13 US Swole with the early advantage with the snapmare / kick to the back combo. Swole with the hammer throw, but 

Seven escapes the corner and hits a splash. 

49 19-12-26 US Credit: All Elite Wrestling # Fresh off signing with AEW last week, Big Swole squared off with the veteran Emi 

Sakura in singles competition as each looked to build 

50 20-02-28 US teams including GX, Torqued, Lazarus, and Swole Identity (previously known as Swole Patrol) since. # Swag most 

notably won the ESEA season 16 Global Invite 

51 21-12-31 US the company. She announced on November 30 that she was leaving the company. Swole's last AEW match was a 

win over Allie Katch on the September 21 edition 

52 20-03-29 US Virtus.Pro (VP) vs. FaZe Clan (FaZe) # 12:00 p.m: Swole Patrol (S) vs. Evil Geniuses (EG) # 4:00 p.m: 

53 21-02-08 US full-time member of the roster because she is fantastic. More to the point, Swole Family could put on a fun match 

with Fire' N Flava and give the 
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54 21-03-22 US kick followed up by a shotgun dropkick for the win. # Winners: Big Swole & Red Velvet # -- Post-match: Jade 

Cargill, Vickie Guerrero and Nyla Rose 

55 20-04-01 US matchup is so good that it will be hard to fade them here. # Swole Patrol played admirably to start the season, 

upsetting Team Liquid in their second match 

56 19-11-19 US kick. Both women crawl over to their corners. Riho is tagged in. Swole lays down three forearm strikes. Riho 

counters. Swole tags in Statlander. Statlander 

57 21-08-06 US she doesn't know why they're there since she already beat Swole, but Swole notes Diamante cheated to win. 

Diamante agrees but says, " winning is winning 

58 21-05-18 US . Vertvixen forces a tag. Red Velvet hits Allure with a spear, and Swole hits Dirty Dancing for the win. # Rusman 

elevates over the corner and hits 

59 20-05-22 US in a solid year, I began to doubt my ability to ascertain just how swole Nanjiani was during filming. I brought in one 

more bit of outside evidence: 

60 22-06-12 US point of the fight was packaged with an unintentional clash of heads. The collision swole Santos' eye nearly shut and 

Shevchenko nestled into the driver's seat from that 

61 21-12-31 US in late November, discussed her AEW departure on a recent episode of her " Swole World " show on Call-In. Swole 

called out the company for a lack of 

62 21-01-15 US , it wouldn't hurt to have another faction among the ranks. Big Swole and Leyla Hirsch # Big Swole has a natural tag 

team partner in Nicole Savoy 

63 19-12-11 US Marshall vs. The Butcher & The Blade. # *Emi Sakura vs. Big Swole. # *MJF speaks out. # *Kenny Omega & 

Hangman Page vs. Kip 

64 20-08-13 US him up a little in the weight room because he knows he got a little swole and got a big chest, " receiver Christian 

Kirk said, via Darren Urban 

65 16-07-06 US work. It looks like? n IKE? ch? ir? ssembled by swole toddlers. It's perfect. # With just 11 d? ys to go 

66 21-07-21 US his knockout knee strike for the win. # Winner: Wardlow # -- Big Swole is backstage and says Diamante ruined her 

winning streak and doesn't like people messing 

67 21-04-06 US . " # Advertisement # Casey Johnston, the columnist behind Vice's Ask A Swole Woman, agreed, tweeting that 

there's, " no reason to do kipping 
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68 19-12-26 US , where the competitors just exchanged holds and moves with no real structure. # Swole looked great and showcased 

the charisma that will make her a valuable asset to the 

69 20-04-02 US id= " ghiEuH " ><strong>Litman: </strong>As a passionate Wes defender who is relieved that Swole Wes gave way 

to Normal Wes, I'd like to see him take out 

70 21-05-18 US Red Velvet after a handshake. Red Velvet catches Allure with a leg lariat as Swole and Vertvixen tag in. Swole 

applying a side headlock and hits a knee to 

71 22-02-18 US : " It's Heartbreaking, Because I Thought We Were Friends " # Big Swole was a guest on one of the latest episodes 

published by Public Enemies Podcast, 

72 11-07-06 US around it. Her hands got tubes stuck in' em too and I all swole up. A machine is going whoosh-rump whoosh-rump 

whoosh-rump. The doctor is from Africa 

73 22-01-28 US take him to another level as an action star. He's been looking especially swole as a result, helping to shed the boyish 

persona that comes with playing Peter 

74 21-04-12 US straight out of hell. # The non-Pikes Peak Continental GT3 isn't nearly as swole, as it packs less fender, less aero, 

and more greenhouse gas emissions 

75 21-07-16 US Bowflex SelectTech 552 Dumbbells are an excellent choice for people who are looking to get swole. This set is 

great for all levels because it features weights as low as 

76 19-12-26 US to build momentum and enter women's title contention. # A heel kick by Swole earned her an early near-fall, but 

Sakura seized control of the match, tossing 

77 20-04-19 US " # And just as William beats his newfound purpose out of himself, the swole brothers Bernard and Stubbs arrive to 

the padded room where William has been in the 

78 21-07-21 US cross chops. She misses a few kicks, but the headbutt lands. # Swole with a hammer throw into a lariat. Bunny hangs 

onto the ropes, but 

79 19-12-11 US Dynamite. # A match will also be taking place during the show. Big Swole will be squaring off against Emi Sakura 

in a singles match. The match is 

80 21-11-05 US check it out below. # Nailed it. Brie Larson has clearly been getting swole for her ongoing role as Captain Marvel in 

the MCU. She's been sharing 
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81 20-10-14 US cheap finish the way a disqualification would have. Hikaru Shida vs. Big Swole (AEW Women's Championship) # 6 

of 7 # Swole offered a handshake 

82 19-12-11 US . Big Swole vs. Emi Sakura Part 2 # We return to see Swole hit a big headbutt. Sakura turns things around 

momentarily with a running crossbody and 

83 20-06-07 US film is coy with clues to most important question viewers will have: Just how swole was Nanjiani when he shot this 

movie? # The transformation of Nanjiani's body 

84 21-06-11 US grew out the long hair or the handlebar mustache, or when he got all swole, but the 1988 version of Rosenberg 

looked like he should've been a midcard 

85 22-12-09 US premiere date set for the 2023 holiday season. # In addition to being a swole Santa, Simmons is set to star in buddy 

comedy action movie " My Only 

86 16-01-16 US all night, she ain't complain one time / Know that p -- - swole up, but she said that it was fine, so I dove in it 

87 19-10-03 US I call each other " swolemates " because we work out together. We get swole. # He is very swole.He's so swole. And 

he's taking me 

88 22-09-18 US fast' Batman.' We've got three Batmans on the team, one swole, one skinny, one fast. " # The Eagles might have a 

little 

89 20-02-13 US Am Handling It " Fraser, the warm (imaginary) embrace of Jamie's swole arms, and the confusing horniness that sets 

in every time you see such a 

90 21-12-31 US that I didn't want to re-sign because my peace was being disrupted, " Swole revealed. " If anybody knows me or 

knows myself, if anything is disrupting 

91 22-12-06 US , reimagined as either a superhero or a straight-up action hero. He's gotten swole over the last 20 years, and he's 

ready to rumble. But while 

92 22-02-18 US know, what people think about you is none of your concern, " Big Swole said (h/t to POST Wrestling for the 

transcription) # " But it did 

93 22-01-22 US . # Rush was recently making headlines when he released several statements surrounding the Big Swole -- Tony 

Khan controversy. It began with an episode of Big Swole's " 

94 19-11-19 US tags in Swole. Baker with a sling blade on Swole. She then sends Swole into the ropes which follows with a 

clothesline. Baker goes for the cover and 
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95 22-01-02 US Lio Rush Says He's " Proud " To Work For Tony Khan, Big Swole Update # As noted, the controversy surrounding 

Tony Khan and Big Swole was a 

96 20-10-14 US champ with a big headbutt. They took the fight out of the ring where Swole hit a cutter on the stage. She hit another 

one in the ring but 

97 20-08-14 US division. There certainly are some there who can be much bigger names. Big Swole is clearly dynamite in and out of 

the ring. They've put her into 

98 20-12-08 US Snow's back. Swole keeping a bear hug onto Snow, but Snow claps Swole's ears to get out. The two trade strikes, 

but Swole getting the 

99 21-10-12 US by professionals found some off-the-clock time to really let loose -- resulting in a new swole look that's earned a 

coveted spot on our fall-style wish lists.Thanks to juiced-up and 

100 19-11-19 US s tag team match! # Riho & Dr. Britt Baker D.M.D. vs. Big Swole & Kris Statlander # Swole and Riho start things 

off. They begin with a 

101 21-01-22 US bike or something like that, and then I see him in the gym all swole and I'm like,' I must do better.' # Given The 

102 21-03-17 US ? Put a thumb in everyone's eye? Who knows? According to Big Swole of AEW, Ryan had attempted to do the same 

earlier in North Carolina, 

103 19-11-26 US before going for the pin again. Shanna kicks out. In the ropes, Swole puts Shanna in the guillotine. The ref tells 

Swole to break it up. 

104 21-08-03 US fit into his Deadpool costume for this one. The post Ryan Reynolds Gets Disturbingly Swole in New FREE GUY 

Ad appeared first on Nerdist. # Live from New York 

105 20-08-17 US He will hail from L.A., the Staples Center. # His resume will be swole, on steroids, if you will -- for doing what 

most didn't think 

106 20-09-06 US two objectives: give a still-injured Britt Baker a platform to work and provide Big Swole a shot at revenge after 

dealing with harassment from Baker and Rebel. # Once 

107 22-01-16 US , and ski poles. (" It's an exercise I do to keep swole. ") # It's a character moment at best. We now have 

108 21-09-05 US Abadon, KiLynn King, Leyla Hirsch, Nyla Rose, Julia Hart, Big Swole, The Bunny, Red Velvet, Thunder Rosa, Tay 

Conti, Penelope Ford 
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109 22-01-22 US babe. And how do you attract such a babe? Simple -- you get swole. I don't need to be some freakishly' roided up 

bodybuilder, but 

110 19-09-12 US # Advertisement 16) Machamp # Realistic Machamp makes you consider the world of swole Pok? mon, and no 

amount of cartoon goofballery in its face is going 

111 20-11-25 US corner, but Swole nails an Uranagi. Vipress counters Swole's kicks, but Swole hit a headbutt, Tiger Driver and Texas 

Cloverleaf submission and Vipress taps immediately giving 

112 18-12-09 US Eleanor (Kristen Bell) and company back to Earth (and gifted viewers with Swole Chidi), the show has been as 

endearing and as thoughtful on the subject 

113 21-07-05 US can check out some highlights from the interview below: # On reuniting with Big Swole for the AEW Women's Tag 

Team Tournament: " It was quite the experience 

114 22-01-12 US and information around the web. 73907505 Big Swole Comments On Jade Cargill's Work In AEW & More # 

Former AEW star Big 

115 21-11-02 US . Excellent translation for the dialogue and character names--one buff hero is literally called " swole " --gives it a 

distinct feel from the generic " heroes fight dragon " tropes 

116 21-03-29 US they have good arms, hinting they could give him one. # * Public Swole Announcement: Big Swole lets people 

know the mask goes over your nose. If 

117 20-02-28 US # Swag, one of North America's most famous CS:GO players, has left Swole Identity and will be taking a break 

from competitive to await the release of Riot 

118 19-11-19 US headbutt. Baker with a DDT on Swole. She goes for the cover on Swole and Statlander comes into the ring to break 

the cover. Statlander with a roundhouse 

119 21-07-08 US Business, but has since dropped off in to the lower mid-card. Meanwhile, Swole struggles to make it on to 

Dynamite, as her name frequently pops up in 

120 21-07-05 US .' And I'm like,' but the Big Swole, Lil' Swole thing? That's just us on a regular day basis!' We're 

121 22-01-02 US n't good enough. #AEWRampage Street Fight TONIGHT!, " he wrote. # Swole continued to retweet posts 

throughout the day yesterday, but it wasn't until this 

122 22-10-17 US body diversity among the women. (Prominent male contestants all remain either trim or swole.) The dynamics that 

unfold between a couple of these women and their chosen 
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123 20-06-19 US that? Absolutely ($118,600, as tested). # Oh, you were swole, all right. But also ripped. The GT4 -- a 718 Cayman 

with 

124 20-08-05 US skills, succumbing to Dirty Dancing as Swole rolled to victory. # Result # Swole defeated Rebel # Grade # C- # 

Analysis # Here is why this didn't 

125 22-01-01 US to apologize for comments made about former co-worker Big Swole. # As noted, Swole called out AEW for a lack 

of diversity and revealed how this led to her 

126 20-08-14 US Baker, but Baker can't wrestle due to injury at the moment, putting Swole's momentum on pause until she can. 

Penelope Ford got a title shot when 

127 21-07-13 US out at one. Seven rains in forearms not allowing Swole room to breathe. Swole with palm strikes, but Seven 

responds with knee strikes. # Swole responds with 

128 21-07-08 US full pelt he's one of the best athletes in the business. As for Swole, she just needs time to prove her worth. 4. Nash 

Carter 

129 21-07-21 US shots in the corner. Swole floats over the corner, but Bunny rolls through Swole and hits a shoulder tackle. Swole 

hits a knee to the mid-section followed up 

130 20-10-14 US straitjacket German suplex, but Swole kicked out. Jim Ross correctly pointed out that Swole's shoulders were never 

on the mat. Both women hit their finishers but could 

131 20-10-07 US . # If there was a positive, it is that this is the best Swole has looked between the ropes to date on Dynamite. She gets 

better with every 

132 19-11-26 US Swole backs out of the corner. Swole puts Shanna in a side headlock. Swole breaks it herself to throw in a few kicks 

before going for the pin again 

133 21-07-02 US his signature villain will factor into the story, but the Watchmen actor is looking swole ahead of his return to 

Atlantis. # The above video comes to us from 

134 20-10-14 US running knee on the apron. # As the show went to a commercial, Swole shoved Shida into the cameraman. We 

returned just as the challenger nailed the champ 

135 20-07-19 US an industrial fan. Soon thereafter, he became Baywatch Zac, a man so swole and bronzed he looked as if he may 

burst forth from his own flesh at 
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136 20-12-07 US appear in the new Thor movie together and they're teasing each other about getting swole on Instagram. People # A 

pregnant Hilary Duff is quarantining after being exposed to 

137 20-11-11 US quarter, $119.99 per year # Australian actor Chris Hemsworth, known for playing the swole hammer-wielding god 

Thor, brings you this all-in-one fitness app for planning your training, 

138 19-12-26 US Japanese competitor applied a surfboard, looking for a submission from her opponent. # Swole fought back 

following the break, dropping Sakura with a wheelbarrow flatliner. Sakura recovered 

139 22-01-01 US then worked the November 5, 2019 edition of AEW Dark, teaming with Big Swole for a loss to Allie and Sadie 

Gibbs. # Stay tuned for more. 

140 21-08-31 US college football player. # " Oh, I know, I used to be swole, bro, before cancer. I know what it's like to grind in 

141 22-01-01 US wrestling wasn't good enough. You can click here for our original report on Swole's various comments, and Khan's 

response. # In an update, Rush 

142 21-12-31 US to work for you. That's one of their biggest issues. " # Swole then called out AEW for a lack of diversity and said 

representation for the black 

143 20-02-28 US in 2017 and has played for teams including GX, Torqued, Lazarus, and Swole Identity (previously known as Swole 

Patrol) since. # Swag most notably won 

144 19-11-19 US in a side headlock and tags in Swole. Baker with a sling blade on Swole. She then sends Swole into the ropes which 

follows with a clothesline. Baker 

145 22-02-22 US it because I had the most charisma, I had the most character, " Swole said (h/t to POST Wrestling for the 

transcription). " It's just 

146 20-07-25 US As an added bonus, he would get to work with his wife, Big Swole. Penelope Ford and Kip Sabian # 3 of 7 # AEW's 

women 

147 21-01-15 US have another faction among the ranks. Big Swole and Leyla Hirsch # Big Swole has a natural tag team partner in 

Nicole Savoy, who went by the name 

148 19-12-17 US . # It's no secret that it takes a lot of effort to get swole enough to be in a Marvel film. Chris Hemsworth's stunt 

double Bobby Holland 

149 20-06-07 US in a solid year, I began to doubt my ability to ascertain just how swole Nanjiani was during filming. I brought in one 

more bit of outside evidence: 
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150 22-01-02 US how other people of color have succeeded in AEW, and then said he let Swole's contract expire because her 

wrestling wasn't good enough. # " The top 

151 20-12-04 US what is Chandlo? Why, Chandlo is a green Grumpus known for being super swole and super into exercise. It's 

creepy how perfect this match is. 

152 17-08-01 US runner, Crossfit-er, Pilates-er, or just a dude who's trying to get swole, most of us just need one pair that we can 

count on day in 

153 21-07-06 US , was pinned by Jaxson Ryker on this week's episode of RAW. # Swole posted a photo from the movie Dolemite Is 

My Name in which Eddie Murphy's 

154 21-07-10 US for Houseguests. With an indoor gym, players will be able to get their swole on even when the yard is on lockdown 

and can strategize while seemingly going about 

155 21-02-08 US Fire' N Flava vs. Swole Family belongs on this card. # Big Swole has made a name for herself with AEW but she 

has also made history as 

156 20-11-25 US runs into a northern lights suplex for a one count. Vipress tries to hit Swole in the corner, but Swole nails an 

Uranagi. Vipress counters Swole's kicks 

157 21-04-20 US , and Swole hits a rolling elbow for the win. # Winners: Big Swole & KiLynn King # -- Vignette with Ricky Starks 

in a bar. He says 

158 20-04-01 US they will make for excellent plays as they are set to take on a weaker Swole Patrol side. These two will allow you to 

unlock some of the more expensive 

159 22-01-31 US president Tony Khan for comments he made about the company choosing to not re-sign Big Swole. He released a 

follow-up statement saying he and Khan had positive discussions, but 

160 21-08-03 US fit into his Deadpool costume for this one. The post Ryan Reynolds Gets Disturbingly Swole in New FREE GUY 

Ad appeared first on Nerdist. # Anyone who's despondent 

161 19-11-19 US out. Baker with a hanging neckbreaker, goes for the cover again, and Swole kicks out. Baker sends Swole into the 

corner and lands a high knee kick 

162 22-02-18 US job security to people. " 53675477 Big Swole On Tony Khan's Comments: " It's Heartbreaking, Because I Thought 

We 
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163 20-09-22 US a big won over Britt Baker in the Tooth and Nail match. # With Swole becoming one of AEW's fastest-rising stars in 

recent months, it would make perfect 

164 20-09-05 US and this got the PPV off to a bit of a weak start. Big Swole def. Dr. Britt Baker via stoppage. Grade: C- # The Young 

Bucks 

165 19-12-05 US in-ring debut as a member of the Nightmare Collective. # Melanie Cruise joins Big Swole and Kris Statlander as the 

latest round of signings to AEW's women division. 

166 19-11-28 US the organization dropped the squad, who had no other option than to use the Swole Patrol tag again. # Zellsis said he 

is very excited to join Singularity. 

167 19-11-26 US the cover immediately after. Swole kicks out. Shanna lays a few elbows near Swole's jaw. Swole counters with a big 

kick to Shanna's face. She 

168 21-01-08 US . Mia-Sophia # These are two clubgoers from the City who encouraged Stewart to get swole and beat up their drug-

dealing nemesis, and the Breastaurant manager who gave Wayne two 

169 21-07-05 US 73203290 Nicole Savoy Comments On Reuniting With Big Swole In AEW, More # During a recent interview with 

Spencer Love of Love Wrestling 

170 21-08-06 US Rey Fenix) via pinfall # -- Mark Henry is in a lobby with Big Swole and Diamante. We see highlights of their feud 

throughout as Swole talks about her 

171 18-11-28 US 2015 roster is Ryan' Freakazoid' Abadir, who is currently a member of Swole Patrol. # While they might not have 

expected to get out of the open 

172 22-12-05 US yards passing, three passing touchdowns and a rushing score in one game. The swole numbers all help build Hurts' 

MVP bid. # A Georgia voting law passed 

173 19-12-26 US with a wheelbarrow flatliner. Sakura recovered and applied a mic stand-assisted abdominal stretch. Swole recovered 

and delivered a wicked clothesline. Sakura recovered and tried for a moonsault, 

174 22-07-15 US disproportionate force. He's the only villain in these movies who steps to this swole and brutal Batman with a 

physical advantage. He trivializes the Batman who spent the 

175 20-09-05 US and tried to use a drill before being handed a syringe of novocaine, which Swole stole and injected into Baker's leg, 

putting the limb to sleep. Swole 
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176 20-12-08 US runs into the corner and nails a series off knee strikes and a boot onto Swole. Swole evades a Shining Wizard and 

hits a few cross chops. Counter after 

177 21-03-17 US . # Erskine was killed, and his project seemed to die with him as swole Steve was not used as a super soldier, but 

instead wrapped up in a 

178 21-11-30 US Announces She Won't Renew Her Contract with AEW # Popular women's wrestler Big Swole announced on Twitter 

Tuesday that she will not be renewing her contract with All Elite 

179 20-09-22 US some matches that could make up the card. Hikaru Shida vs. Big Swole # 1 of 5 # Hikaru Shida defeated Thunder 

Rosa to retain the AEW Women 

180 19-11-19 US midsection and a hanging neckbreaker follows. She goes for the cover on Statlander and Swole comes in to break up 

the cover. Baker superkicks Swole and sends her to 

181 22-01-05 US where she's at now because she's a star. # Q: Big Swole's comments over the weekend about the diversity at the top 

of the AEW roster 

182 20-10-14 US but the outcome made sense. Shida has taken on all comers, and defeating Swole, who has been on a roll lately, 

solidifies her as the top woman 

183 21-07-21 US . Abadon hooks Braxton's head and slams it down for the win. # Swole and Blade lock up as Swole sends Bunny to 

the corner. Swole offers a 

184 22-01-02 US , Big Swole Update # As noted, the controversy surrounding Tony Khan and Big Swole was a hot topic this 

weekend. It began with an episode of Big Swole 

185 21-11-04 US understandably, inspire some people to simply bypass the lyrics and fixate on whether the swole riffage of " Where 

the Light Divides the Holler " and " Forced to Stay 

186 21-08-19 US like a professional wrestler. So maybe the best bet is to get on his swole playing field. When the second season of 

See premieres later this month, Momoa 

187 21-02-08 US first black women to hold the Shine Tag Team Championship in September 2019. # Swole also teamed with her 

longtime friend, Nicole Savoy aka Lil Swole, at Shimmer 

188 21-07-09 US : You going to get swole? # Bender: I'm going to get swole. That's actually my goal, Bender's going to get trim and 

then 
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189 20-10-22 US body; Chris Hemsworth is an amazing comedic presence who just so happens to be swole enough to deadlift other 

human beings; Tom Cruise is in many ways a conventional 

190 21-07-21 US hits a big sliding strike, cover, but Swole kicks out at two. Swole with some palms strikes to the body. She follows 

with a series of cross 

191 21-11-24 US targets of his wrath. Or was he? # Joey Slye, a.k.a. Swole Tweeder, wants to make it clear that he was trolling the 

Panthers and not 

192 21-11-06 US same luck as we have on game day and I'm sure they'll be swole up at the restaurants and different eateries and 

establishments. We're excited about it 

193 19-11-26 US Shanna reverses out of it. Shanna hip tosses Swole to the opposite side. Swole gets up and kicks Shanna right in the 

midsection. Shanna takes Swole for a 

194 21-04-20 US hits a step-up enzuigiri. King tags in Swole, and Ashley tags in. Swole pops in and hits a cutter followed by a thrust 

kick on Steff. Uppercut 

195 22-09-12 US sideline with the training staff. # After a little time, Butker's ankle swole up according to sideline reporter Tracy 

Wolfson and he was carted to the locker room 

196 20-04-11 US treadmill is made out of wood. # I feel like while your muscles get swole at this gym, your hands also end up sticky 

with sap and filled with 

197 20-10-26 US also be because Marinelli has the kind of screen presence some might describe as " swole Jean-Pierre L? aud. " Such 

anachronistic touches never stick out, however, 

198 20-12-10 US 86399383 # " My dad's lookin' pretty swole right now, " Evan says... " I know he's been training this 

199 20-09-22 US Thunder Rosa to retain the AEW Women's Championship at All Out, while Big Swole picked up a big won over 

Britt Baker in the Tooth and Nail match. 

200 21-05-03 US lose the neat kit they've obtained; power sickle; bird companion; holy swole rocket launcher, whatever. # At one 

level, I sympathize with this frustration 
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